A Colorful First! Now the warmth of plumbing fixtures in color lend distinction to public wash rooms of an entire building. The first major office building to take the complete step—405 Park Avenue, New York City. The interior designer and architect have worked out an outstanding decor using Richmond's Bermuda Coral for the Ladies' Rooms, Quaker Gray for the Men's Rooms. The result—added character for the building . . . lasting quality, low maintenance for the owners because these fixtures are by Richmond.
107 Used architecture—an editorial
“The only effective repository of the art of fine building is a standing one.” Why and how we should preserve selected masterpieces—such as the Robie House, now endangered.

110 Tower with a front yard
What is the value of a little open space in a crowded downtown district? For the Chase Manhattan building it led to wide-span construction, 6% more desks per floor and a better view of a handsome façade.

116 Forgotten pioneering
After 50 years, two Singer buildings, one of them long neglected and the other quite forgotten, turn up some stimulating ideas in glass fronts, curtain walls, city zoning for height—and even ornament.

122 An inviting space for culture
A small city library pays joyful respect to many of civilization’s treasures—including the art of architecture.

126 Our confused housing program
Twenty-five-years old and crippled by contradictions, today’s federal housing policy cannot serve today’s cities. The whole problem is badly in need of re-examination.

130 Buildings in brief—stores
A collection of 12 new buildings which add some new ideas to the architecture of merchandising.

136 Lessons in campus planning
Schools do it, shopping centers do it, factories do it; now the New York State Capitol is doing it—and in a way that is bound to influence still others.

142 Corbu in India
A gallery of color photographs of the fresh and powerful architecture planted by the great French-Swiss architect on the burning plains of India.

148 Land III: leisure’s lush acres
What the great land boom has done to resort and retirement land. Third in a series.

152 A buried treasury
A religious museum, medieval in mood, modern in concept.

156 Technology
The case of the overweight skeleton—why tomorrow’s buildings will weigh less and cost less. . . . The balloon becomes a highly practical building for many purposes. . . . Brief accounts of recent engineering developments.

265 Abroad
A continuing review of international building.

272 Footnote
A new and not-very-serious department dedicated to the lighter side of building—a one-shot picture essay.
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Architect: Paul H. Van Wert
General Contractor: Hughes-Foulkrod Co., Philadelphia
Rotary Oldraulic Elevator sold and installed by Seelar & Company, Erie, Pa.

Julius Lewis Clothiers, Memphis
Architects: Wiseman-Bland, Memphis
Interior Design: Brochstein's, Inc., Houston
General Contractor: Tri-State Construction Co., Memphis
Rotary Oldraulic Elevator sold and installed by The Southern Co., Inc., Memphis
In buildings to six-story heights, there's no need for an expensive, ugly elevator machinery penthouse to mar the exterior design.

Rotary Oildraulic Elevators are pushed up from below, not pulled from above, eliminating all overhead machinery and permitting clean, uncluttered roof lines.

**Construction savings**

A powerful hydraulic plunger moves and controls the elevator car. Entire weight of the car and its load is supported by a foundation slab, permitting much lighter shaft sidewalls and additional construction savings.

Another item important to building design and economy is flexibility in power unit location. Rotary's compact motor and pump assembly needs no special machine room, can be installed on any landing. A part of this mechanism is the famous Rotary Oildraulic Controller, a patented combination of eight separate valves which assures smooth, quiet, dependable operation, and simplifies adjustments.

**No operator needed**

Any type of modern electronic signal control for operation with or without attendant is available. Elevator capacities from 1000 to 100,000 lbs.

Sales, installation and service are by a national distributor organization of factory-trained engineers. These elevator specialists also offer assistance on plans and specifications for new construction and remodeling work. Mail the coupon for more information or look for “Rotary Oildraulic” under “Elevators” in the yellow pages of your phone book.
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**Oildraulic® Elevators**
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Engineered and built by

ROTARY LIFT COMPANY

Division of the Dover Corporation

Memphis, Tenn. — Chatham, Ontario
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The vast majority of the nation's fine buildings are Sloan equipped

Providence Hospital & Nurses' Home
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Recipient of high praise

- By adopting a cross-shaped building plan and by placing the bank of elevators in the center of the cross, this new 6-million-dollar hospital is a creation for exceptionally high efficiency. Passengers are delivered close to nurses' stations and near all patient rooms and services. Since corridors pass around the elevators, all traffic through the floor lobbies is eliminated. By placing the building at an angle within the 12 acres of beautifully landscaped grounds, each patient's room is given direct sunlight during a portion of each day. A solarium is provided on each floor and the entire building is air-conditioned. The nurses' home houses 150 students. A lecture hall adjoining it accommodates 250 persons. A smaller hall seating 125 is situated in the hospital and conference rooms are located on all floors. Everywhere are evidences of the high standards prevailing during all the many planning and equipment decisions, including the adoption of Sloan Flush Valves for installation throughout the buildings.

Sloan Flush Valves
Famous for Efficiency, Durability, Economy

Another achievement in efficiency, endurance and economy is the Sloan Act-O-Matic Shower Head, which is automatically self-cleaning each time it is used! No clogging. No dripping. Architects specify, and Wholesalers and Master Plumbers recommend the Act-O-Matic—the better shower head for better bathing.

Write for completely descriptive folder
Urban renewal appropriations trimmed, program jeopardized in Washington budget battle

Urban renewal and several other construction programs were among the innocent bystanders in danger of being most seriously maimed in the battle of the bulging budget that raged in Washington last month.

The GSA lease-purchase construction program cutback ordered a month ago (AF, March) turned out to have been only the opening move in an administration effort to trim the plump $72 billion budget proposed by President Eisenhower only three months ago and thus make any future Treasury deficit financing easier. The heat was turned on all federal agencies to effect savings, but at the same time it looked as if the administration's political strategy might be defined as follows: appear to be in favor of all essential and beneficial spending, but let Congress assume the responsibility and risk bearing the brunt of any recriminations from those who were offended when many of the needed cuts were made.

At month's end there was no way to forecast what the ultimate effects of the battle would be. But here was how some construction programs were being temporarily hamstrung or curtailed:

Urban renewal—HHF Administrator Albert M. Cole on March 15 asked Congress to appropriate only $175 million for the year beginning July 1, compared with $250 million recommended in the President's January budget message. He conceded this would really only cut URA's contract-signing or "check-writing" ability for the present, because actual disbursements under new contracts usually do not occur for several years.

Nevertheless, there was a genuine threat to orderly urban renewal in such a reduction. It would mean many comprehensive projects in the planning stage would have to be shelved or abandoned, because cities would have to face the question whether it was feasible or worth while trying to mount important renewal programs if federal grants were going to be made a matter of caprice in appropriations battles from one Congress to another in the future, URA, in fact, was already working under a temporary priority system in making commitments for new grants, pending assurances that it would receive further authorizations.

College housing—The January budget message recommended $175 million; last month Cole requested only $150 million.

Lease-purchase—At the committee hearings on the curtailment of this program a month ago, GSA Administrator Franklin G. Floete disclosed that he had requested authority to raise the yield on such financing to approximately 5% but was vetoed by administration fiscal advisers. There was no indication what new legislation might finally be adopted on this program. The unhappy alternative to lease-purchase would be a direct appropriations program, but resort to that would only increase prospective budget deficits.

Miscellaneous—in slashing $500 million from the Independent Offices Appropriations bill for 18 different government agencies, the House trimmed hospital construction funds for the VA by $7.5 million, and voted GSA only $65 million instead of the $85 million it had requested for its air-conditioning and modernization program in government buildings.

---

FHA to end its Sec. 220 3% capital freeze

Two important policy changes by FHA that should greatly help urban renewal area apartment builders were disclosed at the Michigan State University "working conference" on renewal problems sponsored by HHFA and the National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials in East Lansing a month ago.

W. Beverly Mason, in charge of FHA's Sec. 220 urban renewal mortgage insurance program, said new regulations are being drafted that will only require a builder to leave a cash investment of 3% of the cost of a project tied up in the corporation for a period of three years after completion. This is a significant reversal of the new rule freezing 3% cash into the...
San Francisco advancing huge downtown project

The automobile dominated schematic plans for redevelopment of San Francisco's old produce market district by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, released last month by the City Planning Commission.

Through the middle of the area would run a long, block-wide mall separating entrance and exit ramps from the two-level elevated Embarcadero expressway now under construction. In its midsection this landscaped mall would be two stories high—forming the roof over a complex of basement and two-story parking garages for some 4,500 cars (see cuts).

Besides providing light and air in a plan that would cover only 25% of this 78-acre redevelopment site with structures, this central mall would serve as a park for workers in a group of new office buildings south of the mall that would expand the city's present financial district (foreground in site plan).

It would also separate this commercial area from new apartment buildings on the north side of the mall. Over a period of eight years these proposed office buildings would give the city an additional 2.4 million sq. ft. of office space, and 1,600 apartment units.

The S-O-M plan was financed with $45,000 subscribed by a group of civic-minded business leaders headed by J. D. Zellerbach and Charles Blyth. They acted to speed this downtown rejuvenation project a year ago after the city rejected a Webb & Knapp proposal to prepare redevelopment plans for this area, provided it was given certain bidding preferences for the land.

The S-O-M plan assumes the state eventually will provide funds for a Ferry Building park in front of the Embarcadero expressway into which the redevelopment area plaza-mall would merge. Some observers, however, speculated whether state park authorities would object to expressway ramps across a park, and withhold such funds. Except for the possibility of a public controversy arising out of this ramp-location problem, the city's planning and redevelopment authorities were hopeful the entire scheme could be cleared by the city in time to qualify for federal urban renewal funds and activation before the end of this year.

City planning, renewal fellowships started

In growing realization of the seriousness of urban decay, more and more municipalities see the need for trained personnel in urban renewal and city planning. "This year," says Theodore V. Houser, board chairman of Sears, Roebuck and president of the Sears, Roebuck Foundation, "only 170 graduate students will enter this field though an estimated 500 are needed, and the demand will continue to rise."

To help meet this emergency, the foundation will start a program of graduate fellowships in city planning and urban renewal this fall with a $17,500 grant for the first year, $35,000 annually thereafter. This is expected to provide up to $2,500 a year for each fellow, and unrestricted grants of $1,000 per year per fellow to the institutions they attend. Usually fellowships will be awarded for two years, but will be limited to graduate schools of city planning with degree programs.
SCHEMATIC PLAN FOR HARBORSIDE CIVIC CENTER IN BALTIMORE

Harbor site is favored for Baltimore civic center

Baltimore is losing no time getting ready to build "a modern civic center for sports, exhibitions, theatrical, educational and cultural purposes, and for a public auditorium or convention hall," for which it approved a $6 million bond issue last November.

Last month Pietro Belluschi completed a site location study that recommended developing the center around a portion of the inner harbor four blocks from City Hall (to right in cut). One group already on record in favor of this site: the Baltimore AIA chapter.

Prepared in association with Eduardo Catalano, Belluschi's report evaluated cost limitation factors and other considerations involving a number of proposed sites. "The conclusions with regard to all 'suburban' sites," it declared, "were that they did not satisfy enough of the criteria. The center clearly belonged downtown." Several of the criteria that resulted in the recommendation for the inner harbor site were:

- easy accessibility to core city facilities such as hotels, offices, restaurants, etc.;
- visibility for "landmark" construction that could be seen by great numbers of people and become a "proud symbol" of the city; a location that could serve as "a strong stimulus, rather than a hindrance, to future general renewal by private enterprise of the city's central area."

The schematic model unveiled last month contemplates a small, hexagonal maritime museum (foreground in cut), several supplementary high-rise private apartments (r), an arena-coliseum (concave roof), and an adjacent auditorium (1). Two big new buildings in background represent new hotel and government buildings that could be developed advantageously on the periphery of the open, landscaped civic center area.

The city has also already commissioned A. G. Odell Jr., of Charlotte, N.C., to design the coliseum-arena, to seat 10,000 persons and provide 100,000 sq. ft. of exhibition area, to be built within a $4 million budget. This will have some design similarity to his famous Charlotte coliseum, says Odell, but will also "have a character all its own."

PROFESSIONAL RELATIONS

FLLW fighting to design new Arizona capitol

Never an architect to avoid a controversy, and guaranteed to enliven every one with his barbed and acid comments, Frank Lloyd Wright was skirmishing on two fronts last month. In Arizona, looking to the future, he was endeavoring to carry to the people the proposal that his designs for a new state capitol be used instead of others being considered by various state authorities. In Chicago, looking to the past, he was rallying support to prevent the threatened demolition of his 49-year-old Robie House (see editorial, p. 107).

Legislative complexities confused the Arizona capitol picture. Since 1952 the state has been mulling over the problem of enlarging its existing capitol or building a new one. Last year the problem was turned over to a new State Planning and Building Commission, which retained Associated State Capitol Architects, a group of four offices that have been working on various aspects of the state's office space and capitol problem since former Governor Howard Pyle engaged them five years ago. The members of ASCA: H. H. Green; Lescher & Mahoney; Lew Place; Edward L. Varney Assoc.

After the Planning and Building Commission rejected one plan for a domed shaft capitol by ASCA, this group offered a second central shaft plan, with two domes on separate low wings for the House and Senate (see cut). The commission accepted interior designs for this proposed structure, but not the exterior, pending decisions whether there should be windows on more than one side (because of air-conditioning factors), and other details. Subsequently the Senate approved this plan, 27 to 1, but in the House it never got out of committee before the legislature adjourned last month. Until it reconvenes again next January, any final acceptance of the ASCA plan is apparently left in a no-man's land of suspended animation.

But shortly before the legislature adjourned Wright blew up a storm in this desert state he adopted for his winter domicile and school "Taliesin West." With typically caustic Wright remarks he jibed at the ASCA plans. Among his milder comments: "A capitol in the sun country should not...
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This splayed base flares out from the wall. It prevents beds, carts, and other moving equipment from being pushed so close that they strike and mar wall surfaces.

By specifying Milcor Metal Base No. 625, you enable clients to realize considerable savings in maintenance and repair of hospital and hotel rooms and corridors.

This is another example of how Milcor Metal Trim products adapt to special conditions. Milcor has a complete line of designs, sizes, and weights that afford permanence, fire safety, and resistance to use and abuse.

See the Milcor Metal Trim Catalog in Sweet's — Section 12a/InL. Or write for your own copy — ask for Catalog 102.
Wright released sketches of the kind of capitol he felt would be most appropriate for Arizona (see inset, p. 108).

In a statement last month the Chicago Theological Seminary confirmed its intention to demolish the Robie House to help provide a site for a new dormitory for married students being designed by Holabird & Root & Burgee. It expressed its regret for such prospective action, but explained that it found "it economically impossible to maintain [it] as an architectural monument. ... No practical solution to the problem has been proposed."

But by month's end several new campaigns to save the house were being mounted, and Wright was taking a leading role in the preservation movement. "I think this is a special species of vandalism," he declared. "To destroy this would be like destroying a great piece of sculpture or a great work of art." He also wired the seminary an offer to "go under bond to put the house back in condition for $15,000"—contrasted with the seminary's statement that "due to structural deterioration, the building requires an immediate expenditure of $65 to $75,000, according to an engineering estimate."

AIA gives 6 First Honors, 14 Awards of Merit

In one of the warmups for its centennial convention in Washington next month, the AIA named six First Honor Award winners, and 14 Award of Merit winners in its ninth annual competition for outstanding American architecture.

Architects who were multiple award winners this year were Caudill, Rowlett, Scott & Assoc., of Bryan, Tex.; and Antonin Raymond and L. L. Rado, of New York, who each captured one First Honor Award and one Award of Merit, and A. Quincy Jones and Frederick E. Emmons, of Los Angeles who received two Awards of Merit.

First Honor Awards were won by Anderson, Beckwith & Haible of Boston for their office building for Middlesex Mutual Building Trust in Waltham, Mass.; by Warren H. Ashley of West Hartford, Conn., for his junior-senior high school in Greenburgh, N.Y.; Elliot Noyes for his own house in New Canaan, Conn.; Caudill, Rowlett, Scott & Associates of Bryan, Tex., for their county courthouse and jail in Bryan; Antonin Raymond and L. L. Rado of New York for their St. Anselm's priory in Tokyo; Anshen and Allen of San Francisco for their Chapel of the Holy Cross in Sedona, Ariz.

Awards of Merit were made to Caudill, Rowlett, Scott & Assoc.; Curtis and Davis; Golemon and Rolfe; A. Quincy Jones and Frederick E. Emmons; George Matsumoto; R. B. O'Connor and W. H. Kilham Jr.; A. G. Odell Jr.; Edward B. Page; Antonin Raymond and L. L. Rado; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Stevens and Wilkinson; Paul Thiry; and John Carl Warnecke.

California awards contest a press and TV hit

Said one San Francisco architect commenting on the unusual, widespread professional and public interest aroused by a special centennial year honor awards program of AIA's Northern California, East Bay, Coast Valleys, Central Valley and Monterey Bay chapters: "This is the biggest boon to architecture here since the earthquake." Said another during the four days the nonconventional jury inspected some of the 140 entries in the field as well as from plans and photos: "I've had a stomach-ache for a week now. I can't attribute it to anything else."

At least four unusual aspects of this program helped make it a huge press and public relations success:

\- The top award winner was promised a commission for one of San Francisco's next public buildings—probably a firehouse.

\- Except for the chairman, the jurors were selected more for their other public accomplishments than for strictly
architectural discernment. M.I.T architecture Dean Pietro Belluschi served as chairman, and the others were Atomic Scientist J. Robert Oppenheimer; Businessman Edgar Kaufman Jr., board member of New York's Museum of Modern Art; architectural Sculptor Harry Bertoia and Columbia University architecture Professor James M. Fitch.

One of the practical as well as aesthetic criteria for judging each entry was "its mastery and recognition of our atomic-age technology coupled with firm discipline of spiralling costs."

After selecting the winners, the jurors appeared on a full-hour TV educational program to discuss their theories of art and architecture.

Highest Honor Award was won by John Lord King, of San Francisco, for his Broadway Shopping Center in Belvedere, Calif. Other top award winners were: Campbell & Wong, Mario Ciampi, Edward Page, John Carl Warnecke, Ann Knorr and Keith Monroe.

Design

Church speakers hit both Gothic, vulgar modern

Restrained Christian debate over design marked the recent Joint National Conference on Church Architecture in St. Louis, attended by almost 1,000 architects and church building executives.

New York's Dr. C. Harry Atkinson, editor of Protestant Church Administration and Equipment, was the first of two keynoters for this annual conference of the Church Architectural Guild of America and the department of church building of the National Council of Churches. He began by protest ing: "A church that looks like a gas station or a supermarket with a cross attached is no proper building for worship; nor should a church be so flighty as to resemble a chrome-blazoned night club entrance." But also making it clear that he opposed a return to Gothic, he counseled church designers not to borrow "a cooky cutter from the past." Favoring "new forms and new materials," he urged designers to be "modern and courageous, but never vulgar—let the church be the church, in the world, but not of it."

Boston's Dr. Arland A. Dirlam was co-keynoter and general chairman for the conference. He warned that new churches must "be neither nostalgic reflections of Christmas cards nor comic strip concepts of space dwellings." He emphasized that building committees today should "demand that architects use the resources proved good in the past, alert themselves to the potentials of the future, but build churches of the present." He scored the architect who refuses a church commission unless the building committee gives him carte blanche as to architectural style, and likewise those who would "experiment wantonly at the expense of their clients," often evolve "strange and weird forms that are purely faddish architectural compositions."

Design comments of other speakers:

"The automobile is second only to the birth rate as a stimulus to church building. But the most disturbing problem for churches is parking space."

continued on p. 12
MILLS MOVABLE PARTITIONS give space flexibility—the answer to changing "work space" requirements of an area. Write to: the mills company 931 wayside road cleveland 10 ohio
As one minister puts it: 'Before we pew them, we must park them.' Adequate offstreet parking is a necessity for any church that hopes to grow. . . . The American people also desire more impressive places of worship. They are not content with the auditorium-type churches of the past. They crave a place where they may experience the presence of God. As one architect says: 'It is my ambition to build churches where people will throw away their cigarettes, take off their hats and cease talking, spontaneously.'—Dr. John R. Scotford, of New York.

• Some modern churches are “good ads for pickle factories, of 57 varieties, while others look like chicken coops.”—Church Architectural Guild Treasurer Harry E. Warren, of New York.

• “Nonsense,” retorted Seattle Architect Robert L. Durham. “Contemporary design solves the needs of today’s churches for less money. We are way behind Europe in dropping the shackles of the past. There modern art is accepted for altars, pulpits and murals.”

Despite last year’s record $773 million of church construction, and a record 273 entries in the Church Architectural Guild annual awards contest, the judges were sparing with their honors. They gave no first, second or third prizes, but only honorable mentions in the classes for churches seating more than 300 persons, and for “hypothetical churches”; no first or second prizes in the additions and alterations class. The only first prize awarded, in the under 300 class, went to Durham, Anderson & Freed, of Seattle, for their St. Elizabeth’s Episcopal Church, in Burien, Wash.; the only second prize to Lawrence, Saunders & Calongne, of New Orleans, for the Gretna (La.) Methodist Church.

The Guild’s 1956 Elbert M. Conover award for the outstanding contribution to better church architecture by a non-architect was given to Dr. William Kincaid Newman, a New York lawyer, since 1937 secretary of the church building department of the Board of Home Missions of the Congregational and Christian Churches, and the author of Planning Buildings for Christian Education.

To succeed Edward F. Jansson, of Chicago, the guild elected as president Harold E. Wagoner, of Philadelphia, professor of architectural design for 19 years at Drexel Institute Evening College, staff member of the Methodist Bureau of Architecture, and architect for the Shrine of the Ages chapel (Protestant-Catholic-Jewish) planned for the rim of the Grand Canyon.

COMMUNITY PLANNING

Huge “research park” set 40 mi. out of NYC

In 1952 the City Investing Co., headed by New York Realtor-Developer Robert W. Dowling, optioned a 27 sq. mi. tract of rugged mountain foothill land near Tuxedo Park, N. Y., 40 mi. out of New York City beside the then-projected New York State Thruway.

Planning and studies were begun on the best uses that could be made of the hilly, wooded, lake-studded property and its rich natural resources—during the Revolution iron mines and furnaces on the site forged an historic connection. See p. 16
Extensive research has now resulted in a combined acoustical and lighting advancement of great significance.

SOUNDSHEET TRANSLUCENT ACOUSTICAL ELEMENT For Over-all Lighting Systems

For the first time, efficient acoustical properties have been combined with top quality illumination characteristics in a good-looking plastic laminate! Soundsheet by Contrex Company supplements other acoustical treatments, and can be effectively used with most wall-to-wall or area lighting systems now in existence or in the planning stage. Here are just a few advantages of Soundsheet:

- **BALANCED SOUND ABSORPTION** — more at low frequencies than the average of commonly used types of acoustical treatment. Good absorption at the higher frequencies. N.R.C. = 0.70 by independent test for corrugated Soundsheet.
- **QUALITY ILLUMINATION** — softly diffused lighting free of shadows and reflections at high efficiency.
- **EASY TO INSTALL** — available in all standard widths; adaptable to most available over-all ceiling equipment, now installed or on order.
- **AVAILABLE NOW** — in either corrugated or flat sheet — consult your lighting equipment manufacturer for use with his equipment.
- **LOW COST** — initial and operating expenses — very little maintenance necessary — Soundsheet is completely washable.

Soundsheet harmonizes perfectly with any of today's architectural interior concepts. Contrex Company invites you to examine this new plastic laminate — Soundsheet — and learn more about its advantages and how they can benefit you.

Developed for Contrex by Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc.
Immediate success!

Eljer's new high-style line of quality brass fittings!

New Eljer center-set lavatory fitting.

New Eljer combination lavatory fitting.

New Eljer deck-type sink fitting.
Quality Plumbing Fixtures Deserve Quality Fittings!

From the moment they were introduced, early this year, Eljer's new line of brass fittings have won overwhelming acceptance. These fittings have brought a completely new styling concept to the plumbing industry. And they can add unique beauty to fixtures in the projects you plan. Here's what they offer:

- Sleek, sculptured styling!
- Compact, functional design; easy to clean!
- Completely renewable for easy maintenance!
- Traditional Eljer quality!
- Thoroughly tested mechanical efficiency!
- Heavy, long-lasting chrome plating!
- Made in modern plant devoted solely to brass!

An Eljer representative will gladly give you the facts on new Eljer fittings, fixtures and all-steel kitchens. Write Eljer Division of The Murray Corporation of America, Three Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

New Eljer combination shower and over-rim bath filler with diverter spout.

New Eljer Vari-Spray ball-joint shower head.

New Brass Line Backed By Eljer's Colorful National Advertising!

This striking new brass line is featured in Eljer's national advertising and is gaining widespread acceptance among millions of users.
chain that was stretched across the Hudson to keep British ships from moving up the river. These studies confirmed the great potential of the property, and two years ago City Investing took title to it from the Harriman family—including New York Governor Averell Harriman.

Last month, Dowling, usually regarded as the spokesman and apostle of the towering central city, announced the first deal for developing this vast exurban Sterling Forest tract, and the over-all plan adopted for its total development, it will be transformed into a modern "giant research park" representing investments of $100 million or more. The first project: a nuclear research center for Union Carbide & Carbon, including a five-megawatt pool-type atomic reactor, on a site of several hundred acres leased from City Investing Co. for 100 years. In the offering: a second deal with another giant corporation that contemplates another research "campus" around a lake in its own separate "science valley."

Despite Thruway convenience, it has been decided to exclude light industry from Sterling Forest, and restrict it to research laboratories, and housing and community facilities for its scientists and technicians. The nation's big corporations have found that they need to locate their headquarters in mid-Manhattan to be near each other and keep their city-loving employees satisfied. Similarly, says Dowling, they have learned that they need to locate their research facilities within easy reach of headquarters, and they also all gain by locating their facilities near each other. Their scientists, they have found, are something like their stenographers; they are unwilling to move out of reach from all the cultural and other advantages of New York, although willing to live and work on its more rustic periphery.

To protect natural attractiveness of Sterling Forest, 45 minutes from Manhattan by Thruway, all its building will have to be approved by a board of design that will limit all construction to the height of trees, allow none on hilltops or in locations or in styles that would be inharmonious with the natural landscape. Included on this board are Gilmore Clarke, of Clarke & Rapuano, consulting engineers and landscape architects, and Dr. John R. Dunning, dean of Columbia University's school of engineering.

Without knowing the exact provisions of land leases at Sterling Forest, independent observers felt, nevertheless, that it probably indicated a trend: federal tax law exercising a major influence in procedures to be used in developing some of the large tracts being opened up for development as a result of state thruway and federal highway programs. Subdividing, even into very large pieces, might make the profits from such land improvement projects subject to regular income tax levies, (giving the Treasury windfalls as high as 52% on the increment in land value), rather than less onerous capital gains taxes. Leasehold development seems to offer some tax deferral relief. And, if the investor can leave his improvement-increment profit in the property long enough, he can still sell the fee more advantageously years later, when income taxes might be considerably lower. In the interim, of course, he also might get out some of his money by mortgaging the leasehold, based on its improved, higher value.
A relaxed setting for important decisions...

**Achieve it beautifully with wood paneling by Weldwood**

Achieve it easily too. Weldwood paneling is simple to install...and the cost is moderate. A Weldwood Architect's Service Representative will help you choose from our large collection of selected woods.

The mounting pressure of business provides an opportunity for the imaginative architect or decorator. For, with fine wood paneling, you can create a calm, relaxing setting...ideal for transacting business. At the same time the quiet beauty of wood lends great dignity to the surroundings. These characteristics of fine woods are highly valued by modern business.

Weldwood offers a wide choice of interesting woods, from "standards" like walnut, mahogany, oak and cherry, to exotic and imported species like Brazilian rosewood, teak and Korina®.

For very special jobs you'll be interested in custom, blueprint-matched Weldwood paneling. Or architectural-grade sequence-matched sets which are available in a variety of species from stock.

Contact your Weldwood Architect's Service Representative when you start planning your next job. There is no obligation. You can see a full selection of Weldwood paneling at any of our 87 branch offices in major cities. In New York, at Weldwood Building, 55 W. 44th St., and at Architects Sample Corp. In Canada: Weldwood Plywood, Ltd.

United States Plywood Corporation
Weldwood Building, 55 West 44th St., New York 36, N.Y.
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Glass is the most conspicuous material facing the public in all these buildings. Their beauty is not cheapened by distorted reflections in the windows because plate glass—LOF Parallel-O-Plate—was used.
How does your design look from 25 feet away?

Nothing shows up faster at first glance than WAVY glass. The whole effect of clean structural beauty can be spoiled by distorted reflections wiggling in the windows.

That’s why we think you’ll want to check on Parallel-O-Plate® Glass before you put your name on plans for a new building.

L·O·F Parallel-O-Plate is twin-ground (both sides simultaneously) for maximum surface parallelism and freedom from distortion. Yet, in most localities, it costs no more than ordinary plate glass.

More facts are in the column at the right.

**PARALLEL·O·PLATE FACTS**

**COMPARE** the reflections of the upside-down signs in the mirror of conventional plate glass (top) and the mirror of Parallel-O-Plate (bottom).

Parallel-O-Plate Glass is more distortion free than ordinary plate glass because its surfaces are more parallel. This great degree of parallelism is the result of twin-grinding.

The ordinary method is to cut off a section of glass, grind one side, turn it over and grind the other side.

With twin-grinding, the glass moves from the furnace through the annealing lehr and into the twin-grinding machine where both sides are ground simultaneously in a continuous ribbon 975 feet long. It’s precision made all the way.

For further information, call your Libbey·Owens·Ford Distributor or Dealer (listed under “Glass” in the yellow pages). Or write Dept. 4247, Libbey·Owens·Ford Glass Company, 608 Madison Avenue, Toledo 3, Ohio.

**LIBBEY OWENS FORD**

Designed by Hillsmith & Co., Dayton, Ohio.
This is KENTILE® cork tile

for the most luxurious yet practical
floors ever! So resilient! So slip-resistant! So long-wearing!

KENTILE FLOORS

available in Cork, Solid Vinyl, Vinyl Asbestos, Cushion-back Vinyl, Rubber and Asphalt Tile...over 150 decorator colors.

SPECIFICATIONS

SIZES:
6” x 12”, 9” x 9”, 12” x 12”.
12” x 24” (not available in
1/8” gauge.)

THICKNESSES:
1/8”, 3/16”, 5/16”, 1/2” (on
special order.)

COLORS:
Kentile cork tile (KenCork®) is
available in separately packaged
cartons of light shades, medium
shades and dark shades. Has a
factory finish—a specially pre-
pared plastic fortified wax
applied while hot, at the factory.
Exterior panels of Romany-Spartan ceramic tile bring new low cost beauty to Wisconsin school

Here's an outstanding exterior application of ceramic tile. In the recently completed addition to Milwaukee’s Country Day High School, the architects achieved this eye-catching design on inner court walls through the skillful use of Romany-Spartan buff body glazed tile in two sizes; seven colors. No less attractive, but entirely different, are the outer court walls, made of unglazed 2" x 2" Romany-Spartan Orsas.

But beauty is only one of the many desirable qualities of Romany-Spartan tile. It’s fireproof, impervious to moisture and changes of temperature. It will never fade or discolor and its self-cleaning characteristic will keep it bright and fresh looking through the years. Low initial cost and ease of maintenance make Romany-Spartan ideal for corridors, stairs, cafeterias, washrooms, locker and shower rooms, swimming pools and auditoriums.

Select from Romany-Spartan’s complete range of colors, sizes, finishes and textures. If you’d like help in working out your design problems, get in touch with your nearby Romany-Spartan representative or write: United States Ceramic Tile Company, Dept. A-12, Canton 2, Ohio.
1. Foam rubber sofa back, smartly styled and upholstered
2. Compartment for pillow storage by day
3. Standard sofa height—depth—length
4. Custom tailored covers over box spring and mattress
5. 9" wide—patented ball bearing rollers eliminate carpet wear
6. Bed is always made up ready for sleep
7. Standard 3'3" mattress and box spring of your choice
8. Welded steel frame joined to headboard
9. Formica headboard for full pillow comfort
10. Adjustable reading light, U. L. approved
11. Panel for built-in 5 tube radio and phone bushing within easy reach.
12. Generous corner table is Formica topped

Specify the one—the only—the original DUO·BED

There's a duo·bed for every space problem...
for free file catalog of complete line
including templates ... write DUO·BED —
11617 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 25, California

DUO-DELUXE DAY
DUO-DELUXE NITE

the ultimate in hotel living!
A roundup of recent and significant proposals

**HISTORIC SITE**

New York's City and Municipal Courts Building will rise on the site of old "Tombs" and Collect Pond, where John Fitch tried out the first paddle steamboat. The new 12-story building, to cost $14.5 million, was designed by William Lescaze and Matthew A. Del Gaudio, associated architects.

**MEDICAL CENTER**

Harrison & Abramovitz are the architects for four new buildings started for the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research in New York. Two of the four, shown above, are a ceramic tile dome auditorium, Caspary Hall, which will seat 500; and Abby Aldrich Rockefeller Hall (r). Structural designers of Caspary Hall: Praeger-Kavanagh.

**CUBAN CLIFF-TOP HOTEL FOR SHERATON CHAIN**

Overlooking the harbor of Trinidad, Cuba, the Cuban Culinary Workers Union plans to erect this $8 million, 500-room, 15-story and penthouse resort hotel to be operated by the Sheraton organization. Below the main structure, designed by Watson & Deutchman, of Miami, will be two large circular sections housing a restaurant, and a night club and casino; on the ground level, cabanas and swimming pool. The entrance will be on the north side (not shown), which will feature a 15-story high tiled wall.

**SOLAR-SCREENED QUARTERS FOR HOUSTON ARCHITECTS**

All modern conveniences, including air conditioning and a parking lot for 22 cars, have been planned for this two-story building for their own occupancy designed by Houston, Tex., Architects Emory S. White and Arne G. Engberg. The solar screen projecting 4' from the west front will be made of reinforced concrete and 12' square panels of horizontal clay tile in the same shade of pink as the rest of the building. Initially the architects will use only the ground floor, lease the upper floor as an extra source of income.
UNIVERSITY OFFICES

Statewide offices of the University of California will be consolidated in this seven-story structure to be started this summer adjoining the Berkeley campus from plans by Welton Becket & Assoc. White columns and blue and beige ceramic panels will cover the exterior of the $3 million, 150,000 sq. ft. steel and reinforced concrete structure. It will release three other buildings on the Berkeley campus for badly needed classroom use.

30,000 SKYLIGHTS

T. Y. Lin & Associates, John Lautner, consulting architect, designed this windowless one-story concrete plant for Kaynar Manufacturing Co., Rivera, Calif. Daylight enters through 30,000 prismatic "lightports" in the roof. A year-round heating and cooling system is supplemented by sprays which keep 2" of water circulating over roof.

NEXT YEAR: ROUND HOTEL

On Florida's Gold Coast, where the newest hotel is traditionally the place to stay, 1958 visitors will find the $14 million Rubaiyat Hotel, which promises a balcony with every room. Its circular shape solves the problem of an odd-shaped lot and still leaves room for parking area, cabana, and two pools. Flat plate construction eliminates floor beams. Architect: Norman Giller & Associates, Miami Beach.

COLOR AT THE CORE, SKYLIGHT ON TOP

A three-story chemical laboratory, complete with apparatus in bright colors visible from glass-walled corridors, will form the center of the new engineering laboratory at Washington University, St. Louis. The engineering department building was designed by Fitch & Nicholas of St. Louis, with Joseph Passonneau as consulting architect.

OKLAHOMA CITY TOWER

Architects Sorey, Hill & Sorey designed this 17-story, $4.4 million office tower for downtown Oklahoma City, scheduled for completion in August. Exterior walls will be aluminum, porcelain enamel.

LOWER NEW YORK OFFICES

The New York State Workmen's Compensation Board will have its own lobby and elevators for a 218,000 sq. ft. section of this $28 million lower Manhattan office building being erected by Erwin S. Wolfson; plans by Emery Roth & Sons.

HIGH LIFT-SLAB OFFICES

Architect Kenneth N. Lind designed this Pasadena, Calif. office building for the Dalton Corp. as a ten-story lift-slab structure, is now revising it to rise 12 stories. Main entrance will be from the rear, where a separate four-story garage will park 232 cars.
**EXPANDING TV FOOTAGE**

The new Warner Bros. building (r) planned for Burbank, Calif., is the forerunner of a major building program to provide space for television activities. Offices, film editing and projection rooms will be built on steel piers over a parking area. Architects: Hutchison, Kinsey and Boeke of North Hollywood; Bertram Tuttle, consulting architect.

---

**DIAMONDS AND TRIANGLES**

Big diamond-shaped porcelain panels form the facade of the Paper Mate Manufacturing Co. plant in Santa Monica, to be finished this month. The new factory and office building, designed by Richard L. Dorman & Associates, is of reinforced concrete tilt-up construction.

---

**GOLD-ALUMINUM TOWER**

Gold-anodized aluminum in two different shades will sheath this 34-story New York tower being erected by Sam Minskoff & Sons in their 50th anniversary year from plans by Sylvan Bien and his son Robert. Spandrels will have a matte finish, mullions a lighter golden shade reflective finish.

---

**ALUMINUM-ROOF ARENA THAT WOULD COVER 35 ACRES**

Harness racing pays big profits, big taxes. In New York investors sought special state-city tax division legislation to permit construction of this vast aluminum arena for all-year racing. Clear-span structure by Frank Grad & Sons, Urbahn, Brayton & Barrows, would be world’s largest. It was fitted into an Albany pigeonhole for at least a year, however.

---

**STRATIFIED RANCHES**

Success in selling more than half the apartments in “Phoenix Towers” before ground was broken prompted its sponsors to launch a plan for similar “vertical ranch home” co-ops in 20 cities. Architect: Ralph C. Harris, Chicago.

---

**BUFFALO SKYSCRAPER**

The first new tower to rise in downtown Buffalo in a generation has been announced by Tishman Realty & Construction Co., Inc. Designed by Emery Roth & Sons, the 20-story building will be sheathed in glass.
Hardwood Plywood is surely a very modern material, but it is also a precious natural material with all the charms of organic law and accident. The sense appeal of a great variety of wood grains can be a wonderful enrichment to many interiors.

RICHARD J. NEUTRA, distinguished architect

"Because of its inherent qualities of natural beauty, dimensional dependability, relatively low cost and exceptional strength, Hardwood Plywood is ideal for scores of creative applications. The knowledge that it can be formed, bent, shaped, and accurately cut provides constant inspiration for new designs."

EDWARD J. WORMLEY, brilliant designer
better offices for better business with friendly wood

"Today's executive realizes that beauty and function are equally important in planning his business home. Warmth, dignity, and friendliness are the keynote—and no material fits these needs as well as Hardwood Plywood. The unending variations in grain and color from such superb woods as Birch, Cherry, Gum, Mahogany, Oak, Walnut and countless other handsome species impart a distinctive touch of elegance to modern offices. And, the client appreciates the substantial installation and maintenance economies that only Hardwood Plywood offers."

KEN WHITE, outstanding architect and designer

Write for your handy pocket-size, architect's and draftsman's template. Mail the coupon, today.

HARDWOOD PLYWOOD INSTITUTE, Dept. 13-D
600 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, Illinois

Please send time-saving TEMPLE AT, line-punched for 2', 3', and 4' widths; 4', 6', and 8' lengths—in scales of ¼' and ½'—together with copy of A TREASURY OF HARDWOOD PLYWOOD and latest COMMERCIAL STANDARDS CS-35 . . . all for 50¢ enclosed.

Name
Address
City. Zone. State

Specify AMERICAN MADE HARDWOOD PLYWOOD IN YOUR NEXT DESIGN

The HPI seal identifies American Mills manufacturing under a rigid 3-point quality control program. The integrity of your design is protected by these responsible American manufacturers who have adopted uniform grading standards, precise manufacturing techniques, and who stand 100% behind their product.
Put your best face forward with...

Mo-Sai

Mo-Sai precast facing again proves its design versatility in this church building. There's a contemporary simplicity about it, yet the motifs in the intricate grille work and bas reliefs around the architrave were inspired by designs found in ancient Mayan cities. Mo-Sai facing was anchored to concrete masonry.

Mo-Sai can be obtained in a virtually unlimited variety of sizes and shapes, colors and textures. At the same time, it offers enduring beauty, speed of erection, strength with comparatively lightweight, and economical high-quality.

LDS Tabernacle
Ogden, Utah
Architect: Fred L. Morkham
Provo, Utah

For handbook, "Mo-Sai Design Details," and samples of this modern facing material, call or write any of the following:

Mo-Sai Associates, Inc.
Members, The Producers Council

California
C. D. Wiles Co., Los Angeles 11
P. Dutro-American Terrazzo Co., South San Francisco

Connecticut
The Dayco Co., New Haven 3

Massachusetts
Cambridge Cement Stone Co., Allison 34

New York
Ossolineum Mfg. Co., Inc., Rochester 21

North Carolina
The McElhinney Co., Greensboro

Ohio
George Rockle & Sons Co., Cleveland 5

Oklahoma
Homer Monbretzcrete Stone Co., Oklahoma City

Texas
George Rockle & Sons Co., Houston 20

Utah
Otto Buehner & Co., Salt Lake City 5

Virginia
Economy Cast Stone Co., Richmond 7

Washington
Olympic Stone Co., Seattle 7

Wisconsin
Baldwin Concrete Co., Oshkosh

Canada
Crown Cast Stone Co., Toronto 13

Mo-Sai Pre-Cast Facing
New building outlays running 3% ahead of 1956; Ford funds spur hospital construction

Thanks to a $159 million, or 11% increase in spending on public projects, total construction outlays for the first two months of 1957 showed a 3% gain over comparable 1956 spending. Mainly because of a $155 million, or 8% drop in outlays for new nonfarm housing, private expenditures in this period rose only a scant $7 million, or less than one-quarter of 1%.

As the year got off to a generally promising start, private nonresidential construction registered a $117 million, or 9% gain for the first two months, according to these Commerce and Labor estimates. Private industrial construction was running 19% ahead of 1956 spending. Office building and warehouse construction were up 15%, but a continued lag in store, restaurant and garage building, down 19%, caused a 5% decline in total outlays for commercial type structures.

Both private and public outlays for hospital and institutional buildings were showing healthy increases over 1956 spending. US Assistant Surgeon General Dr. John W. Cronin has estimated that hospital spending this year will reach an estimated $755 million, compared with about $640 million last year. Major stimulation in this field has been coming from the Ford Foundation, which a little more than a year ago announced that it was donating $200 million to 3,300 private hospitals to spend any way they pleased to extend and improve community hospital service. Last month, as it disbursed the final $88 million of these grants, the foundation said recipients were reporting that they are spending more than half of these funds for new construction, and the next largest shares for modernization and new equipment.

In a customary seasonal decline, February construction outlays were 6% less than January expenditures. At the same time, however, BLS reported an estimated 0.6% increase in contract construction employment in February. It reported 2,741,000 workers were employed in this field in February, an 18,000 advance over January. In contrast to the 3% increase in dollar outlays for new construction in January and February, compared with 1956, BLS estimated 5% more workers were employed in contract construction this January (up 135,000), and 6% more in February (up 153,000), than during the same months a year ago.

Business to raise outlays for plant and equipment

Reassuring news for construction was contained in the latest survey of plant and equipment expansion plans of US business by SEC and Commerce. Based on data given to the government in January and February, 1957 capital improvement programs will total about $37.3 billion, or 6.5% higher than last year's record $35 billion. (Manufacturers of construction ma- continued on p. 47
First new decorative patterns in years!

"Roundel Glass" and "Lozenge Antique" are both Decorative and Functional!

Decorative—because the exclusive patterns in clear or gold colors set a new style in building entrances.

Functional—because they allow light in but assure the privacy needed in churches, schools, and other public buildings.

"Roundel Glass"—approximately ½ size

"Lozenge Antique"—approximately ½ size

About Mondial... one of America's leading dealers of functional, structural, and decorative glass.

We will be glad to tell you of other "ideas-in-glass" that are adding freshness to architectural ideas.

MONDIAL

UNITED CORPORATION

625 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Wholesale prices steady
3d successive month

For the third successive month, the BLS index of average wholesale prices for building materials stood unchanged at 130.5 in February, only 0.7% above Feb., ’56.

But within the index, some products showed considerable increases over the year, offset by marked decreases for others, including the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Feb. ’57</th>
<th>Feb. ’56</th>
<th>% change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structural shapes</td>
<td>183.4</td>
<td>157.5</td>
<td>+16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt roofing</td>
<td>115.3</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>+15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumber</td>
<td>121.8</td>
<td>128.2</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plywood</td>
<td>96.4</td>
<td>107.5</td>
<td>-10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating equipment</td>
<td>122.9</td>
<td>117.1</td>
<td>+5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal doors, sash</td>
<td>138.1</td>
<td>146.3</td>
<td>-5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate glass</td>
<td>145.7</td>
<td>137.5</td>
<td>+6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window glass</td>
<td>145.9</td>
<td>138.8</td>
<td>+5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gypsum products</td>
<td>127.1</td>
<td>127.1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete ingredients</td>
<td>134.8</td>
<td>125.9</td>
<td>+7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepared paint</td>
<td>124.1</td>
<td>119.1</td>
<td>+4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A slight pickup occurred last month in lumber demand and prices. But discouraged Douglas fir mills in the northwest experienced a 13.7% drop in orders in January and February, compared with 1956, and reduced their production in this period by 9%.

New orders for structural steel in January were 27% below the all-time peak of 147 in December, 1956 record, but 23% above Jan., ’55, orders. January’s bookings were also 35,452 tons greater than the same month’s shipments (see chart), and pushed the industry’s backlog of unfilled orders to a new peak of 3,475,000 tons, or 270,000 tons more than last year’s record full-year shipments of 3,205,000 tons.

Reserve Board unsure whether expansion-inflation peak is past; interest rate uptrend eases

The country experienced a “capital expenditures boom that outran available savings last fall” (p. 45). “You see a little bit of slowing up today, which I think is desirable by and large,” he added—although he also stressed that he was not specifically “advocating” a slowdown.

Scoring economists who would accept a “creeping” inflation of 2% or 3% a year as the price of full employment, the Fed chairman said such inflation would eventually cause “disaster.” Conceding that monetary controls are harder on some sectors of the economy than others, he observed: “Controls are of no use unless they do bite at some point. There are 4,250,000 small businesses. Obviously more small firms will be affected than large businesses. And the housing industry has been subsidized for quite a while, has been sheltered in some respects. There is a disadvantage in the 41/2% interest rate on VA mortgages, but this wasn’t brought about by the Federal Reserve—it was brought about by market forces. Congress could adjust credit conditions to help small business, or housing, or automobiles, but if it does so, somebody else will have to be hurt.”

Since the start of the year there has been a slight increase in prices, or a downtrend in yield or interest rates, for most long-term financing paper—Treasury bonds, state and local issues, and both new and existing corporate...
There are a number of companies that can and do build doors for aircraft hangars and for industrial use. But there are none that can offer the "plus values" and complete assurance of dependable operation of Byrne doors.

Since 1928, when the first Byrne doors were constructed, this company has conducted a constant research and development program. It has regularly maintained one of the largest engineering staffs in the industry. And adherence to top quality of construction has always been a "must."

It's not difficult to get a lower "quote" on your door requirements than you'll get from Byrne. But if you want to be sure that you are getting the most for your door dollar, you'll specify Byrne. Many of the country's leading architects do just that.

Full information is contained in our current catalog. We'll be glad to send you a copy—no obligation, of course.

BYRNE doors, inc.
1603 E. 9 Mile Road, Ferndale, Detroit 20, Mich.
101 Park Ave., New York 17, N.Y.
Cafritz Bldg., Washington 6, D.C.
Byrne Doors, Ltd., 381 College St., Toronto 28, Ont.
FIRE PROTECTED
with Gold Bond "Firefighter" Roof Deck!

90,000 square feet of "natural" fire insurance covers these Beverly, Ohio, schools*

INCOMBUSTIBLE — Gypsum is the natural firefighter because it's the rock with a "locked-in", fire-fighting water supply. Gold Bond FIREFIGHTER Roof Deck, poured over Gypsum Formboard such as used on this school job, is usually rated as incombustible because gypsum won't burn.

FAST INSTALLATION — Up to 30,000 square feet of Gold Bond FIREFIGHTER Roof Deck can be poured in a single day! Under normal conditions, its quick setting action means that 30 minutes after it's poured the roofer can follow with the built-up roofing, using the poured roof deck safely for construction traffic.

Note the construction stages in the picture above. At right, the steel sub-purlins are ready for Gypsum Formboard. At center, the FIREFIGHTER Roof Deck has been poured. At left, the felt and asphalt have been applied and gravel is being spread.

LOW COST — The original building cost is lower because construction is faster and because FIREFIGHTER's low dead loads permits lighter structural supports. Maintenance expense is kept low because gypsum is chemically inert and will not rot, burn or decay. Poured gypsum decks are permanent, yet alterations are easy. Gypsum can be cut, nailed or patched economically.

To see how Gold Bond® FIREFIGHTER® Roof Deck will fit into your plans for pitched, barreled or flat roof designs, write National Gypsum Company, Dept. AF-47, Buffalo 2, New York.

*Beverly Elementary and Fort Frye High Schools, Beverly, Ohio; Architect: McLaughlin and Keil, Lima, Ohio; Contractor: Knowlton Construction Co., Bellefontaine, Ohio; Roof Deck Contractor: Gypsum Constructors of Ohio, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio.
The two portions of this structure are basically different in construction. In the chapel (addition) Rilco wood laminated beams helped the architect to add warmth and beauty to the interior at the same time conforming in line with the previously built school. Yet the chapel maintained its own identity.

The architect stated, "Shape was dictated by the need for harmony of the existing classroom (right). Laminated beams allowed a quickly erected and inexpensive structural system that serves as its own decoration."

Fire-safe Rilco wood laminated arches, beams and trusses with Rilco Deck permit an unlimited range of design at surprisingly low cost. These members could offer a fresh new answer to one of your own design problems. For complete information write . . .
in this contemporary interior...

which doors have RIXSON closers?

Entrance door, left, has Rixson no. 20 concealed floor type closer. Communicating office door, right, is equipped with a Rixson Uni-check concealed floor type closer. Inactive wardrobe doors, center, have no closers; but are hung on Rixson no. 117 offset pivot sets. All doors have identical hanging style, achieving a pleasing simplicity.

No exposed mechanisms or unsightly arms mar the appearance of these beautiful modern doorways, even when doors are open. Extra-length spindles are provided to clear thick rug installations. Matched hanging styles can also be achieved with Rixson center hung installations.

write for condensed catalog 18e

THE OSCAR C. RIXSON COMPANY
9100 west belmont avenue • franklin park, illinois
    canadian plant: 43 racine road • rexdale, ontario
In the Office Building illustrated here, the Architects have combined Brick, Limestone and Aluminum in the exterior design to achieve the desired effect. The Aluminum Curtain Wall in the Spandrel and Window Panel Areas is made up of Mahon Prefabricated, Fluted Wall. Exterior Surface of the Aluminum Panel is Embossed in Leather-Grain Finish.


Electrified M-Floors
Mahon M-Floors provide electrical availability in every square foot of floor surface—safeguard buildings against electrical obsolescence in years to come.

Acoustical and Troffer Forms
Provide an Effective Acoustical Ceiling with Recessed Troffer Lighting—Serve as Permanent Forms in Concrete Joist and Slab Construction of Floors and Roofs.

Concrete Floor Forms
Mahon Permanent Concrete Floor Forms in various types meet virtually any requirement in concrete floor-slab construction over structural steel framing.
Potential in Modern Architectural Treatment

...provide Low-Cost Permanence and Lasting Beauty!

In the past sixteen years Mahon Insulated Metal Curtain Walls have been employed extensively by architects in virtually every type of industrial and commercial building ... the number runs into thousands.

In recent years, progressive architects have employed this versatile product skillfully and to good advantage, costwise, in producing some outstanding exterior design effects in office buildings, schools, nightclubs, armories, sports arenas, technical and research centers, parking garages, and, in some important monumental buildings.

Bright metal—aluminum or stainless steel—in combination with brick, ornamental stone, glass block, or other materials, offers unlimited possibilities in architectural treatment of exterior design. The building at the left is an excellent example.

Mahon Insulated Metal Curtain Walls are light weight, permanent construction ... thermal properties are superior to those of a conventional masonry wall with furred lath and plaster. Erection is fast under any temperature condition. They are economical, too ... savings amount to as much as 50% of the cost of masonry walls in some types of buildings.

Mahon Field Constructed Walls and Prefabricated Wall Panels are available in Aluminum, Stainless Steel, or Enamel Coated Cold Rolled Steel in patterns shown at left. In the "Fluted Wall" and the "Ribbed Wall", vertical joints are invisible—symmetry of pattern is uninterrupted across the wall surface ... and, both of these walls can be erected up to sixty feet in height without a horizontal joint. These two design features, which are vitally important from an appearance standpoint, were engineered into Mahon Insulated Metal Curtain Walls to give you a finer appearing job free from unsightly joints.

You'll want to investigate these Mahon "better look" features before you select a Metal Curtain Wall for your next building.

See Sweet's Files for information, or write for Catalogue W-57.

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY • Detroit 34, Michigan
Sales-Engineering Offices in Detroit, New York and Chicago
Representatives in all Principal Cities

MAHON FLUTED WALL
FIELD CONSTRUCTED

MAHON RIBBED WALL
FIELD CONSTRUCTED

FLUSH FLUTED
MAHON PREFAB WALL PANELS

STEEL ROOF DECKS
Standard Double Ribs, Wide-Flange Double Ribs, and Long Span M-Decks, which can be furnished with perforated surface and fitted to provide an efficient acoustical ceiling.

UNDERWRITERS' RATED FIRE WALLS
Mahon Metalclad Fire Walls carry two Hour Rating by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., for use as Either an Interior Dividing Fire Wall or an Exterior Curtain-Type Fire Wall.

ROLLING STEEL DOORS
Standard Manually, Mechanically or Power Operated Rolling Steel Doors and Grilles. Underwriters' Labeled Automatic Closing Rolling Steel Fire Doors and Fire Shutters.
PREVENTS SAVAGE ATTACK

Duriron is the high silicon iron drain pipe which has been specified by architects and engineers for more than 30 years for use wherever acids and other corrosive solutions are encountered. Not a coating, Duriron offers resistance throughout the entire pipe wall, and usually outlasts the buildings themselves. Duriron is installed by ordinary plumbing methods. Duriron pipe and fittings are stocked by leading wholesalers everywhere. Insist on Duriron.

Duriron® acid resisting drain pipe

THE DURIRON COMPANY, INC.

DAYTON, OHIO
If you are looking for the ultimate in fine flooring, then by all means Amtico Vinyl Flooring is the answer.

First of all... BEAUTY! Amtico Vinyl Flooring comes in over 100 exciting colors and designs. In fact, Amtico Vinyl Flooring has won fashion group awards for its outstanding design qualities. You'll find a marvelous selection to help you create striking effects for any decor.

Secondly, there's EASY CARE! Amtico Vinyl Flooring needs less care than any other flooring. Its gleaming lustre never, never fades. Dirt can be simply damp-mopped away. Colors stay bright and beautiful for the lifetime of the floor.

And finally, there's outstanding QUALITY! Resilient and durable, Amtico Vinyl Flooring (rated Number One by leading consumer research organizations) is built to take it. It's all vinyl... colors go through and through its entire thickness... assuring you of a flooring that will provide a long lifetime of beauty.

Mail the coupon for colorful information and FREE samples.

None but the finest from Amtico

Also makers of:

AMTICO RUBBER FLOORING
The luxury leader among rubber floorings.

AMTICO PLASTEX RUBBER FLOORING
First choice for beauty on a budget.

American Biltrite Rubber Company
Amtico, Dept. AF-2, Trenton 2, N.J.
Please send me illustrated literature and free set of samples.

AMTICO VINYL FLOORING
AMTICO RUBBER AND PLASTEX RUBBER FLOORING

Name
Address
City Zone State
No "SINKING STOMACH" Feeling
with Westinghouse Elevators

Westinghouse Speed with Smoothness and Comfort proved by Accelerometer Tests

Smooth performance from start to stop is a virtual trademark of Westinghouse Elevators. This feeling of smoothness at all speeds is inherent in every Westinghouse modern installation and is the ultimate proof of performance by which building owners, managers and passengers evaluate a modern elevator system. A well designed elevator system makes a world of difference in how the elevators in your building perform.

Westinghouse automated (operatorless) systems are the finest yet achieved. They are smooth and precise . . . they are thinking mechanisms more reliable than attendants—and infinitely more responsive.

If you are planning a new building—or thinking about modernizing an existing one—let Westinghouse help solve your heavy traffic problem as well as show you how you save up to $7000 per car per year. Call our nearest office today.

Some of the components in a Westinghouse Elevator System which make possible the marriage of speed, smoothness and safety include:

1. Selectomatic for master supervisory control.
2. Synchro-Glide for accurate, smooth, soft landings.
5. Shuntless Relays and Electric-Driven Selectors for reliable operation.

AUTOMATED Westinghouse Elevators AND ELECTRIC STAIRWAYS

YOU CAN BE SURE...IF IT'S Westinghouse
NEW BUILDING COMPLETED ON TIME... ALL FACILITIES IN OPERATION TODAY...

Build Better, Faster with STRUCTURAL FACING TILE

Another important reason for specifying Structural Facing Tile for load-bearing interior walls!
A pinch in steel supplies won't cause costly delay. Increased production of Structural Facing Tile insures deliveries as required.

And as every experienced architect knows, structural clay with ceramic finish is ideal for commercial and industrial structures, schools and hospitals. Builds walls and beautiful, durable finishes in one...resists hardest usage, stays lovely with a minimum of maintenance, and without refinishing.

Your clients will welcome the wonderful advantages of Structural Facing Tile... and on-time completion.

FILTRATION PLANT, Euclid, Ohio. Consulting Architects: Small, Smith and Reeb; Consulting Engineers: Haicns and Emerson.

This seal is your assurance of highest quality Facing Tile.

FACING TILE INSTITUTE
2556 Clearview Avenue, N. W., Glendale 5-5329, Canton 6, Ohio
1220 13th Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
1949 Grand Central Terminal, Murray Hill 9-0270, N. Y. 17, N. Y.
221 N. LaSalle Street, Andover 5-6449, Chicago, Ill.

In the interest of better Facing Tile construction these companies have contributed to this advertising:

CHARLESTON CLAY PRODUCTS CO.
Charleston 22, West Virginia
THE CLAYCRAFT CO.
Columbus 16, Ohio
MAPLETON CLAY PRODUCTS CO.
Canton, Ohio
METROPOLITAN BRICK, INC.
Canton 2, Ohio
MCNEES-KITTANNING CO.
Kittanning, Pennsylvania
NATCO CORPORATION
Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania
STARK CERAMICS, INC.
Canton 1, Ohio
WEST VIRGINIA BRICK CO.
Charleston 24, West Virginia
Cleveland where the outstanding word for elevators is OTIS

The great competitive spirit that has made Cleveland our sixth largest city is keenly alive within its skyline. In a city where two-thirds of the elevators are by OTIS, long famous buildings, as well as new ones, are maintaining an outstanding rental status by installing dramatic OTIS automatic elevating. This amazingly successful development is another OTIS first.

As always, progress is expected of the leader. Outstanding value has made OTIS the accepted word for elevator quality in the cities of the world.
...taste...technology...parks...robots

MATTER OF TASTE
Forum:
Congratulations for one of the finest articles I have read all year, "The Declade of Popular Taste" (AF, Feb. '57) goes into a problem which has reached astronomical proportions, not only for esthetics, but for religion as well. It is impossible to lead people to God if they have no grasp on the one, the true, the good and the beautiful, since these are the vehicles to Him. I congratulate Mary Mix Foley on her crispness and liveliness of style, too, which is all too rare in our nature-alienated, monotonous world.

REV. JAMES CARROLL
St. Matthew's Rectory
Ridgefield, N.J.

Forum:
I enjoyed Mary Mix Foley's discharge of steam about the evils of public taste. The trouble with a good head of steam is that when it's released it doesn't come to a point. I would no more criticize Mrs. Foley for her passionate belief that architecture can save the world than I would criticize a lover for his ecstasy—a little embarrassing in public, perhaps, but none of my business.

Life must be truly dreadful for Mrs. Foley, and she has my sympathy. Her trouble, I'm afraid, is that she worries too much about taste. It has been her kind of self-consciousness about being tasteful that has brought about the evil she decries.

If she were to direct her attention to the question of whether Americans really know how to have fun out of their surroundings she would come nearer to the core of the problem. She believes that you can change people by improving their taste; actually, taste reflects, it doesn't create a state of mind. If she wants public taste to reflect her taste then she will have to make society over into her own image. Can that really be what she wants?

RUSSELL Lynes
New York, N.Y.

Forum:
Mary Mix Foley's article, "The Declade of Popular Taste," in your February issue is most pertinent. It happens that there is a "democracy-minded" public official who desires our firm to design a new $2 million courthouse to the mob's current taste. Because of him we are most sympathetic toward Mrs. Foley's conclusions. We have fed him the book, The Taste-Makers, by Russell Lynes (see above—ed.) and have now handed him Mrs. Foley's article.

Incidentally, who is Mary Mix Foley? One who speaks so authoritatively must have had considerable experience in the architectural field. Whoever she is, she did a masterful job.

ROBERT WILMSEN
Wilmsen & Endicott, architects
Eugene, Ore.

• Mrs. Foley is a former Forum staff member. She is now a wife and mother, keeper of a tastefully furnished apartment in Syracuse and a part-time staff writer for ACTION (the American Council to Improve Our Neighborhoods). She developed many of her ideas on popular taste while living in the "new suburbia" near Washington, D.C.—ED.

TALK OF TECHNOLOGY
Forum:
Technology 1977 (AF, Jan. '57) was a very fine undertaking and beautifully accomplished—congratulations. The students in my planning and housing seminar wonder if reprints are available. We are particularly interested in the articles on "Landscaping" and on "A New Approach to the City."

FREDERICK A. CUTHBERT, professor
School of Architecture and Allied Arts
University of Oregon
Eugene, Ore.

• Reprints of the editorial material in the January issue may be obtained in limited quantities at no cost by writing Forum's Publisher's office, 3 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.

Forum:
Many of us have found our way into the building industry without extensive backgrounds in technology. Yet no one can be actively engaged in the industry without being excited by the technical problems and stimulated by technical solutions, no matter how remote his own special province may be from the actual area itself. It is, therefore, my judgment that an issue of this kind is good for everyone.

PHILIP M. KLUTENICK
American Community Builders, Inc.
Park Forest, Ill.

NATURE OF LIGHT
Forum:
It is gratifying to read of the current accelerated interest in architectural lighting design, as exemplified in your article, "New Progress in Light" (AF, Feb. '57).

continued on p. 96
Fabrik-o-na TAPESTRY BURLAP not only because Fabrik-o-na is practical as well as beautiful. Its colorful texture gives warmth to walls, adding personality and interest without distraction. Fabrik-o-na's sound absorbent qualities are particularly adapted to office walls. Sound does not "bounce" but is absorbed. As it is rip-tear and scratch proof, sun and dirt resistant and easily washable it is long wearing and economical.

Fabrik-o-na comes in a variety of colors and three distinctive weaves — a texture and a color for every possible kind of business decor.

Achieve appealing design, economical construction with SONOTUBE®-formed round concrete columns!

Turn a structural function into an architectural feature. This was accomplished in the Union National Bank with reinforced concrete columns formed with SONOTUBE.

Plan round columns of concrete in churches, banks, schools and other buildings. Combine structural functions and architectural features. Specify economical SONOTUBES.

Low-cost SONOTUBE fibre form can also be used in forming quarter-round, half-round, and obround columns. Lightweight, easy to handle, they require minimum bracing and can be sawed to length on the job. SONOTUBES save time, money and labor.

Sizes up to 48" diameter.

Achieve appealing design, economical construction with SONOTUBE®-formed round concrete columns!
Relgrit Abrasive Embedded Grating Treads

Industrial plants throughout the country have found that Relgrit has practically eliminated slipping accidents wherever used. Relgrit treads are made with an aluminum oxide abrasive, embedded in a "V" groove at the top of the grating bars and nosing. This forms a skid-proof surface that is virtually immune to wear; providing permanent protection from slippery surfaces due to water, mud, oil, grease, acids and chemicals. Relgrit is also made for platforms and all other grating areas.

You can't slip on Relgrit

RELIANCE STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
McKeesport (Pittsburgh District) Pa.

For above FREE SAMPLE and Literature—write to Dept. G
I feel, however, you should go one step further in your comment, “The great future is in bold experiments to understand better the nature of light and the human eye” and add “the relationship of light to human emotions.”

GERALD R. EWING
Wilton, Conn.

Forum:

The excellent article on light in your February issue is the first I have ever seen that really gives the reader a picture of the startling facts.

E. W. BEGGS, manager
Commercial Engineering Dept.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Bloomfield, N.J.

VIEWS OF THE PARK

Forum:

As for Mellon Square, you are so wrong. On p. 150 of the February issue, Forum says “...a few office workers eat a sandwich there on a sunny day. But it is hard to detect any greater human activity.” On a sunny day, it’s difficult to find a wall to lean against, let alone a place to sit. Only a gale will keep the people out of our pretty Mellon Square.

JEANNE VAYDA
Ketchum, Inc.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Forum:

Mellon Square may be the “eye” of its concrete, aluminum and stainless steel landscape. But it is not a park. It is essentially a barren, hard, stiffly formal space with a few trimmings of low trees and shrubs. It is the roof of a garage and a row of stores whose primary purpose is to provide downtown parking facilities and produce the maximum amount of revenue from store rentals. And what’s more, it’s almost inaccessible to pedestrians.

But at least, in this case, a pleasant oasis in the center of the city was not destroyed in a vain attempt to solve the parking problem, as was done in San Francisco and Los Angeles and is now being done in Detroit.

Parks that long seemed easy prey to those who were seeking a site for a firehouse, museum or Legion Hall are now falling to the garage builders. And as always, the argument is that the destruction is really going to enhance the original purpose to which the land was dedicated. If we are going to sacrifice our parks ruthlessly and create nothing but rooftops and formalized “plazas” in their place, we will find that they possess nothing but that “wistful, indeterminate, deserted quality” that Mr. Gutheim and I deplore.

JULIAN H. SALOMON, landscape architect
Saffers, N.Y.
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Only FIAT TOILET COMPARTMENTS have the ZYTEL** NYLON Gravity Hinge

unexcelled properties put to work in new, outstanding LIFE-LINE* door hinges

Here, at last, is a hinge that can be built into a compartment door and then forgotten! Complete load bearing and cam action surface of DuPont Zytel. Tested over a million times with no visible signs of wear, this hinge is truly a marvel of modern science and engineering. There are no springs to replace—no undersized ball bearings to wear out—no periodic adjustments to make—no lubrication required. Check the amazing advantages of Zytel nylon.

Another fine Fiat installation on the way.

Architects: Nolan, Norman and Nolan
General Contractors: R. P. Fornsworth & Co., Inc.

GET ALL THE DETAILS NOW! Find out why FIAT Toilet Compartments are years ahead. Get the catalog that helps you plan your toilet rooms. Send the coupon now!

FIAT METAL MFG. COMPANY • 9319 Belmont Ave. • Franklin Park, Illinois

☐ Please send me new, fully illustrated catalog #570
☐ Please have your representative call.

Firm __________________________ Address __________________________

City __________________________ Zone ______ State ______

Individual ______________________

FOUR COMPLETE PLANTS STRATEGICALLY LOCATED FOR BETTER SERVICE, LOWER COST

Long Island City 1, N. Y. • Franklin Park, Ill. • Los Angeles 63, Calif. • Orillia, Ontario, Canada

Manufacturing Quality Showers and Compartments since 1922
WHEN FIRE STRIKES...

PERLITE SAVES!

When a million dollar-plus fire struck a six-year-old department store in Cleveland last year, the entire contents of the building were completely destroyed — yet not a single structural steel member needed replacement.

That's because three-hour fire-rated perlite-gypsum plaster was used throughout the structure for walls and ceilings. In no place was there separation of plaster from metal lath, in no place did the fire go through wall or ceiling!

This building was one of the first to use perlite-gypsum plaster on metal lath suspended beneath structural members. Perlite’s performance during the fire, as well as in original construction, meant unusual savings in cost and time during renovation.

Perlite plaster can be machine applied, dries faster and stronger than other lightweight aggregates; is the lightest, most economical method of fireproofing steel framing (cuts deadload up to 80%), and is thoroughly reliable — certified perlite is laboratory-checked, meets ASTM standards.

Write for free booklets: “How to Specify and Use Perlite Plaster” and “Fireproofing with Perlite”, to Perlite Institute, 45 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y.

THE ROBOT-ARCHITECT

Forum:
I have an interesting footnote to your editorial on the Machine-Made Parthenon (AF, Jan. ’57).

When in 1933 CIAM (Congrès International de l'Architecture Moderne) visited Athens, the engineer, Nicolas Balanos, curator of Antiquities, was our guide around the Acropolis. A few years later his most important publication appeared: Les Monuments de l'Acropole (Paris, 1938).

At the time Balanos spoke to our small group (composed of young architects such as Aalto, Le Corbusier, José Luis Sert, painters such as Fernand Leger and Moholy-Nagy, and some poets), he said that in reconstruction of certain parts of the Propylaea he had found the ends of the marble blocks jointed so precisely that he believed only machines could have turned out such exact work; and that even if we now have no traces and no mentions of these machines, they must have existed!

I should add that to prepare for the age of the builder-robot, the first thing must be to establish an age of sensitivity. Otherwise, without question, the robots will destroy the last remnants of high civilization more thoroughly than could any atomic weapons.

S. GIEDION
Graduate School of Design Harvard University Cambridge, Mass.

SHARE THE LANDSHAPING

Forum:
The “bulldozer and its monstrous progeny” will certainly be needed to excavate a tomb big enough for your ill-conceived “New Approach to Landshaping” (AF, Jan. ’57). Landshaping—perish the term—you hail as a major new area of participation by the architect, by which we assume you propose his annexation of the sculpture of the earth by right of eminent domain. A major fallacy in such a notion is the fact that the architect is not trained to handle large-scale grading, nor is the scale of such exterior space comfortable in his hands.

We feel that our profession is closely allied with that of the architect—that for optimum results we must work together without coveting each other’s talents—and certainly without attempting to usurp them.

ARTEMAS P. RICHARDSON
Olmsted Brothers, landscape architects Brookline, Mass.

• Forum called for participation, not usurpation, assumed that the contribution of landscape architects to more civilized building projects was well known.—ED.
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Here is a lighting unit that does something about room temperatures, too! The new 2-in-1 Benjamin Multi-Vent Trofferlite delivers both the most modern illumination and improved air diffusion from the same fixture at a decided cost saving. It brings you well-diffused, adequately-shielded Benjamin-engineered light conditioning, in combination with a new advance in gently-diffused, draft-free air conditioning. Ceilings take on a modern, uncluttered look because air diffusers are concealed inside the clean-lined troffer lighting units. Installation costs dip way down, as the 2-in-1 feature reduces the number and variety of fixtures required. Wherever light and air conditioning are needed, specify Benjamin Multi-Vent Trofferlites to make the job simpler, the design more beautiful, the air conditioning more successful and the cost much lower! Send for FREE illustrated 8-page Data Brochure. Write Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co., Dept. YY, Des Plaines, Illinois.

B-14725

Now — Advanced Benjamin Light Conditioning
PLUS Greatly Improved Air Conditioning from one unit!

No double installation problems!
Improved draft-free air conditioning!
Benjamin-engineered illumination!
No discord of fixtures!

BENJAMIN
MULTI-VENT TROFFERLITE
2-IN-1 LIGHT AND AIR DIFFUSION SYSTEM
Trofferlite by Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co. • Multi-Vent® Air Diffuser by Pyle National Co.
gloom hotel
guests park on

**Jennite J-16 surface seal**

At the fabulous, new Beverly Hilton, as at leading airfields, parking lots, playgrounds and parkways, asphalt pavements are protected by Jennite-J-16 liquid surface seal.

Jenniting stops destructive effects of gasoline and oil, seals out frost... stops crumbling and retards drying action of the sun. The attractive, satin black Jennite surface is tough, easy-to-clean... a sound investment in improved appearance and increased service life.

**New bulletin describes 6 basic uses**

In addition to maintaining asphalt surfaces, Jennite J-16 is ideal for sealing concrete floors and pavements, damp-proofing cement or masonry construction, coating reinforcing fabric, preserving metal roofs and protecting all types of exposed metal.

Specifications covering these uses are listed in catalog LL-4874 or in Sweet's Architectural File, 5/FMa.

**Distributors and Stocks in principal cities**

**NEW APPROACH**

Forum:

We would like 1,000 reprints of your article "A New Approach to the City" (AF, Jan. '57) for distribution to the members of our state legislature and mayors of cities and towns throughout the area, plus presidents of leading civic clubs.

The Wisconsin Supreme Court has just ruled in favor of a court case which tested the validity of lake fill-in. It is another hurdle cleared toward the ground-breaking of Frank Lloyd Wright's project for Madison, which was featured in your article.

**NEW STAGE**

Forum:

We enjoyed seeing your preview of the Lincoln Square Theater Project (AF, Feb. '57). But we would like to point out a fact not mentioned in the story: our firm is working on the project in close coordination with Jo Meltzer, the prominent stage and set designer, as collaborating designer.

**KUDOS**

Forum:

Your reports are a great aid in trying to keep readers informed of rapidly changing developments in building.

**PICK UP!**

The Mayor is speaking to the 11th Grade in Room 2B. Miss Smith, History, is sure her class in Room 1F will benefit by his words. They do, thanks to the "Remote Pickup" feature of the school's 2-channel Bogen Sound System. You can achieve "one-room schoolhouse intimacy" with a Bogen Sound System. There's a system for your school, your budget. Write Dept. RP, David Bogen Co., Inc., P.O. Box 500, Paramus, New Jersey.
A Remarkable Heating-Ventilating System at Unusual Low Cost.

**LINOVENTILATOR**

for Classrooms

**the Quality**

H-V SYSTEM

that meets all requirements
at Low Cost

The LINOVENTILATOR System meets all the exacting requirements for schoolroom heating-ventilating.

It has been designed for economy, efficiency and functional beauty, with remarkable savings in installation and operating costs. This has been made possible by unique Vulcan engineering that introduces an entirely new concept in heating and ventilating.

- No dampers required
- Low installation and operating costs
- Eliminates need for auxiliary radiation
- Simplified automatic controls
- Low maintenance cost
- No wind "blow-through"

Write for FREE 8-page Catalog Today

The VULCAN RADIATOR CO.
775 Capitol Avenue
Hartford 6, Conn.

At no obligation, please forward me your FREE 8-page LINOVENTILATOR Catalog.

Name .............................................................................
Address ...........................................................................
City ........................................ Zone .... State .............

FREE

8 Pg. Catalog
... that tells a unique engineering story.

The VULCAN Radiator Company
775 CAPITOL AVENUE
HARTFORD 6, CONN.
There is only one light diffusing ceiling that actually helps circulate the air from overhead air conditioning and heating systems (it's used solely for this purpose by air cooler manufacturers) yet obscures overhead utility systems (by 45 or 60 degree shielding) while transmitting light with the greatest known efficiency and with the absolute minimum of surface glare....

**Honeyylite**

**Light-Diffusing Aluminum Honeycomb**

**A Development Of Hexcel Products Inc.**

951-61st Street, Oakland 8, California
Leon Chatelain renominated for AIA presidency; defeated congressman set for FHA post

No contests were in sight last month for the presidency or for four regional directorships to be filled at the AIA’s centennial convention in Washington next month. Washingtonian Leon Chatelain Jr. has been nominated for his second term as president, and these nominations made for the regional directorships: Texas district, R. Max Brooks, of Austin, to succeed Albert S. Golemon; South Atlantic district, Sanford W. Goin, of Gainesville, Fla., to succeed Herbert C. Millkey; Central States district, I. Lloyd Roark Jr., to succeed Frank N. McNett; California-Nevada-Hawaii district, Ulysses Floyd Rible, of Los Angeles, to succeed Donald Beach Kirby. Other offices to be filled are first and second vice presidencies, secretary and treasurer. Nominations by petition closed April 3, but additional nominations can be made from the convention floor.

WHAT’S IN A NAME?

With approval of all 11 constituent chapters, directors of California’s state AIA organization formally gave their body a revised title. Henceforth it is officially the California Council, The American Institute of Architects (and no longer the California Council of Architects, a State Organization of the American Institute of Architects). New council president: William Glenn Balch, of Los Angeles, who succeeds San Franciscan John Lyon Reid.

That names alone do not always reveal the full scope of any organization’s interests was also demonstrated by another industry group in California in February, when the Building Contractors Assn. of California sponsored “Builders’ Night at the Los Angeles Philharmonic.” Extra funds raised through this benefit performance, arranged by BCA President Bob F. Roberts, of San Bernardino, and Southgate Builder Lindsay Vandruff, were contributed to the BCA scholars fund for UCLA construction management students.

FHA LEGAL CHIEF

Scheduled to step into FHA Washington headquarters as general counsel last month was a former New York legislator and defeated congressman who was hard to classify politically. Originally a Democrat in various New York offices, James G. Donovan, 58, was the Democrat-Liberal coalition candidate who unseated left-winger Representative Vito Marcantonio in 1950. Four years later the Liberals deserted him as “a Republican in Democratic clothing,” but he was re-elected with joint Republican and Democratic support. Last November, however, the Democrats abandoned him too, and he went down to defeat running on the Republican ticket, although he said he still considered himself a Democrat or “Democrat for Eisenhower.” A native of Clinton, Mass., he attended Harvard and M.I.T. and received his law degree from Columbia in 1924.

Donovan would succeed 42-year-old Philadelphia lawyer and housing expert Robert B. Wolf, who resigned in February after exactly one year in office. Wolf’s parting was one of “mutual consent.” Relatively independent, formerly a director of Hercules Cement and Botany Mills, Wolf had taken a government job because he felt citizens have an obligation to make a contribution to the government if they can. But after a year he was reported somewhat disappointed at his inability to expedite settlement of the 608 “windfall” cases and other matters as rapidly or effectively as possible in private business. On the other hand, agency officials were not too happy with a breezy, efficient, unindoctrinated nonagency executive in their midst.

BUSY MEN’S AVOCATIONS

Visiting New York a month ago, NAREB President Kenneth S. Keys, broker, manager and appraiser, switched his role from tenant to owner in the three-story annex continued on p. 105
Rolling Steel Doors

Manually, Mechanically, or Electrically Operated

For truck and railroad openings in industrial and commercial buildings, and loading dock and transfer dock openings, rolling steel doors offer definite timesaving and space saving advantages over any other type of door. The vertical roll-up action of the door utilizes no usable space either inside or outside the opening — and, there are no overhead tracks or other obstructions to interfere with crane handling or restrict headroom adjacent to the opening. No other type of door can give you the positive security, fire safety, and the everyday operating convenience of a quick-opening, quick-closing, power operated rolling steel door. Permanent, all-metal construction reduces maintenance to a negligible factor, and assures a lifetime of continuous trouble-free service. When you buy a rolling steel door, it will pay you to check specifications carefully . . . you’ll find that Mahon doors are built better to give you better service over a longer period of time — for instance, the galvanized steel in Mahon curtain slots is BONDERIZED and DIP-COATED with Synthetic Enamel which is baked on at 350° F, prior to roll-forming. This is just one of the extra-value features of Mahon Rolling Steel Doors . . . comparison will disclose many others that add up to a greater over-all value which will prove to be a much better investment. See Sweet’s Files for complete information and Specifications, or write for Catalog G-57.

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY • Detroit 34, Michigan

Sales-Engineering Offices in Detroit, New York and Chicago • Representatives in Principal Cities

Manufacturers of Rolling Steel Doors, Grilles, and Automatic Underwriters’ Labeled Rolling Steel Fire Doors and Fire Shutters; Underwriters’ Rated Fire Walls; Insulated Metal Curtain Walls; Electrified Me-Floors; Acoustical and Traffer Forms; and Steel Roof Decks and Long Span Me-Decks.

of the Everglades Hotel that serves as the Keyes Co. headquarters in Miami. In a stockholders' action, the property was being offered for sale in a New York court, and Keyes was the only bidder, at upset price of $1.5 million—all cash—putting him into the hotel business to boot.

Philadelphia Realtor and Planning Commission Chairman Albert M. Greenfield, whose Bankers Securities Corp. and other organizations control a wide variety of nationwide ventures—hotels, jewelry and department stores, candy manufacturing—stepped into still another business: taxis. He acquired a 75% interest in Yellow Cab Co. of Philadelphia (and Camden, N.J.), which on the side also operates ambulances and airport limousines.

But millionaire building contractor and Democratic National Treasurer Matthew McCloskey, also of Philadelphia, was not quite so successful in his venture in newspapering. Last month he had withdrawn as publisher (but remained as board chairman) of the Philadelphia Daily News, which he acquired in 1954. He had increased the news staff from 28 to 128, spent $1,250,000 for new presses, and converted from Republican to Democratic editorials, but after two years was losing $50,000 a week for his pains. It was time, he decided, to turn over management to more experienced Publisher David Stern, 3rd, of the New Orleans Item, who eventually was expected to purchase the publication.

ARCHITECTS AND PLANNERS

ASPO President Park H. Martin resigned as executive director of the Pittsburgh Regional Planning Assn., and was succeeded by Assistant Director Patrick J. Cusick Jr. Martin continues as a consultant to the association, however, and as director of the Allegheny Conference on Community Development.

In Chicago, Mayor Daley appointed the nine citizen members of the new advisory plan commission that will work with the recreant department of city planning (AF, Feb. '57). Among them: Architect Charles F. Murphy, of Naess & Murphy, named chairman for a five-year term, and Architect John Wellborn Root, of Holabird & Root & Burgee, who headed the old commission's planning committee.

Organized at the recent Bogota, Colombia international planning and housing conference: an Inter-American Society of Planning that will be a regional affiliate of the International Federation for Housing and Town Planning. Rafael Pico, former president of ASPO, secretary of the treasury of Puerto Rico, was elected first president of the new society.

HONORS AND AWARDS

For his distinguished work in housing, architecture and city planning, the New York City AIA chapter gave its Medal of Honor to Arthur Cort Holden, FAIA, president of the chapter in 1944-45.

Chicago's AIA chapter held a dinner meeting in honor of Architect Paul Nelson, of Paris, and six other recipients of this year's Graham Foundation fellowships in the fine arts, who receive $10,000 each for any type of postgraduate work of their own selection (AF, Feb. '57). Chicago-born Nelson has resided in France for many years and is best known for his Health City, in Lille, and the new Memorial Hospital, in Saint-Lô.

Awarded the 1957 Royal Gold Medal for Architecture by Queen Elizabeth, on recommendation of the Royal Institute of British Architects: Aivar Aalto, of Finland.

DIED: Robert S. Groman, 47, former president of the Los Angeles County Regional Planning Commission, Jan. 26, in Los Angeles; Marian Cruger Coffin, 80, estate and college landscape architect, recipient of the 1930 Gold Medal of Honor of the New York Architectural League, Feb. 2, in New Haven, Conn.; Architect O. Godfrey Poggi, 81, designer of many churches and public buildings, former president of the New Jersey State Board of Architects, state AIA chapter and Society of Architects, Feb. 14 in Cranford, N.J.; Stamford, Conn., Church Architect Raphael Hume, 68, former president of the Liturgical Arts Society and reconstruction designer for the University of Nijmegen in the Netherlands, Feb. 16 in Mexico City, where he was vacationing; Louis E. Jaillette, 81, former president of the New York Society of Architects, Feb. 26 in New York.

NEW ECONOMY

IN RADIANT HEATING

- completely integrated with acoustical ceiling
- completely installed by one trade
- uses only one medium, air

By completely integrating radiant air ducts with its aluminum acoustical ceiling, the SIMPLEX Ceiling Corp. provides a system of radiant heating and cooling which has competed successfully (price wise) with straight forced air systems and suspended ceilings.

The system uses air at higher than normal temperature differentials (60°F on heating, 30°F on cooling). This heats or cools the ceiling and provides the radiant effect. The same air then enters room areas to complete the job convectively and provide humidity control and ventilation. Because all the air used is dried, conditioned air, there is no danger of condensation.

The SIMPLEX radiant-acoustical ceiling uses 40% to 60% less air than straight forced air systems. The SIMPLEX radiant-acoustical ceiling is the only one which uses but one medium, air, to compensate for all three major causes of body heat loss— loss by radiant action, convective loss and loss by evaporation.

For a booklet containing photographs, details and specifications send the coupon below to the SIMPLEX Ceiling Corp., 552 W. 52 St., New York 19, N. Y.

-- SIMPLEX

CEILING CORP.

552 W. 52 ST., N.Y. 19, N.Y.

Please send me your AIA booklet 33E describing the radiant-acoustical ceiling.

Name...........................................

Firm...........................................

Address.......................................

City...........................................

State........................................
THE FIRST ROOF OVER BABY'S HEAD is a Barrett Roof on the new Sarasota Memorial Hospital, Sarasota, Florida. Tropical squalls blow fitfully down there, and only the best built-up roof would do for this hospital—a Barrett SPECIFICATION® Roof. Applied according to the famous Barrett published specifications by a Barrett Approved Roofer, it was inspected by Barrett experts, then bonded against maintenance expenses for 15 years. In every kind of climate, this is the roof that outlives its bond time and again. It's the roof to specify for that modern building you're designing right now. BARRETT DIVISION, Allied Chemical & Dye Corp., 40 Rector St., N. Y. 6, N. Y. In Canada: The Barrett Co., Ltd., 5551 St. Hubert St., Montreal, Que.

The value of used architecture

This is the time of the year when literally millions of Americans are planning their next summer's tour to Europe or Asia to look at old cities and beautiful monuments. The smarter folk are consulting lunar calendars so they can climb the Acropolis under full moonlight or use it for a visit to the Coliseum. They will invade Chartres, Cordova, Bangkok and Bath, England. They will feed their souls in the world's obsolescent cities and its storehouses of used architecture.

It is a fine thing to do.

Yet the very things that Americans adore abroad they destroy systematically at home. Old buildings are broken up in the US as fast as used packing boxes to make way for new ones. We have no cultural custodians to sort out the values, beyond a few societies for the Preservation of Historical Monuments—and these judge old structures by their sentimental associations rather than by their intrinsic esthetic significance, or their contributions to beauty, as if it were magic just to stand where Mark Twain stood or to sleep where Washington lay awake. If we had a Sainte Chapelle in New York and it stood in the way of a new speculative office building, we would pull it down at once without further question. The Pyramids, having already stood through five thousand years, have a better chance of rounding out another cincomillenium than any five-year-old American masterpiece has of rounding out the decade.

The loss we endure though this is not merely sentimental. What we lose is our funded experience. Just as the best school of architecture is the masterly building, so the only effective repository of architectural ideas and architectural beauty is a standing one. Architecture is an art whose masterpieces cannot be stored away like paintings or reproduced centuries later like poetry or music. The art lives on in used buildings; they alone can carry it. Without them we are perpetual juveniles, starting over and over, a people without a memory.

A case in point today, in greatest urgency, is an American house called the Robie House in Chicago. It was built half a century ago from plans by Frank Lloyd Wright. Unless something effective is done at once it will be torn down this fall by its present owners, the Chicago Theological Seminary, to make room for housing. If destruction does ensue, this great and important building, one of fewer than half a dozen houses in the world that now rank as sure masterpieces of "modern" architecture, will have died before it was properly born. Look at it this way: construction was in 1908, but not until around 1930 was the Robie House appreciated by any sizable number of qualified critics. In 1957 it is known
outside the architectural profession) by perhaps ten thousand cultivated people. As far as the general American public is concerned the Robie House might as well be in China. A house like that cannot fully mature in less than a century. A hundred years may have to pass before the educated public will know that the Robie House is worth more than Mount Vernon as an expression of the genius of the American people. Mount Vernon is of use chiefly so we can touch a place that the great Washington lived in, and reassure ourselves physically that the historians have not been dreaming. But the Robie House is needed of and for itself as one of the wellsprings of the eternal human spirit. It must have its century at least, to stand in and be tested in.

What then is to be done, as a practical matter?

The first step is, vulgarly speaking, to find an "angel" for the Robie House—some great man or great institution who will put forth the $100,000 or thereabouts that are needed to restore and reinstate it. Its owners can’t do this. Next, there has to be a practical use for the Robie House. It is not the kind that can serve as a museum. But, strategically placed in the midst of the University of Chicago, it can be a great guesthouse, a council house, a place for important medium-sized gatherings.

Then a site must be found for the needed dormitories. Chicago architects have privately told us what they dare not say publicly because of professional ethics: that they could help Architect John Root, who has the dormitory assignment, to build without taking any new property.

The sum of $100,000 is a small sum as research funds go today in many an American industry. For research on schools the Ford Foundation has just offered $5 million, if industry will match it—$10 million in all, and all needed. Who will invest one twentieth as much in saving a magnificent piece of achieved “research” toward creating a great home of the American spirit?

Urban renewal jeopardized

While we are on the subject of used buildings, let’s look at money needed to keep our cities on the path of self-renewal, by helping them judiciously to tear down worthless slums and trash, and replace them with healthy living tissue.

In its present mood the US Treasury, we hear, is moving to cut down appropriations for the Urban Renewal Administration. This is like slowing down an automobile by smashing its motor. By dint of immense labor, our American machinery for saving the fast bankrupting cities by calculated rebuilding has lately been set barely moving. Right now the Urban Renewal Administration is already “broke”: its funds available for capital grant reservations virtually exhausted. In place of last year’s $250-million appropriation it needs, according to informed opinion, at least $350 million for the year ahead: $100 million more than it has had, not a smaller sum. Chances are that Eisenhower will not ask for it. Coupled with a weak administrative replacement (also threatened as we go to press), this could effectively set back the whole young movement of urban renewal for at least five years, maybe for ten, maybe for keeps.

It must be understood that these are not appropriations that have their effect in one year and can be juggled to meet momentary fiscal situations. The urban renewal process is slow, and projects take two, three, five and ten years in the making. And the beneficiaries of renewal are not isolated in any one business or industry. At stake in urban renewal is nothing less than economic health and a secured future for well over 100 million people living in cities: for their bankers, their merchants, their industrialists—and their families. It is hard to believe that an administration devoted to the common welfare could knowingly pinch off so much of the country’s life blood to save a prudent penny. Some better way of stimulating urban renewal may be evolved than any we now have: but short of this, cutting off the funds for the only process we have would be the greatest folly.
PROPOSED STATE CAPITOL FOR ARIZONA BY

Few people know and love Arizona the way Frank Lloyd Wright does. He lives and works there half the year—at his ‘Taliesin West,’ in the desert outside of Phoenix. It was natural therefore that he should put his heart as well as his great talent into his proposed design for the state's new capitol.

In common with all of Wright's major projects, this scheme carries poetic allusion and symbolism in many different directions. For example, set in Arizona as an intensely American thing, it recalls a vast Indian tepee in its shape—a gesture against the traditional domes of our capitol. It fits into the landscape and the climate because the material for this great tent is not something solid, but a pierced screen of concrete. It thus becomes in Wright's words “a vast lath house” in a desert city where vegetation does not really thrive unless shaded—an all-embracing shelter for the structures, trees and gardens beneath it.

Like Spain's Alhambra, this capitol complex is conceived as a magnificent series of garden courts leading from one building to another. Along the way Wright counts no fewer than six fountains whose splashing sound and cooling effect will enrich the occasion.

Because cars are parked at quite a distance (except for a very few needed for service), the whole building group is something for the pedestrian to enjoy as he walks through these enchanted gardens.

Here are excerpts from the architect's own description:

“The plan arranges all public spaces in relation to private offices and convenient circulation, both private and public, contributing to the comfortable use and beauty of the whole.

“The hexagonal dome is cast in eight-foot-diameter sections of reinforced concrete plated with blue copper; the duplex colonnades are onyx; the floors mosaic.

“Special features: • The 400'-wide sheltering, hexagonal, crenelated skeleton canopy filtering sunlight over the structure beneath—like the foliage of a great tree—cutting down air conditioning in the Valley of the Sun. • The great simplicity and beauty of ground level convenience throughout. • The dignity of modern concept in planning and integral construction appropriate to Arizona's own unique character. • The modern edifice as a work of creative art in the world of architecture—providing ease of communication, comfort and beauty without extravagance, at a feasible cost.”
Prestressed, Rigid-Frame Structure, Costing $1.72 per Sq. Ft., Finished Months Ahead of Estimated Schedule

Well worth looking into, in these days of still-rising costs, is the economy potential of prestressed concrete construction. This 100-by-64-ft. office building, two floors and full basement, 18,000 sq. ft. of floor space, quality concrete throughout, was completed months ahead of estimated schedule. Utmost fire-safety and structural soundness, plus earlier occupancy and quicker return on owner's investment. In-place cost of precast prestressed structure, $1.72 per sq. ft.

Precast reinforced columns, 32 ft. on centers, have steel plates welded to girder plate, creating a rigid frame. Hollow girders, precast in halves and assembled into 32-ft.-long members, were post-tensioned with three cables before erection. Three additional continuous cables were added after erection. Inside of girders was filled with grout after tensioning.

Each 6-ft.-wide double-T floor section, supported on girders 33 ft. 4 in. on centers, is stressed with sixteen wire strands, pre-tensioned and bonded. 'Incor' 24-Hour Cement was used throughout in precasting, for the twin advantage of profitable speed with highest quality.

Required 4500 psi strength was attained after 17 hours steam curing—3-day strengths averaged 6000 psi. 'Incor' was also used in precast wall panels.

Another convincing example of always-dependable 'Incor' performance—soundest possible reason for insisting on America's FIRST high early strength portland cement for time saving and quality assurance.

Investment in a little open space in the heart of downtown New York yields a new kind of office building for Chase Manhattan and knits it urbanely into its contrasting environs.

Tower with a front yard

Office-building plazas have become high fashion, with the obvious justification that they provide light, air and a setting. These are admirable aims but limited ones. The great contribution of Chase Manhattan to the lore of plaza planning is to show how much more a plaza can do.

In this case Architects Skidmore, Owings & Merrill conceived of the plaza as an indispensable means of achieving more flexible and usable skyscraper floors; then they ingeniously used it also to solve a difficult but valid problem of symbolism—making what is essentially an office building say "this is a bank.”

But the lesson of widest application which this plaza offers is the beautiful way it knits old and new together and thereby becomes true urban design instead of an egocentric frame for a new work. The scheme’s greatest stroke of good fortune was the fact that the old Chase Manhattan headquarters building, occupying about a third of the southern block of the two-block site, was too valuable for demolition. This enormous “obstacle” was neither snubbed nor merely tolerated. It was welcomed into the design, and the result is an intricate set of differentiated spaces that, when walked through, will be experienced as a series of pleasant surprises instead of a static, isolate, instantly apprehended clearing. Opening off of the financial district’s narrow canyon streets, or approached along the arcaded sidewalk beneath the old building, or—best of all—through the walkway between old and new, this space is not just light, air, frame. It is high drama.
Chase’s tower is a high-rise example of the architects’ flexible office floor

Much office-building design these days is strictly façade architecture. The big decision is “What kind of a skin?” For Chase Manhattan, however, the big question was: “What kind of inside?” The answer directly determined the striking façade with its enormous (3’ x 5’) projecting columns. It also directly determined the unbroken tower form above ground and the inclusion of the plaza.

The aim was to get fully flexible office space—that is, both continuously flowing space and space unimpeded by columns. With such space, the placement, expansion and moving of departments can be handled with almost complete freedom. All partitioning can be done with only four standard components (one each of opaque, translucent, transparent and door units) instead of the dozen different units required when columns must be taken into account. Lights can go wherever needed, again without reference to columns. And office machines of the future will not turn out to be awkward surprises to the layout planners; this last point is especially important to an enterprise such as Chase, whose spokesman comments that the mechanics of banking are changing so rapidly “we have no idea what kind of machines we will be using in ten years, what they will look like, what space they will take. So this flexibility, with almost no columns, is right down our alley.”

All these advantages weigh little with the speculative builder or the nonresident investor in office buildings because their tenants, not they, are the ones burdened with the cost, trouble and inefficiencies of space interruptions. But to owner-occupants these matters are dollars and cents, to be considered sensibly from the start. This has been a major consideration in SOM office planning for such clients. (See plans above.)

For the Chase project, flexibility presented some especially difficult problems. The desideratum of big floors conflicted with the New York zoning rule that a tower of unlimited height may occupy no more than 25% of the land; and even if it had filled the zoning envelope of one full block, Chase would still have had to top it with a tower to get the space it needed. The desideratum of columnfree space came up against the necessarily great height of the building, and the massive steel this implied for big spans. Chase wanted to be shown that the first as well as future cost of a flexible floor scheme, under these circumstances, could be justified.

Thus all the various possibilities were studied for developing the two blocks of the site separately, or developing one alone. Against these the plaza scheme was compared, and it was decided on only when the most economical solution proved to be the development of a single massive tower that would occupy 30% of the combined site above grade, plus almost the whole site below grade. All other advantages of the 2½-acre plaza were left out of consideration at this stage. The city agreed to 30% unlimited height coverage, in return for no building elsewhere above plaza level.

Once the tower was settled on, Chase wanted the big spans (45’ on the deep, clerical-space side of the off-center core) proved out economically. Floor layout comparisons (sample at right) showed that the scheme with inside columns and conventional spans would result in a 6% loss of desks. Steel costs were compared. The scheme with conventional spans came out almost 5% cheaper, but balanced against usable space loss (or added cubage to recompense) there was no cost advantage to the conventional scheme—again leaving out of consideration all future-cost and finishing advantages of the columnfree scheme.

Total size of the building is 2,400,000 gross sq. ft., with 1,800,000 sq. ft. in the 60-story tower above ground, 600,000 sq. ft. below ground. Construction cost is $94 million; site cost and development, including re-routing of utilities because of street closing, come to $16 million; furniture and equipment, all new, $11 million, for a total project cost of $121 million. The space represents a 25-year projection of Chase’s needs; in the beginning it will occupy two-thirds, rent out the rest.
Floor plans of offices by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill show architects' principle of flexible space planning adapted to offset and central core schemes, to heights varying from a three-story portion of Connecticut General to the 60 stories of Chase Manhattan, to slab lengths varying from 170' for Inland Steel to 536' for Ford.

Layout studies compare space yielded by almost-columnless Chase plan with that yielded by tower of same size with inside columns and 18' x 24' bays in the deep clerical space of the slab. Conventional scheme permitted 6% fewer desks. Layouts were for economic comparison of typical space needs; in actual office layout, files would not go in choice corner.
Chase sinks a show-window into its plaza

This banking headquarters, with its 10,000 employees, is mainly an office operation. But Chase Manhattan's directors understandably did not want their establishment to say, simply, "office building." They wanted it to say "bank" in no uncertain terms. This kind of thing—basically a question of symbolism—is a troublesome problem for contemporary architecture which is on generally uneasy terms with symbolism.

The architects solved the problem in a completely straightforward way: they put the operations that look like "bank" on conspicuous public view. This is not so simple as it sounds, however, because the obvious idea of putting a bank into the tower's lobby floor was out of the question; that space is all needed for circulation. Instead, when visitors to the plaza look down that focal circular hole, what they will see is a glass-walled view of a Chase branch bank. (When the tellers look out the walls, what they will see is a garden.) And when visitors look at the tower, they will see in the high lobby a glass-walled mezzanine with the familiar bank officers' platform. Since both the branch bank and the head office lending officers need to be accessible, this scheme proved functionally excellent. The branch bank concourse is entered from street level on one side, or down half a flight on the other.

As can be seen from the section, a great deal of building is under that plaza. Among other things is a "light-industry" level, where each morning's load of five tons of canceled checks will be processed in factorylike flow to meet an afternoon clearinghouse deadline.
Plaza forms roof of ground floor (plan opp.). Circular opening is light well for branch bank and show-window for public. Concourse to bank and lower lobby of tower is entered from street level on east (right, in model photo below).

Bank officers’ platform will occupy mezzanine in plaza lobby of tower; view at right shows lobby looking toward mezzanine; view above is from mezzanine. This scheme makes a clear statement to the public of the bank’s function.
Curtain wall of the original Singer Building in downtown New York consists of tall glass doors topped by transoms. The steel skeleton lies behind the square terra-cotta panels, held by a metal grid.
Forgotten pioneering

Fully equipped, way back in 1904, with all-glass front, curtain wall and logical ornament, this 12-story office building set an example to the Singer Tower and remains instructive

It was discovered, a delightful surprise, by architects on a Sunday walk. Then Architect-Historian Alan Burnham dug out the story of this lost, remarkable building:

Writing in March of 1904, the editor of a leading architectural journal deplored the staleness of the ideas he saw expressed around him in New York's new buildings, much as the editors of FORUM wrote on the "dullness" of the scene in March '57. "The difficulty," he said, "is not to get speakers but to find somebody who has something of import to say" (1). As flashes of hope he mentioned Louis Sullivan's Bayard Building of 1898 at 65 Bleecker St.—although he disparaged the use of masonry arches under the cornice to cover a steel skeleton—and the more recent Blair Building at the northwest corner of Broad St. and Exchange Pl., by Carrere & Hastings, which had a fenestration that was novel and free—although the architects had still toyed with an academic treatment of masonry surfaces.

A real ray of light had appeared, however, on the horizon. A new building was being erected by the Singer Sewing Machine Co. as a combined loft and showroom, by an architect named Ernest Flagg. "L"-shaped in plan, the building fronted on Broadway (Nos. 561-3) and also on Prince St. (No. 88). Here, as one brochure put it, "... all the lofts are exceptionally light, as the entire fronts, both on Broadway and on Prince St., are practically all glass and there is, in addition, ample provision for light from the rear of the building" (2).

It may amuse us today to hear of this tiny 12-story structure referred to as a skyscraper, but our editor called it such when he said "... no other architect has ever so frankly accepted the situation which the skyscraper presents and submitted it to such brainwork." He continues his praise in expressing the novel idea that "... the architect has clearly endeavored to permit the structure to design itself, confining his own role as much as possible to making the structural features as good looking as lay in his power. His problem, as he understood it, was to protect a steel frame ... and to let the building tell its own story as agreeably as it might" (1).

The building still stands in excellent condition, the only changes being a store-front modernization with glass block on the Broadway frontage, and removal of the roof cresting.

At each front an immense glass area completely fills the frame. The glass is held in continuous rows of windows, or, more accurately speaking, French glass doors, under glass transoms that reach to the ceiling (most of the transoms having later been painted). In the wide central bay of each front this fenestration is recessed behind shallow balconies with wrought-iron railings and delicate iron posts.

It is the small amount of masonry covering the steel
Head-to-toe glass opens up the office floors of the 58-year-old building in the best contemporary manner. The glass transoms above the French doors have been painted.

Fanciful wrought iron decoration of the 12-story building is quite logical, for it is nowhere confused with the structure.

skeleton, however, that especially engages us, for the skeleton is sheathed not only with brick but with an outer protective layer of terra-cotta panels; and these escape every connotation of self-supporting masonry, being held in place by a latticework of steel straps with angle bars at the corners. Since the skeleton was sheathed already in brick, this outer layer took the place of the usual limestone veneer so popular at this date. In this sense our structure didn't represent any very radical departure from known construction methods, but the important thing was the lesson inherent in such a combination of steel, glass and terra-cotta. Have we not here the basic elements of today's curtain wall in which a structural steel system carries a system of subordinate steel or aluminum supports which, in turn, carry one or another kind of panels? In this case the panels were of terra-cotta, but the lesson of what could be done stood there, on Broadway, fully exposed for all to see.

We are, of course, forced to ask why Flagg did not use this novel and light constructional system on the Singer Tower three years later. The answer lay in his French training, which, as we shall see, required that he at least reflect the use of materials in an older building below. Only the balconies, and the large glass area, of the Tower reflect this brilliant achievement of 1904.

Equally fascinating is the question why the kind of protection given to the big glass, against both sun and weather, by Flagg's exquisite treillage of balconies and posts, has not been repeated more often in the history of architecture. Apparently an architect such as Flagg achieved this kind of "sunshading" without boasting about it. Yet when we compare this design with the assertive sunshade schemes of today, the troublesome reflection occurs that this example of 1904 is very much more elegant. Not only is it rich in its subtle play of forms, materials, planes and shadows, but Flagg commands an art, which has been foresworn by modern architecture, in finding a use, which is as logical as it is delightful, for the exuberant application of ornament.
Singer Tower, still among the slimmest, pioneered the modern concept of city zoning

"Prince Sidkyong Tulku, heir apparent to the Maharajah of Sikkim, a Tibetan principality, who is here for a fortnight, . . relaxed a bit yesterday and became a trifle more communicative . . . but at that he didn't talk much. Perhaps his longest speech was made after a visit to the Singer Building* in reply to a question as to what he thought of its height.

"'Your building isn't really high,' responded the Prince. 'In my country there is a mountain 29,000' high rising at my feet. It is Mount Everest. I must do honor, though, to the brains that conceived and erected such a business building'" (3).

Although the excitement of great height is long since past, and the Singer Building was destined to be the tallest in the world for only 18 months, after which it was eclipsed by the Metropolitan "campanile," it has a slenderness ratio of one in seven, which may very well hold the record even today among skyscrapers.

The architectural quality of the tower is what now chiefly interests us. The question may fairly be asked why the Tower is so much less "pure" and self-consistent in its appearance than the earlier 12-story building for Singer by the same architect (p. 116). A look at a contemporary rendering, and at a 1907 construction picture (next page), suggests the answer.

Unlike later tower buildings such as the Woolworth or the Empire State, the Singer Building was not carried out in a single operation. Its present base represents the interconnection and harmonization of no fewer than four buildings or building extensions, varying in their original height and treatment, starting with an original Singer structure of 1898, only ten stories high, at the northwest corner of Broadway and Liberty St. Accordingly the master plan which the Singer company commissioned of Flagg in 1906, during an era of corporate prosperity and expansion, was a combination of renewal with new construction.

Perhaps it was Flagg's thorough training in the principles of coherence and consistency of design as taught in the French Beaux-Arts which led him to sheathe the tower with brick and limestone to agree, in color, texture, and roof form, with the building below.

Whether we today like the design of the Singer Building or not it must be conceded that the tower, at least, represents a very coherent, virile piece of design with its strong verticals, bound together by horizontal band courses at different levels, culminating in an efflorescence of limestone balconies, dormers and arches, all capped by a series of metal hip roofs, crestings and

* Then recently completed.
Golden interior, in its original state, reflects the elegance of the period. Top of each vault is a glowing saucer of glass.

Wind bracing of the tower (two-story X's) explains the almost solid masonry at the corners. In between, the walls are almost entirely of glass. Limestone trim harmonizes with the base building which actually consists of four buildings, similarly harmonized. slate, and finally, the towering "lantern" itself which is actually some 60' high.

The dramatic contrasts are superb. Moreover, the veneer of the tower certainly expresses its underlying structure, for, as the construction picture clearly shows, the two corner bays of each face received heavy "X" bracing; each brace extending through two floors, leaving room only for small windows; but the three open center bays on each side are almost completely sheathed with steel and glass.

Entering the lobby of the Singer Building for the first time in the summer of 1908, one would have been immediately aware of a newness—a difference from the architectural interiors to which one had been accustomed. Here was something to think about: a twentieth-century feeling, an almost plastic flow of lines; rich, warm-colored marble edged with crisp bronze profiles; columns flowing upward into ribs to carry pendentives which support great glowing saucers of glass; but above all the feeling of great elegance and height, a feeling which persists to this very day despite the diminished brightness, and remains a tribute to Ernest Flagg and the fact that he learned the underlying principles of good architecture without having returned, as so many did, their minds crammed with borrowed details from the Continent.

Finally, the Singer Building and its tower expressed Flagg's ideas for zoning the American city, in which he envisaged an array of freestanding towers. In an American architectural magazine in 1908, Flagg, distressed by our lack of city planning and the "... conversion of our streets into dismal ravines," put forward his scheme which finally received the official endorsement of the American Institute of Architects. A good many of its features were incorporated in New York's zoning ordinance of 1914, but Flagg's full proposals might have led to a far finer result. He suggested a 100' uniform building height along the street; the retention of light courts for a percentage of the site, and permission to erect a recessed tower on one-fourth of the lot, to heights limited only by the structural possibilities.

"Esthetic considerations, which will undoubtedly have more weight here in the future than they have had in the past, are set at defiance by present methods. Our street façades have a ragged, wild western appearance, more suitable to a half-civilized community than to a city which claims rank with the other great capitals of the world.... Esthetic morality requires that our streets of the future have that sober, dignified and restrained aspect which comes of a uniform line"—punctuated by well-spaced towers (4).

(2) The New Singer Building, (Unidentified one-page article in possession of Singer Sewing Machine Co. Undated.)
Singer's detailing (viewed here before removal of cresting and flagpole) contrasts with "commercial gothic" of Woolworth tower.
A small city library, blossomed into a rounded cultural center, pays joyful respect to civilization's treasures—including the art of architecture.

An inviting space for culture

“Culture is a matter of awareness in the broadest sense,” comments Architect Alden B. Dow, designer of this Midland, Mich. public library. “A library should be a center of awareness of recorded knowledge, music, motion pictures, scientific and artistic accomplishments in as many fields as possible.”

A study of the excellent plans (overleaf) shows how well this aspiration has been served in terms of facilities. But the pictures tell the even more important conviction behind the concept. This is aware architecture, practicing what it preaches about civilized values.

The building, designed for 100,000 volumes, is set squarely in the main residential area, replacing a 12,000-volume library downtown. There was some fear the new location would cut use, but circulation promptly increased 40%, has climbed steadily since. Evening use by teenagers is especially high.

Cost, including stacks and fees, was $1,024,588; $15.07 per sq. ft.
GRACE A. DOW MEMORIAL LIBRARY, Midland, Mich.
ARCHITECT: Alden B. Dow
STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS: Hyde & Bobbio
GENERAL CONTRACTORS: Fred C. Trier Construction Co.
Panoramic view indicates how deftly contrasting ceiling heights are used. Adult reading is to the left; lobby off foyer, the right foreground; teen-agers' reading, to the rear.

Young users are splendidly provided for with step-seating story room, left; children's reading area, below; and teen-agers' browsing room, right.
Our confused

Twenty-five-years old, crippled by contradictions, today's federal housing policy cannot serve today's cities. Needed: re-examination of the total problem.

Conceived in a crisis of depression, the federal government's housing and building programs today stand squarely in the midst of another crisis—a crisis of prosperity.

In over-all terms, the postwar period has been the most prosperous in the nation's history. But it is a prosperity with challenging paradoxes. Despite the tremendous growth in output, employment and national wealth, there are economic and geographic areas that prosperity has by-passed. Despite the building boom that has been a trademark of this prosperity, there is still a major housing problem. It is centered in our cities, but in many areas—rural nonfarm areas particularly—the problem is equally acute.

In our cities, the slums that are a heritage of the building booms of the 1890s and the first quarter of this century are still a sorrowful negation of prosperity.

Now, large-scale plans have been formulated and undertaken for the erasure of these slums and the rebuilding of our cities. The key element in these plans, the agency that more than any other has the power and the money to make them work, is the federal government. In its pivotal role, as a regulator of mortgage credit, as a planning agency, as a source of funds, a clearing house of information, and in its own building activities, the federal government is in a position to supply the sort of leadership that could make the coming decades ones of achievement on an unparalleled scale.

Facing this challenge of prosperity, and the mammoth job of leadership in urban renewal, the federal program is transfixed by a fear psychosis that is currently offsetting all other factors favoring dynamic action. Urban renewal is dragging at so slow a pace that some planners are already despairing of even keeping pace with growth of new blight.

This paralysis is mainly the result.

Next month: Catherine Bauer will re-examine public housing in the light of her long, close connection with it.
of two factors: a hangover from the FHA “scandals” of three years ago; and a deep-rooted insecurity growing from the fact that no one knows where the federal housing program is—or should be—going.

The latter is the more fundamental of the two. It arises from the fact that our federal housing program, as well as the agency which administers it, just grew, not just like Topsy, but like a Topsy with a dangerous hormone imbalance. Legislation and regulation have been added and subtracted in such profusion and confusion that today even the officials of the Housing & Home Finance Agency and its constituents aren’t sure what they can do and what they can’t. As a consequence, they usually can’t.

The core of our basic housing legislation was drafted during the early Depression years. Most of it was designed to help fight the rages of the business cycle, and the New Deal at that time was so occupied with boosting employment and prices that it never did find time to set housing policy apart from fiscal policy. One of the anomalies of housing’s colorful history (see box, p. 129) is that the New Deal, which wrote whole new volumes into our social and economic history, never left a legacy of cohesive housing policy. Even in the face of the agonizing poverty of the early thirties, the New Deal found that what sociologists now call “ideological lag” stood between them and drastic action to meet housing needs. The early public works housing projects were more in the nature of experiments than anything else, and it wasn’t until 1937, with the passage of the US Housing Act establishing low-income federal public housing, that a real program was initiated. Despite the needs, the social philosophy was still more attuned to Herbert Hoover, who, in 1931, had said: “It is obviously not our purpose to set up the federal government in the building of homes.”

World War II brought a new series of demands on the federal housing apparatus, and new chunks of legislation were tacked on to the depression-forged frame. Winning the War, like Licking the Depression, had understandable priority over Getting a Consistent Housing Policy.

The postwar period, with its jarring population shifts and unjarring of wartime savings, brought a new crisis, and resulted in some more patchwork carpentry on the federal housing bureaucracy. Most important of these measures was the Veterans’ Administration’s mortgage guarantee program, which brought hitherto unheard of easy credit terms to thousands of GIs.

In 1949, the first step was taken toward an urban renewal program, but even this was piecemeal. Title I of the 1949 act provided for slum clearance capital grants to cities, but it wasn’t until five years later that Congress coupled with it a liberalized mortgage insurance program for urban rental housing.

Throughout its evolution, the federal housing program has simply grown in an ad hoc manner, taking each new crisis as it came, and gearing itself to that crisis. Today, instead of a sound, well-knit body of housing legislation and a functional administrative organization, there is little more than the odds and ends of crisis-inspired programs, held together by a few inadequately spliced lines of command.

A whole less than a sum

In World War II there was a wild multiplication of agencies that led to the first efforts to centralize the sprawling federal housing bureaucracy. Armed with the pre-emptory methods of war, the administration slapped together the National Housing Agency. This agency, with the help of wartime controls, tended the sharply curtailed private housing program during the war and directed a limited federal building program tied strictly to war needs.

In 1947, the Housing & Home Finance Agency was created to take over all nonfarm housing programs.

Like the laws and regulations it administers, HHFA is a confused patchwork. The administration’s responsibilities for supervision, administration and coordination of constituent units and agencies varies widely. The six units it attempts to coordinate are: the Federal Housing Administration, the Public Housing Administration, the Urban Renewal Administration, the Federal National Mortgage Assn. (Fanny May), the Community Facilities Administration, and the Federal Flood Indemnity Administration.

These agencies, their interrelationships and operations, are a classic example of the whole being something less than the sum of its parts. HHFA has direct responsibility for the operations of four of them—the latter four—and has no direct authority over the first two, FHA and PHA. The heads of both of these units are picked by the President, just as is the HHFA chief, Albert M. Cole, who in turn chooses the men to run the other four agencies.

This setup results in a practical tangle that bothers Cole perhaps most of all. “It’s the worst situation in the world,” he says, “when you’ve got responsibility without authority.” Cole agrees with the President’s Advisory Committee of 1963 that HHFA should be solely a coordinating agency, without any operating responsibilities. He cannot direct PHA and FHA now, can only use jawbone tactics with them. Thus he is uncomfortable with a program for which he is answerable but over-
which he feels he has no control.

This lack of control is aggravated by fundamentally different attitudes that are bound to be taken by the various administrators, particularly in FHA and PHA. The former is attuned to business and fiscal considerations and concerned with “the insurability of the risk.” The latter is likely to be most interested in public welfare, large-scale architectural planning, and to be something of a reformer.

A big problem in this organizational snarl is that Congress evidently feels the arrangement is fine. “Cole has all the authority he needs—if he’ll only use it,” snaps one top housing figure on Capitol Hill. Until— if he’ll only use it,” snaps one top congressional amendment of its regulations urban renewal frequently demands. FHA, still smarting from the 1954 scandals and unwilling to budge out of the shadow of “the letter of the law,” has frequently monkey-wrenched an urban renewal proposal even after URA and HHFA had given all the necessary go-aheads from their end. And in these instances, HHFA has been powerless to clear the roadblocks. Most often, they have been hammered out of the way by tedious round tables of builders, government officials and each party’s legal battery. On occasion, extra-legal means have been forged to override federal booby traps.

Those immortal ballads

To say that the federal housing-building program and HHFA have no direction or cohesion is not to say that they have had no impact on our land economy, our building industry and our real estate market. Nor is it to say that the program has been a flop. In terms of the volume of housing built, the program is extremely significant. Since its inception, FHA has insured nearly 3.5 million units of new non-farm housing and over 2 million of existing housing. VA, only in existence with a mortgage guarantee program since 1944, has insured an estimated 2 million starts. In the postwar years, FHA and VA programs combined have accounted for 31% of all privately financed non-farm starts, and in the record year of 1955, insured over 50% of all starts.

The charts on p. 126 show how this volume of federally insured housing has waxed and waned—usually when money got tight—since the start of the mortgage insurance programs. More important, they show how federal programs have concentrated nearly 90% of their efforts on sales housing, with a minor interest in housing for rent.

Prior to the establishment of FHA, about 25% of all new housing built in the twenties was rental housing. Mortgage bonds on rental projects were considered among the bluest chips for investors. Not only were they first-rate speculativetruments, booming along with the fast rise in land values, but they usually afforded a handsome yield. Rental property in the twenties came near to being the perfect investment.

Today new rental building is only 6% of total starts. The percentage of all renter-occupied units has dropped from 52% in 1930 and 56% in 1940, to an all-time low of 40% last year. What happened to the perfect investment of the twenties?

Along with other perfect and not-so-perfect investments, rental property was dealt a paralyzing blow by the unsound financing practice then current and by the crash of values in 1929. But unlike most other investments, rental housing has never come back. One big reason is that Congress and the FHA haven’t had any enthusiasm for rental housing.

Of all the new housing built under FHA programs, only 12% has been built for rent. And, most of this has been defense or emergency rental housing under titles of the Housing Act that were prompted by war or the postwar emergency. If you discount these emergency programs, rental housing built under the standard rental provisions of FHA has accounted for only 2% of all units.

This cold-shouldering of rental
building was begun back in 1931. At the intellectually significant but accomplishment-poor White House Conference on Housing, President Hoover made a strong pitch for finding means of getting better housing ("The great majority of the homes that are being built are not worthy of the American people") without direct federal assistance. But, at the same time, he cast renting into a shadow with such statements as: "I am confident that the sentiment for home ownership is so embedded in the American heart that millions of people who dwell in tenements, apartments and rented rows of solid brick have the aspiration for . . . their own homes. . . . Those immortal ballads, 'Home Sweet Home,' 'My Old Kentucky Home,' and 'The Little Grey Home in the West' were not written about tenements or apartments." This suspicion of rental housing is still embedded after 26 years, in FHA attitudes.

The fallacy of FHA

In building housing legislation, Congress has never seemed to understand the economics of rental housing. FHA, in devising its regulations, has often gone Congress one better and compounded this lack of understanding with a distrust of the workings of the rental market.

In 1934, Congress passed the National Housing Act establishing FHA, but it neglected to write into it a workable rental housing provision. Actually, it would have taken considerable legislative genius to spark the rental housing market via a mortgage insurance program in the early depression years. Investors didn't have the funds to back any volume of rental housing, and, if they had, it is doubtful that they would have had the courage to do it. The risks of rental investing were just too great—and the yields were no longer there.

About two years ago, Miles L. Co-lean, economist and former FHA official, said: "The whole FHA rental housing experience . . . is a perfect example of missing the point. The main point is a very simple one: the problem of equity investment in rental property is not one of getting the money in but of getting it out. . . . The fallacy of FHA rested on the assumptions that equity investment in rental property was somehow different from that in other risk enterprises and investors existed, if one could only find them, who

A quarter-century of federal influence on housing

Although the extension of federal influence into housing and real estate really started with the Great Depression, it has a sketchy prehistory. In 1892, for instance, the Secretary of Labor was authorized, after bitter congressional squabbling, to spend $20,000 on a survey of housing conditions in cities of 200,000 or more. The survey showed four large cities with "bad" slum conditions, revealed a close correlation between saloons and the incidence of crime in those areas. During World War I, the first large-scale federal housing program was undertaken. Shipyard and other war workers were provided with dwellings under special programs. Most of this housing was sold to private interests just after the war.

When the Great Depression paralyzed the economy, the federal government began a steadily growing influence on housing:

DEPRESSION (1929-1939):
Outgoing President Herbert Hoover, in 1932, established the Home Loan Bank Board. Organized like Federal Reserve System, its 11 regional banks advance funds to members (mostly savings and loan associations) on first mortgages. (HLBB in 1955 became an independent agency, after being under HHFA.) A year later, the National Industrial Recovery Act provided funds for low-rent housing. Under this act and other public works appropriations, a total of 21,600 units of housing were built in 37 cities, plus 15,000 resettlement project units and 3,065 units in limited-dividend projects. Also in 1933, the Home Owners Loan Corp. was created to refinance home mortgages. Hitting a peak (21,000 employees in 458 offices) in 1934, HOLO spent over $3.5 billion on over 1 million homes up to its dissolution in 1951. In 1934, the National Housing Act, cornerstone of most housing legislation, was passed, setting up the Federal Housing Administration and its mortgage insurance system. In 23 years, FHA has insured over 5 million new and existing homes (83% of them sales housing, 15% rental) for over $34 billion. In 1957, the US Housing Authority was established to provide loans, make contributions to local housing agencies for low-rent housing. Today, USHA's successor, Public Housing Administration, manages over 550,000 units of public housing. The Federal National Mortgage Assn. was created by a 1938 NHA amendment to provide a secondary market for government-insured mortgages.

WAR (1940-1945):
The basic war housing law was the Lanham Act, which eventually created 945,000 units (war and immediate postwar) of public housing. Defense housing was carried out under the War and Navy Depts. as well as the USHA. In 1941, Title VI of the NHA was written for liberal mortgage insurance under FHA for privately financed defense rental housing. In 1942, all nonfarm housing agencies were concentrated under the National Housing Agency. Two years later, the Veterans Administration's loan program was born with passage of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act, granting easy terms and government guarantees on OI home mortgages.

POSTWAR PROSPERITY (1946-1957):
In 1947, a permanent housing agency, the Housing & Home Finance Agency, was created to coordinate FHA, HLBB, FNMA and the public housing programs. A year later, Section 213 of NHA was passed providing mortgage insurance on cooperative projects. In 1949, Title I of that year's housing act was passed, for grants and loans to cities for slum clearance. Title VIII (Wherry Act) of the same act created new authority for military and defense rental housing. In 1954, urban renewal was flanked out by Sections 220 and 221 of NHA, providing for mortgage insurance on approved slum clearance rental projects, and for relocation housing. In 1956, a plan for federal insurance of flood disaster area properties was started under HHFA.
Buildings in brief

A quick look at 12 new stores in and out of shopping centers which make significant points about the art of purveying goods or services.

GLOWING SELF-EFFACEMENT FOR A GIFT SHOP

The trick, in this addition to Bonnier's high-style gift shop in New York, was to combine self-effacement with come-hither. The background had to be out of competition with the wares but it also had to lure customers rearward. So the utter simplicity of an existing brick wall was retained, but given a glow. Part of the glow is real, from a wall-lighting skylight (and at night from lamps that do the same job). Part of it is illusion, the outdoorlike effect of light steel joists and tiles. Construction cost was $16,000. Henry Hebbeln, architect; Murphy & Brinkworth, Inc., contractor.
ZIGZAG EXPANSION FOR A SHOPPING STRIP

This calm and orderly strip of stores, with its blue, white, yellow and black pylon for an exclamation point, was built in three stages. The newest part, a three-bay-wide variety store, was finished this year. The Shreveport, La., shopping center of which this forms a part was opened in 1941 and by the time this building was started it was clear a growing organism had better be provided for. The zigzags, while imposing order, have adapted well to units of varying width and depth. Construction cost of addition, $47,000 for 7,138 gross sq. ft. William B. Wiener & Assoc., architects; Werner Construction, contractor.

BUILT-IN TRADEMARK FOR A SUPERMARKET

The stock-in-trade of supermarkets is mass standardization, but the strong old urge to shout “I'm unique” nonetheless affects supermarkets too. The client for this one in Seattle got his desired chain identification in the handsome, economical and expandable form of concrete cylindrical shells with a 12' front over soar. The big blocky T will be the chain's all-purpose monogram. Construction cost was $275,428 for 23,700 gross sq. ft., 15,700 sales sq. ft. Welton Becket & Assoc., architects; Rushmore & Woodman, supervising architect; Jentoft & Forbes, contractors.
GAIETY FOR AN INDOOR SHOPPING MALL

The two-story indoor mall at Southdale shopping center (AF, Dec. '56), a refuge from rugged Minnesota weather, is also the focus of a wonderfully exuberant shopping scene. There is nothing monotonous about its shops, the besetting sin of most shopping centers. The six shown here were designed by Victor Gruen & Assoc., who were also architects for the center. In the mall itself are spirited kiosks. The curved news and tobacco stand, above, has glass mosaic murals with porcelain enamel surround on both exterior walls. The sidewalk café, right, has a serving canopy of red and white canvas on a metal-capped wood frame.

CARNIVAL FOR TOYS

Fixtures here make the most out of the open front idea—the store itself as window display. Behind a circular toy cage is a carousel cash and wrap counter. Cost, including fixtures, $43,863 for 3,065 sq. ft.
ORDER FOR ALBUMS

On a minimum budget, the obvious idea is to make the merchandise do the decoration, and that was planned for this record shop. But to avoid having this sound idea spawn the usual mess, a predetermined album display pattern was made for the glass wall. Cost, including fixtures, $13,398 for 900 sq. ft. Contractor, Libbey & Libbey. Contractors for other Southdale shops here were Johnson, Drake & Piper.

VIRILE FRAME FOR MEN'S WEAR

This handsome, masculine-looking wood front was also inexpensive because it fronts on the enclosed mall, could be built like partitioning. Note the open displays alluringly near the open entrance. Cost, including fixtures, $129,183 for 12,136 sq. ft.

OPULENCE FOR A JEWELER

This top-drawer jewelry store is treated like a big, open-front jewel box. The equivalent of black velvet in this case is materials bespeaking elegance—marble, bronze, polished hard woods. The effect is rich, respectful but not oppressive. Cost, including fixtures, $49,483 for 2,278 sq. ft.
SUSPENSIONS IN SPACE
FOR AN AIRLINES OFFICE

Everything hovers, but not nervously, in this Japan Air Lines office on Rockefeller Center's promenade. Ceiling, screens, fountain, desks, signs—all appear to float lightly, elegantly and independently. While the design itself is thoroughly Japanese, every material and technique is American (plastic instead of rice paper and lacquer, walnut instead of hinoki wood). This reverses the common practice of using Japanese materials in Western context. Cost, about $60,000 for 960 sq. ft. Raymond & Rado and Junzo Yoshimura, assoc. architects; Richter & Ratner, contractor.

EXURBAN CHARM FOR A FLORIST SHOP

Out on the distant borderline between metropolitan orbit and countryside, people set great store by the rural and village flavor of the everyday scene. This remodeling job in Hopewell, N.J., pays the nicest respects to a no-nonsense old house, and also to the budget. Cost, including an apartment upstairs, three baths and a fieldstone display porch, was $17,000. The trellis shades a dilapidated and too-high ceiling; all details, including modular dimensioning, were calculated to prevent unrealistic demands on the local craftsmanship. Colors are white and warm brown. Norman Cherner Assoc., architect; Fred Reinau, Inc., contractor.
LIVING MUSEUM FOR A TOURIST BOOKING OFFICE

When El Al Israel Airlines and the Israel Tourist Office collaborated on this establishment (just across the promenade from Japan Air Lines, opp.), they seized the chance to show their native crafts, industry, materials and art. Virtually every item, including steel framing for the rattan mezzanine screen, wood ceiling dividers, the screen of suspended olive wood chunks inspired by the Mediterranean bead curtain, the fabrics, even the flower pots, was fabricated in Israel. Despite some skepticism, everything fitted. Cost of furniture, materials and art was only $8,000, but installation more than doubled this.

It's only three miles from New York State's hulking downtown capitol to the new state office campus on the edge of Albany, but in architecture, economics, and amenities they are a world apart.
Lessons in campus building

Schools, industrial plants, hospitals, shopping centers and office building complexes may all benefit from studying this thoughtful campus plan for State of New York office buildings. All these different types of institutions are using campus plans, and for similar reasons: all have to anticipate future growth, which can be forecast but not with complete exactness.

Well known for their campus planning of stores and schools, Architects Ketchum, Gina & Sharp and Unger & Unger have here added some new ideas of interest for anyone with an open-end building program:

• Though only part will be built at a time—the master plan anticipates construction in five stages—the whole campus will look well and work well at each stage. There is no need to wait 10 to 20 years for the plan to “fill out.”

• The trick: buildings are arranged in a series of open courts or malls, not tightly joined at the corners like old-fashioned college quadrangles. Standing in such a court the visitor is pleasantly surrounded by buildings, which frame a complete view. But the proprietor is left many choices in the future as to how he may “hook on” to the free building ends.

• A perimeter loop road, taking visitors off the main highways, will enclose the project in a parklike superblock with no through-traffic.

• Expanded step by step, the loop will be built without waste.

• Fifteen “front” entrances off this loop road—in place of a single suggested “main entrance”—will be gradually developed to assure easy traffic flow into the campus.

• Parking has some fine innovations. The loop road arrangement lets parking be divided among many small lots widely dispersed. And their placement off the corners of buildings, rather than broadside, leaves the majority of office windows looking down on trees and lawn, not cars.

• Pedestrian paths, separate from the roads, are kept within the center courts and mall for easy intrabuilding access.

• Service buildings are set outside the loop because of their heavier traffic requirements.

• Four cafeteria buildings, near the office building groups, will be built as office-worker population grows.
Growing campus progresses through five stages of construction, matching office space to traffic and parking facilities. Loop road grows with building construction, finally encircling site to provide access to parking, service roads and cul-de-sacs leading to main building entrances. Service buildings (lower left) are separated from office structures, set outside superblock, for easier access by truck.
The achievement of such a master plan is not a casual or intuitional affair. In government, it cannot be legislated. In industry, it cannot be sketched on the back of an envelope by management and "drawn up" by the engineering department. Even where good architects and planners are involved it should not be considered a bonus to be thrown in with the construction drawings.

The Albany planning started with a survey of the use of existing space by the State's Bureau of the Budget. The Architects and the Bureau then projected the figures for each department to the scheduled occupancy date of its new building—and well beyond that date—to indicate the need for future expansion.

Some of this expansion will be provided in the initial buildings. In other cases, departments will be rearranged—one department making room for an expanding neighbor by moving to a new building. Beyond that, projections of future space needs are used in checking the plan for additions to the buildings—in seeing that space will be available where it will most likely be needed.

The fluctuating work force

Because the number of employees in a given state department fluctuates rather drastically from budget period to budget period, working force figures were not too helpful. But since a reasonable estimate of worker force was necessary for traffic, parking and cafeteria planning, a figure of one worker per 100 sq. ft. of office space was estimated.

In consultation with Traffic Consultant Wilbur Smith, the architects determined the number of persons traveling to the site by car and the number of persons traveling by public transportation, as well as the number of people per car (2.5) and the directions from which they
would come. Using these basic data they were able to plan the loop road and the access ramps, as well as the parking lots and the outlying highway relationships.

In gathering the basic data, actual surveys had to be tempered by judgment and experience because of the human tendency to color the truth in the service of their own interests.

The campus plan is neatly matched by an ingenious construction financing plan. Because of the difficulty of getting a bond issue passed through the legislature and ratified by the electorate, the state had to find other ways of financing capital improvements. In this case, the resources of the state's employee pension funds (a 50-50 contributions system) will be borrowed at 3.4% interest. The debt will be retired over a 30-year period out of regular department budgets, in lieu of rent.

In this way, construction can proceed on the basis of straight economics. As old leases run out and new leases in the "spec" buildings downtown begin to run higher than housing costs on the campus, the buildings can be built—stage by stage, department by department.

The political art of New York State building

In 1875, after seven years, work and $5 million spent on New York's capitol building was halted. The exterior walls had only reached the third floor line, but costs were already $1 million beyond the estimates. While the legislature debated a $7 million supplemental appropriation, Albany was filled with rumors that the costly foundations would not support the structure. So a stop order was issued and a legislative commission began an investigation.

After a three-year investigation by the commission's advisors (Architects Eidlitz, Richardson, Landscape Olmstead), the foundations were ruled sound, but the floor plan and architectural design were ruled unsound. Thus a new tempest was raised which ran in fury as work on the structure proceeded. All along, until after Richardson's death—until his fantastic quadripartite "million dollar" stair was finished—the style was switched from "Roman Renaissance" to "Romanesque" and back again—switched by architects' design, by legislative ruling, by a governor's fiat. Few buildings in history proceeded through such dissection.

In contrast with this earlier imbroglio, the progress of today's campus plan is calm indeed—if for no other reason than that politicians have become more subtle and architects more diplomatic.

During the Dewey administration, the state outgrew the near 600,000 sq. ft. in "Al Smith's folly" (the 33-story office building behind the capitol) and began spreading through Albany into drafty lofts, converted garages and cheap "spec" buildings. In 1945, Dewey appointed a bipartisan study commission headed by Assembly Speaker Oswald Heck, which recommended the purchase of the campus site and the preparation of a master plan.

The first master plan (prepared by ex-Public Works Commissioner and Consulting Engineer Charles H. Sells and Architects Skidmore, Owings & Merrill) was not accepted in Albany—among the criticisms given was the suggestion that poor foundation conditions would make the 40-story central building not feasible.

In 1954, when the two Stage I buildings were under construction on the site, the state had not yet produced a master plan for the entire campus. The Education Department is to produce a new master plan.

Although the new plan has the tacit approval of the state and the state has come to a point at which the state is still engaged in building activity at variance with the basic principle of master planning, the Education Department is to produce a new master plan.

Construction sequence: Two Stage I buildings, started before development of present master plan, are at upper left, toward downtown Albany. Stage II buildings (center) are now in planning stage. Stage III and IV buildings are at right.
Cafeteria buildings (shown in black), one per 5,000 employees, are to be built in conjunction with office construction. They are arranged to allow easy access from office building groups. Master planning involved careful survey of lunchtime habits of working force. About 3,500 employees out of 5,000 will use cafeteria facilities; 300 will use private dining rooms. Remainder will bring lunches or eat off campus. Snack bars in each office building will serve for coffee breaks and box lunches.

Future construction, beyond projected growth, can take place in many different ways because of free building arrangement and wide spaces between buildings. Plan demonstrates how future buildings (shown in black) fit into campus. Buildings also could expand by extensions on the ends or by new wings. Contrary to old-fashioned formal layout, free campus arrangement is visually complete at any stage, without constricting growth unpredictable but sure to come.
At the foothills of the Himalayas and on the burning plains along the Arabian Sea, the great French-Swiss Architect Le Corbusier has cast on the Indian landscape a wide variety of buildings—all remarkable for the fresh and powerful character of their architecture.

In Chandigarh, his celebrated new capitol city rising from the piedmont of East Punjab, Corbu’s Secretariat building for the provincial government (above and opp.) surpasses his earlier Marseilles apartments (AF, March ’54), not only in sheer size (830’ long) but in the way the monotonous grid of such a large cellular building has been boldly broken into sculpture by accenting the quarters of a few high officials and by pulling the ramp-tower out as a great silo at the side.

As if designing a whole new city for 150,000 people didn’t provide enough variety, Corbu has stopped off in his international commuting long enough to do several quite different buildings for the coastal city of Ahmedabad: a museum, an office building, two or three private houses (following pages). In these too, the 70-year-old master of concrete has achieved a whole new depth and strength of design.
From the tall, shaded portico of Chandigarh's High Court, the Secretariat is glimpsed across the new city's broad plaza.
As the beehive pattern of clerks' offices marches down the facade of Chandigarh's Secretariat, cast-concrete panels and millions suddenly jump into different attitudes and combinations to mark the rooms of key officers inside. A giant bracket shades and further emphasizes one such office, and an entrance gap below lets the eye in to explore spaces inside and beyond. Below, this pattern and its variations are seen to the right of the freestanding tower.
A new museum for Ahmedabad shields its treasures from the fierce Indian sun behind broad walls of brick. Visitors walk underneath a shaded entrance and open patio at the center, ascend and work their way outward along a spiral plan. Below the slit of the open roof-gallery three rectangular holes create their own composition and a link between inside and out.
A deep eggcrate of slim concrete louvers angled toward the sun makes a deeply three-dimensional façade for a small office building in a park, the headquarters of the Ahmedabad association of cotton-mill owners. A ramp with contrasting railings leads into a deeply shaded stairwell from which the stairs have been removed to become a sculptural decoration.
As do Corbu’s other new buildings, this private home in Ahmedabad shows the striking proportions and compositions of his “modulor” system of dimensions. Like a giant piece of sculpture, it draws the eye to climb in and out, underneath or up through a hole in the roof, to touch the heavy textures of raw concrete and delight in the sudden splashes of brilliant color.
America's capacity for fun and relaxation has sparked a boom in resort and retirement land unlike any in history.

Land III: Leisure's lush acres

by FRANK FOGARTY

Of all the forces that have made the postwar land boom one of the greatest in history, none is more significant than the peculiar restlessness of the US population—the uncontrollable itch of Americans to go places, have fun and to buy, if only temporarily, a place for themselves in the sun. Never before has there been a society so bent on travel and sport, and to this generation, with money in its pockets and time on its hands, the thought of recreation and retirement on the nation's playgrounds has proved well-nigh irresistible.

Sight unseen, it has bought cabins, rented cottages and booked resort hotels and boarding houses beyond capacity. It has made household words out of playland names that were nonexistent a decade ago; has revived an all-but-forgotten mail-order business in lots; and has restored to grace a real estate lexicon in which any land that is wet can be a lakefront, and any ground 8' above water can be high. It has suffered countless indignities—bad beds, poor plumbing and overcrowding—all in the name of fun. And in doing this, it has created, quite unintentionally, a spiral in the price of resort and retirement land that is not only the equal of the suburban land boom, which was the subject of the first article in this series, but comes painfully close in some of its aspects to matching the feverish uptrading of prices that marked the boom of the twenties.

Since 1947, the cost of residential and commercial land in America's most heavily trafficked resorts has, on the average, risen three to four times, when measured in current dollars. In some sections, where tourism was an insignificant factor ten years ago, FORUM's nationwide sampling of land prices has found even greater gains, as much as 1,000%. (Deviations on the downside of this pattern show mainly in older resorts where there had been a noticeable change of clientele in the direction of lower income groups.)

Nowhere do these markups show more dramatically than on the nation's beaches and lakesides, for if sand and snow have been the topping to this boom, water has been its basic ingredient. On Cape Cod, for instance, where over-all summer growth is estimated at 600 to 700% for the last ten years, waterfront lots around Hyannis now sell as high as $8,000, compared with $1,500 in 1947. A land buyer in Myrtle Beach, S.C., today will have to pay more than $1,800 a ft. for beach frontage where three years ago the top price was $200, and, ten years back, acres sold at $10. Around Chicago, "lake" is a magic word, and along the Fox River, 30 mi. north of the Loop, land beside dredged-out swamps, dammed-up streams and stretched-out ponds has climbed five to six times in price since 1947.

In Aspen, winter snow and summer culture have driven the price of some residential lots up 300 to 400%; one plot of downtown land that sold for $4,500 in 1950 sold again last year for $32,000. Waterfront
sites on Puget Sound’s San Juan Islands have climbed from $1 a ft. five years ago to $10 in the raw today. Phoenix has had jumps of 400 and 500% in the price of some of its commercial resort land, metropolitan Los Angeles 500 to 600%, and Florida, which as we shall see later is a case unto itself, a staggering 1,000% markup in some oceanfront sites.

**Years of diffusion**

The economic forces that underlie these price gains are by now so well known as to require no more than summary here. Mainly, they are all a part of that tremendous material upgrading which the Council of Economic Advisers has chosen to call “the diffusion of well being”—the rise in disposable personal income from $1,173 per capita in 1947 to $1,705 in 1956; the growth in the percentage of families and independent individuals with pretax income of $5,000 or more (44.1% in 1955 against 24.2% in 1947); the increase in the amount of vacation time and of vacation spending by US workers. While the number of weeks of vacation climbed from 43 million in 1947 to 70 million in 1956, total outlays for domestic vacations and week ends soared from $5.4 billion to more than $10 billion.

Coupled with these economic forces has been a demographic one—an aging population in which there are now four times as many people 65 or over as there were in 1900, and in which oldsters now make up more than 8% of the US total, compared with 4% at the start of the century. Though retired workers have been a decidedly secondary force in creating the resort land boom (only 15% of the 14 million aged have incomes of more than $2,000 a year, and an even smaller percentage owns a home and has liquid assets of $5,000 or more) the number of independent pensioners has been rising, and their land buying has been a factor in price markups, particularly in areas around the smaller cities of the semitropical states. The migration of the aged has probably been nowhere so great as popular reading makes it. But it has left a mark on Arizona, New Mexico, California and most of all on Florida, where there has been a 54% increase in the over-65 population in just five years, and where once before there was a lot-buying boom that was fanned, at least in part, by visions of retirement in the sun.

**Tropical fever**

Probably no other section of the country evokes so automatic an association between land and boom as the semitropical, semisubmerged state of Florida. The short-lived price spree that accompanied its frenzied development in the twenties became a national phenomenon, and “investing” in Florida real estate was as much a part of the times as playing the market. However one chooses to view the state’s present land prosperity—and its natives refuse to call it a boom at all, merely an expansion—a comparison of Florida’s twenties and fifties is unavoidable. For nowhere is there clearer evidence of how today’s buildup of resort and recreation land prices resembles the boom of 30 years ago—and how it differs from it.

Though the years have made the first Florida boom
Shore land for marinas and trailer camps is in heavy demand from the 30 million Americans that are now taking to boats each year. This is California’s Lido park and anchorage.

Seem a part of the entire Harding-Coolidge era, its actual life was much shorter. The real rush began in 1924, reached a climax in the summer and fall of 1925, when a Florida rail embargo had to be imposed on non-perishable freight to prevent a food shortage, and collapsed resoundingly on Sept. 18, 1926, blown apart by a West Indian hurricane that swept across the southern part of the state leaving 50,000 people homeless and more than 400 dead. In its brief two years, however, the Florida land fever surpassed anything that had ever been seen, even in the wildest days of railroad land speculation. For 60-odd miles north of Miami, wholesale subdividing carved the shorefront into 50’ lots, and entire new cities—Coral Gables, Miami Beach, Hollywood, Boca Raton—rose out of the mangrove swamps beside the sea. By 1925, an estimated 2,000 real estate offices were operating in Miami, and the activities of 25,000 real estate agents became so much of a congestion problem that the city was forced to pass an ordinance forbidding the sale of property in the streets or even the display of a map. Hundreds of people daily climbed aboard free buses to inspect the lots on the American Riviera that was to stretch north to Palm Beach; thousands sank deposits on submerged Everglades land (a fact that prompted the late Fred Allen to announce excitedly years later that they had just found land on his Florida real estate); and all over the country, Toms and Dicks and Harrys rushed to buy a piece of paradise by mail order.

If the force that generated this tremendous spree was the public’s dream of

Beach land lures most of US vacationers; Cape Cod (below), where tourism is up five to six times over early postwar years, has had 400 and 500% jumps in waterfront prices.

continued on p. 246
Modern in its concepts of space and structure, yet darkly medieval in its mood, an underground museum reveals its riches with a rare intensity

A buried treasury

If Galahad or Parsifal were still questing for the Holy Grail, they would certainly want to check into an unusual little museum recently built under the cathedral of San Lorenzo in Genoa. Here, glowing from a special niche right opposite the entrance, they would find their—and San Lorenzo’s—prize: a delicate greenish basin of Roman origin, one of several in the world supposed to have held the Last Supper or caught the blood of Christ (photo above). In the rooms beyond, moreover, they would also find one of the richest and most beautifully displayed collections of religious art in Italy.

To house the treasures of San Lorenzo where visitors could see them, and where heavy pieces could be brought out easily for ceremonial use, Architect Franco Albini had to squeeze the new museum under a small, irregular courtyard formed by the cathedral’s apse and the wings of the archbishopric (see overleaf). The geometry of crypt-like rooms Albini tucked into this limited space is as effective in stone as it is striking on paper. The experience of seeing the glittering collection is heightened not only by its moody setting of dark gray stone and spotlights on red velvet, but by calculated contrasts in the sizes, shapes and directions of the spaces themselves. On descending from the cathedral floor above, the visitor turns a corner, steps through an iron gate and into an anteroom designed to display a statue of the church’s patron saint (seen as a shadow, above, in front of the small sacristy of the Grail). Turning to the right, the space narrows again to a short tunnel passage, then suddenly bursts into a big hexagonal room penetrated by three larger cylindrical sacristies of different diameter. As the visitor steps through the keyhole-shaped doorway into each, a still different kind of space suggests walking around the treasured objects, and a floor stepped down in eccentric modern circles allows closer views at various levels. The photo at left shows the largest sacristy, with one of a pair of gold altar-fronts at the center, and hammered-iron display cases behind, down-lighting chalices and altar-pieces on red velvet trays. In all the rooms, the patterns of floors, walls and ceilings lead the eye from the center of the museum toward each sacristy, and within each to emphasize the sacred pieces focused in the middle under dramatic spotlighting.
Foundations for the new museum were laid in an excavation between the cathedral apse (left) and walls of the archbishop's palace. Neatly welded lead sheets cap the walls to keep the treasury free of ground moisture. Below, precast concrete floor slabs are laid and prepared for a thin finish flooring of dark gray Promontorio stone, laid in directional patterns (see plan and section, bottom).

Spiny roof is built up of tapered precast concrete joists topped by narrow precast concrete slabs (already in place on the shallow domes). A concrete ring to hold the joists is poured around the lantern of each dome. Below, reinforcing mesh is placed over the precast roof slabs for a poured binding slab, which in turn will be covered by pumice fill, another lead moisture barrier, and a courtyard surface of cobblestone suggesting the abstract pattern of joists below.

The treasures: (1) daylight from the courtyard filters down through a small glass-block skylight into the largest of the three circular sacristies revealing the spoke pattern of concrete ceiling joists bonded to a concrete ring atop the walls of finely chiseled stone. (2) An eighteenth-century silver statue of the Madonna by Francesco Schiaffino stands near the keyhole entrance to the middle-sized sacristy, which holds the gilded silver ark of San Giovanni, seen in closeup in the large photograph (3). Plug-in strips around ceiling and steps allow flexibility in mounting display or temporary work lights. (4) Glass cases on hammered-iron trees take their shape from the finely embroidered vestments they protect. (5) A sixteenth-century silver ark, used in the procession of Corpus Domini, stands before the smallest of the three main sacristies housing the jeweled Cross of Zacccaria.
Technology

The case of

Two new concepts of structural design, representing the most significant advances in structural engineering design theory during the past 50 years, are ready now for architectural application. One of these is reinforced concrete's theory of ultimate strength, a design technique which uses a greater amount of reinforced concrete's inherent strength. The other is the theory of plastic design for structural steel, which enables the designer to create a more trim, efficient steel skeleton.

Both concepts have been developed because we now know that these two basic structural materials possess greater capacity for carrying weight than we were once willing to concede, meaning that the engineer can now design better structures of lighter weight. Steel beams in many structures can be reduced in size and weight by as much as one-third over those designed by conventional methods.

Such sanctions are essential if the new concepts are to be put into practice, but they are not tantamount to national adoption, since municipal codes must first be revised. Furthermore, as is true of existing design methods, the two new concepts do not have universal application. In the case of concrete, for example, the conventional design method, elastic analysis, is now better suited to design of most thin shell structures and structures which are subject to fatigue-type loading (e.g., bridges). In structural steel, also, fatigue-type loading is a limiting factor; and, because of insufficient experience, plastic theory can be applied now only
the overweight skeleton

to one- and two-story structures of the multispans, rigid-frame type. Says Walter Weiskopf, long a progressive booster of plastic design in steel: “For multistory structures, it appears that more research must be done. But the theory of plastic design has reached the point where it can almost be applied to multistory buildings.”

Back to Galileo

Although a great amount of groundwork on both theories has been carried on by European scientists, it has been more recent research by American groups which has given ACI and AISC confidence that ultimate strength design in reinforced concrete and plastic design in steel should be applied in the US. During the past ten years, research in the US has been done at a number of universities, Lehigh, Illinois, and Brown being three notable examples, and at such industry-sponsored institutions as the laboratories of the Portland Cement Assn.

The roots of both new concepts trace back to 1638 and Galileo, author of the first book on the theory of structural analysis and, in fact, the father of the principles of modern structural design. Galileo set down the principles by which force and stress could be computed, and confidence that ultimate strength design in reinforced concrete and plastic design in steel should be applied in the US. During the past ten years, research in the US has been done at a number of universities, Lehigh, Illinois, and Brown being three notable examples, and at such industry-sponsored institutions as the laboratories of the Portland Cement Assn.

Galileo set down the principles by which force and stress could be computed, and confidence that ultimate strength design in reinforced concrete and plastic design in steel should be applied in the US. During the past ten years, research in the US has been done at a number of universities, Lehigh, Illinois, and Brown being three notable examples, and at such industry-sponsored institutions as the laboratories of the Portland Cement Assn.

The key step toward ultimate strength design was made in 1944, when the joint committee of ACI and ASCE was established to study the results of world-wide research on the theory. The committee initiated extensive analytical investigations of its own as well, and after ten years of work recommended in 1955 to ACI that the ultimate strength method of design be used for reinforced concrete.

What, exactly, does this mean to the architect or engineer who now designs buildings? It means that he has an alternate method of design which is based on the inelastic action of concrete cross sections—either conventionally reinforced or prestressed—which are subject to simple bending or axial load, or combinations of these. It permits him to use smaller, tougher beams, which are more heavily reinforced for tension—either with more steel or with stronger steel. In the structures thus designed, the overriding

In reinforced concrete

Concrete will be considered first, for the new theory in concrete design does not go so far as that in steel, and familiarity with the former will help to place the latter in perspective.

At the turn of the century, two theories existed in the design of reinforced concrete. One was the elastic theory, which warned that any critical point at a section on a beam or column must never be required to exert its maximum strength, for at maximum strength the member is dangerously close to failure. By elastic analysis, internal stresses at each section of a beam or column were equated to the allowable stresses at each section; the section was so designed that the internal stresses, under load, would never exceed the allowable stresses. There was guesswork, to be sure, for little was known then of the real strength of reinforced concrete. The second theory was an ancestor of today’s ultimate strength theory; it held that maximum strength was not the ominous, edge-of-cliff danger point it had been made out to be. Something happened within a section of overloaded concrete which reduced the danger of failure when the section reached its maximum strength. It was proper, this theory held, to consider maximum strength in design because of a phenomenon called stress redistribution. The point on a beam’s cross-section which was strained beyond its maximum strength was capable of redistributing stress to other points on the same cross-section.

In essence, this is still the basic distinction between ultimate strength and elastic theory. But a vast amount of information has piled up during the past 50 years to make the ultimate strength theory a much more realistic design concept than it was in 1900. At that time, however, the elastic theory became the accepted method of design; it was then mathematically simple, and its resulting safety factors were sufficiently controlled to satisfy the requirements of the time.

Today, though it continues to dominate design practice, the elastic theory is no longer supreme, because considerably more is known about reinforced concrete itself as a result of years of fundamental research by such organizations as the University of Illinois and the Portland Cement Assn., and because of the scientific contributions of many men to the advance of the ultimate strength theory. The most significant contributions by US engineers came from two men: Charles S. Whitney, the New York structural engineer; and Vernon P. Jensen, formerly of the University of Illinois. Their papers on ultimate strength design—Whitney’s of 1937 and Jensen’s of 1943—are now considered classics.

The key step toward ultimate strength design was made in 1944, when the joint committee of ACI and ASCE was established to study the results of world-wide research on the theory. The committee initiated extensive analytical investigations of its own as well, and after ten years of work recommended in 1955 to ACI that the ultimate strength method of design be used for reinforced concrete.

What, exactly, does this mean to the architect or engineer who now designs buildings? It means that he has an alternate method of design which is based on the inelastic action of concrete cross sections—either conventionally reinforced or prestressed—which are subject to simple bending or axial load, or combinations of these. It permits him to use smaller, tougher beams, which are more heavily reinforced for tension—either with more steel or with stronger steel.
TECHNOLOGY

Another, more advanced theory for reinforcing concrete, aside from its compactness, is its ductility. Yet, since the earliest days of structural steel design, the engineer has not been able to exploit this quality fully. The result has been wasteful use of thousands of tons of steel and a wasteful expenditure of millions of man-hours in design. To the building industry, this new concept could rank in importance with the rolling of the first wide-flange beam.

Plastic design differs from conventional design in this way: conventional design is based on the so-called "working stress" concept, with the maximum allowable stress usually equal to 20,000 psi at working load. In elastic design, a stress analysis must be worked out to determine the critical cross-sections within a structure. (A critical cross-section is one at which the allowable stress is first reached.) The strength of each section must be adequate to resist working loads. Stress within the section is never permitted to exceed 24,000 psi. In plastic design, on the other hand, stress means nothing; neither does the strength at a particular section. The meaningful factor is the maximum strength of the whole structure, which is quite another thing from the maximum strength of one of its sections.

Justification for this snubbing of stress comes from the knowledge that a rigidly connected structure has a much greater load-carrying capacity than is assumed by the conventional elastic concept. A rigid-frame structure is able to carry greater loads than are indicated by the old elastic theory because of an automatic redistribution of stress which takes place. As increasing load is applied to the structure, one section will eventually reach a point of maximum elastic strength. This, by definition, is its yield strength. If the section were to reach at yield strength, as assumed by elastic theory, it would fail. But this does not happen. Instead, the section simply refuses to take more force, and the excess goes to another section of the structure. Thus, the structure calls upon those sections which are not working at full capacity to put forth more effort. This democratic behavior of steel, which is due to the metal's ductility, is the quality which the plastic design theorists propose to use. Eventually, enough sections are working at maximum capacity—a point called maximum load value—and rapid deformation begins.

The theorists do not suggest that structures be loaded to maximum load value, of course, but only that this point, which is easy to compute accurately, be the design criterion, and that a safety factor be applied to it, rather than the allowable stress value of 20,000 psi, which is the elastic theory's magic number.

Why hasn't the principle of plastic behavior been used before? It has, actually, though not always consciously. In the design of riveted lap splice between two plates, it is assumed that all rivets carry an equal share of the load. This is not a valid assumption.
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unless plastic behavior is recognized, because the rivets at the ends of the splice carry more load than those near the middle. But as the harder-working rivets reach their maximum strength—or elastic limit—the excess stress is redistributed to the rivets near the middle, an action which amounts to an unconscious use of plastic design.

The history

Conscious plastic design, however, has required years of painstaking development, which, like concrete's ultimate strength theory, represents the determination and foresight of many men, including Professors J. F. Baker, Michael Horne and John Roderick of Cambridge University, England; Doctors Lynn S. Beedle, Bruno Thurlimann and Robert L. Ketter of Lehigh University; Dr. Bruce Johnston of the University of Michigan; Professors Paul Symonds, William Prager and Daniel C. Drucker of Brown University, and a number of others. This recent, intense effort is really the second round for plastic design in steel. The first was 50 years ago, when concrete designers were beginning to show an interest in the ultimate strength theory. But because the great boom in steel-framed structures necessitated expediency, rather than sound engineering economics, the elastic theory, which offered quick development if not ideal solutions, became the accepted method of structural steel design. It was written into the building codes, accepted virtually on blind faith by the engineers until, as England's J. F. Baker says, "the engineer's structural sense had become almost atrophied."

Since 1943, in England, and for the past 11 years in the US, the plastic theorists have been preparing for this second thrust. This time, the attack is strong. Says Baker: "The only real choice is between plastic methods of design, which allow new developments, and the traditional quasi-elastic methods, which are so irrational as to allow virtually no scope for development."

The new confidence comes from two accomplishments: first, the theory has been reduced to simple analytical procedures; second, every factor which might limit the load-carrying capacity to something less than that predicted by plastic analysis has been investigated and safeguards have been formulated. This has come about in the US mainly through the program at Lehigh, which has been under way since 1946, under sponsorship of the Welding Research Council, AISC, Navy Dept., and American Iron & Steel Institute.

Development of the plastic theory has now completed its first important phase. Application has been worked out for the continuous beam and for one- and two-story rigid-frame structures. The second phase will extend the application to larger buildings. At present, columns must still be designed by the elastic method. Eventually, plastic design will be applied to both beams and columns, though no one will predict when this will happen.

It is a characteristic of plastic design theory that as a structure increases in design complexity, the advantages of plastic analysis increase comparably. For this reason, Phase II of plastic design development may yield greater benefits than are offered now. For example, the economies in materials and design time are now confined almost entirely to the structure's beams. As the theory is developed further, and as more is learned about such things as the action of columns subjected principally to axial load, then plastic analysis will have virtually universal application.

One almost inevitable effect of plastic design in building will be more extensive use of the welded rigid frame—more shop welding, with unusual combinations of rolled shapes. But there remains one roadblock in the path of plastic design: the designer. And, indeed, there is some reason to suppose that he will be reluctant to change, unless he can be shown that plastic analysis is a straightforward technique, unlike the cluttered, empirical elastic theory. With some designers, prejudices will fall hard, for these are the men whose work is based on simple beam design. They avoid the elastic theory and revert, instead, to a design method in which every force is statically determinate, i.e., simple beam design. For certain structures, of course, this is perfectly justifiable, but for others it leads to gross waste of material and, consequently, the worst possible design. Often, however, simple beam design is the one means by which the designer can meet his deadline.

To promote plastic analysis among engineers and architects, AISC this summer will issue a design manual in which the fundamentals will be presented. Also, the institute has teamed up with engineering schools to conduct some 30 conferences around the US to educate engineers and architects. In the schools, progress is being made. An increasing number include plastic design, both in undergraduate and graduate curricula.

The future

The great strides made in the new design theories in Europe are essentially due to Europe's economic necessity to make its materials, such as steel, go as far as possible. Thus, in England, where steel is not so abundant as in the US, some 200 buildings have already been designed and built by plastic design techniques. On the Continent, the ultimate strength theory in reinforced concrete has become an accepted technique in Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia and the USSR. In the Western Hemisphere, the architects and engineers of Brazil are leading the way in design application of the ultimate strength theory.

As the same material shortages begin to plague the more wealthy and profligate US, there will be greater and greater incentive to a more economical use of materials, particularly the metals. This conservative inclination will become the theories' great ally.
These balloon shapes, which began as radomes, are rapidly inflating into novel and useful buildings.

The weird balloonlike structures that have been rising since 1948 to house radar warning stations on such far frontiers as the Arctic Circle are now rapidly being domesticated in the US. They embody a new principle in building—the pneumatic or inflated structure entirely supported by air—which already is proliferating in many unusual ways.

A few previous architectural attempts had been made to apply the balloon or dirigible principle to earth-bound structures. But success had to wait upon the development of aerodynamic data and thin, strong, airtight materials to stand up to wind and weather. In 1946 a group of scientists led by Walter W. Bird of Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc., Buffalo, N.Y., contract research affiliate of Cornell University, conceived the idea of light balloon structures in thinking over the problem of housing huge radar antennae in a way that would keep off the weather, yet offer no obstructions to radar waves. They proposed it to the Air Force's Air Development Center at Rome, N.Y., which, though skeptical, put up a small research contract. Nearly all the basic work and data from which the development has flowered, and continues to grow, stems from this collaboration between Cornell and the Air Force. They developed through subcontractors the exceedingly strong fabric membranes, chiefly of nylon and Dacron, coated with rubbery neoprene, vinyl and other synthetics newly available. Even more important, they conducted the wind-tunnel tests, analyses and aerodynamic computations without which the whole project might have collapsed.

Their major discovery was simple. A slight difference of air pressure—as little as 0.65 lb. per sq. in. higher than the surrounding atmosphere—was sufficient to keep a spherical structure firm and rigid against a 290 mph gale. A simple industrial blower and control maintained the pressure. Domes are now designed to withstand 125 to 150 mph winds in a temperature range of -65° to 160° F. on about 0.1 lb. difference in air pressure. And well over 100 pneumatic radomes now stand, without ribs, struts, poles, girders or supports other than air, in wildly varying weather.
AIR-SUPPORTED warehouse is kept up by large-volume, low-velocity blower (top), erected in less than a day by three men.

MEMBRANE WALL of same warehouse is translucent vinyl-coated nylon, developed by US Rubber, which has some 45 fabricators.

CID Air Structures, a leading promoter, has sold ten warehouses (some store 2 million lb. in 64,000 cu. ft. and cost about $2,000).

AIR-INFLATED hut (above) is held up by inflated tubes rather than area pressure, developed by British Elliot Equipment Ltd.

ARCHES of 18" inflated tubes (bearing up to 2,000 lb.) form this double-walled shelter devised by Air Force and B. F. Goodrich.
Almost from the start, Bird's group foresaw many possible applications of inflated structures to mobile and semi-permanent building. But military uses dominated all early work, and Cornell Aeronautical, being nonprofit, could not develop civilian uses. No one seemed interested. Early in 1956, Bird and associates withdrew to form Birdair Structures, Inc. to exploit these uses, starting with an inflated warehouse.

Activity promptly ballooned. Addison Brown, engineer and head of Calumet Industrial District Co., large warehousing operation, hearing of Bird's work, got fabric and advice from US Rubber and nimbly raised an airy warehouse in Chicago last fall, slightly ahead of Birdair's own prototype. Brown set up CID Air Structures Inc. to do a brisk business in inflated warehouses. Then US Rubber and one or two other basic suppliers, who had been doing research all along, got into the act. By 1957 there were some 50 fabricators, and the only worry was that hasty designs, not carefully calculated, might harm the new industry. For here was a structure easily portable, erected in as little as a day, covering possibly 100,000 sq. ft. or more at a cost of $1 to $1.50 a sq. ft., less than half the cost of any other temporary structure.

Meanwhile, details developed. Doors could be simple flaps or air locks or revolving doors. Structures could be held down by water tubes, sand bags or anchors (favored by Bird). A second type of structure appeared called air-inflated (as distinct from air-supported) in which inflated tubes form structural members over which fabric is stretched, requiring no air pressure in the enclosure, but sacrificing some stability. A promising development is a combination of the two—inflated double-walled membranes—of which the Goodyear "Airmat" is a beginning.

Inflated future

But the whole development is only at a beginning. Pneumatic structures not only supply large storage areas but are moving into display structures, exhibition halls, repair shops, and may provide huge economical roofs for stadia, auditoriums and the like. Transparent membranes, developing apace, may provide air-conditioned enclosures for year-around swimming pools, whole shopping centers. So far the biggest enclosure is a three-story military structure of 79,500 cu. ft., but larger ones are in the works. So far, membranes have a probable life of five to six years, but ten years is not beyond reason. The pneumatic structure may be more permanent than it looks.
Daring in concept, the ultimate in good taste . . . the magnificent new Americana matches its setting of tropical splendor with incomparable elegance in decor and service. Combining the best of all the Americas, this breathtaking resort hotel sets a new standard of luxury for the whole world. Guests explore a new mood for resort living in the spaciousness of air-conditioned rooms with expansive dressing rooms, walk-in closets, twin baths, and private balconies looking out to the blue of the Atlantic and romance of tropic skies. Amid such luxury it’s natural to discover underfoot the delightful softness—the incomparable elegance of

**3 MILES OF BEAUTIFUL GULISTAN CARPET**

Specially designed and woven for the Americana, 3 miles of beautiful, all-wool Gulistan Carpet, 9 feet wide, add to the glamour of Miami Beach’s fabulous new resort hotel.

The Architect: The Americana Hotel was executed by Morris Lapidus, New York, N. Y. The Contractor: Gulistan Carpet was installed by Alexander Carpet Company, Miami, Florida.

**GULISTAN CARPET**

**COSTS NO MORE THAN ORDINARY CARPET**

MADE IN THE U.S.A. BY AMERICAN CRAFTSMEN - A. & M. KARAGHEUSIAN, INC., 295 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
WEATHER TEST FOR ENAMEL

The National Bureau of Standards has completed a 15-year weather-exposure test of porcelain-enamedled steels and made these important findings: 1) there exists a wide variation in weather resistance among different types of enameled steel. 2) Enameled steel can be so produced that it will show no significant change in gloss or color under severe exposure, including salt-air exposure. 3) Red enamels tend to be less stable than enamels of other colors.

At four sites—Washington, D.C.; St. Louis, Mo.; Lakeland, Fla.; Atlantic City, N.J.—Ceramic Engineers D.G. Moore and W.N. Harrison of the Bureau's enameled metals laboratory tested 14 basic types of enamel, on 768 panels. In their laboratory, they exposed an equal number of identical, but smaller samples to acid attack. Generally, they found that enamel compositions which have high resistance to attack by acid solutions are also resistant to weathering. (A few red enamels behave deceptively, resisting acid but not weather.)

The scientists observed also the enamel's effectiveness in preventing corrosion of the base metal. (On all samples, the base metal was enameling iron.) The finding: where the initial enamel coat covered all parts of the panel, no corrosion occurred, regardless of the type of enamel applied. On panels with only a single ground coat application on the reverse side, however, good coverage was not always achieved—especially where the panel had rested on support points during firing. Corrosion set in at these points and spalling of the enamel on the face side occurred after corrosion had progressed only part way through the steel. Spalling of this type was more prevalent under the corrosive salt-air conditions of Atlantic City than at the other three locations.

For architectural installations Bureau recommends the use of only those enamels rated A or AA by the Porcelain Enamel Institute's citric acid spot test.

ECONOMICS OF SEWAGE

Sanitation engineers are giving careful study to the stabilization pond, an inexpensive method of treating raw sewage. The pond is a shallow body, 2½' to 5' in depth. Sewage is treated by a natural biochemical action, principally by photosynthesis and the interaction of bacteria and algae.

In arid sections of the US, the stabilization pond has generally been used as a secondary or tertiary treatment unit, with one objective being salvage of water for irrigation. But from experience in some of the Northern Plains States during the past eight years, where more than 200 stabilization ponds have been constructed, it appears that this treatment system can work efficiently in all climates of the US, at a cost considerably below that of a conventional plant.

According to engineers of the Robert A. Taft Sanitary Engineering Center, in Cincinnati, which is a national laboratory, under the US Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare, the stabilization pond requires more land than does a conventional system. These engineers conclude that stabilization ponds will find their greatest applicability in the small community, where such advantages as lower construction and maintenance costs and simplicity of operation may be balanced against increased land requirements.

PLASTIC HOUSE UNDER TEST

Disneyland's House of the Future (pictures), the experiment in plastics by Monsanto Chemical, has just gone through a series of rigorous tests in preparation for its public display in California.

Three M.I.T. professors who participated in the original design—A.G.H. Dietz, F. J. Heger Jr., and F. J. McGarry—performed the tests in Springfield, Mass, and reported in February to the Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. that the tests had "done much to create confidence" in the X-shaped structure.

The four wings of the house (each of which represents one of the legs of the X) cantilever out from a 16'-square core. Each wing cantilevers 16', a considerable distance for any glass-reinforced plastic. In test, a cantilever was subjected to both static and thermal loads (hot water spray). Static loads, up to twice design capacity, were imposed on floor (110 lb. per sq. ft.) and on roof (80 lb. per sq. ft.). Thermal loads, by hot water sprays which raised section temperatures quickly from 34° F. to 114° F., produced stresses of considerable, though allowable, magnitude at certain points.

Behavior under test, say the designers, confirms design calculations, but final proof of this unique structure "will be established only by its service performance."

THREATS OF OBLIVION

A pair of recent technological developments of quite independent origin threaten to extinguish two sacred symbols of the Western World.

Development No. 1, by the laboratory scientists of the Inter-American Housing Center, in Bogotá, Colombia, is "a simple, hand-operated machine which turns out building blocks made of compressed soil and a little cement. No baking necessary." The obvious target: the adobe hut.

Development No. 2, by Canada's Dept. of Northern Affairs, on Hudson Strait, proposes abolition of the old-fashioned igloo. The department has tried out a new, plastic igloo: "dry, windproof, waterproof, and easier to keep warm than an ice igloo." Plastic consists of 6"-thick blocks which glue together.

PLASTIC HOUSE at Disneyland confirms design calculations under loading and thermal tests by M.I.T. engineers. Floor shown at right carries 110 lb. per sq. ft.; roof, 80 lb. per sq. ft.
SCHLAGE HEAVY-DUTY SECURITY

engineered by the leaders in lock science... Schlage locks offer trouble-free lock performance under the heavy traffic conditions found in commercial and institutional buildings. The following features are typical of the many plus values received when you specify Schlage:

1. A unique vinyl "friction ring" prevents loosening of inside rose and maintains rigidity of installation.

2. Heavy-gauge spindles are held in position by long bearings for perfect alignment.

3. A heavy cast brass slide guarantees balanced knob action with smooth, efficient retraction of the latch.

4. Mechanisms are available in your choice of several materials to meet the atmospheric conditions of each particular installation... in bronze and monel, stainless steel, or zinc-plated and dichromated steel.

designed by the leaders in lock science...

Illustrated above are a few of the many Schlage heavy-duty lock designs available. From Schlage's complete line of heavy-duty locks, there's a Schlage lock design to meet the specialized requirements of the most discriminating architect.

For the latest information on Schlage heavy-duty locks, contact your Schlage representative or write to Dept. EE-4.

SCHLAGE LOCK COMPANY, SAN FRANCISCO • NEW YORK • VANCOUVER, B. C. • Address all correspondence to San Francisco
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New exclusive CECO Electro-Channel Steel Joist Construction for Underfloor Electrical Systems
Saves Time . . . Saves Weight . . . Costs Less, Too

Building planners recognize the basic fact that in this "electrical age" buildings must be wired for the future. To provide only for today's requirements is not enough. Use of electrically-operated business machines and communication equipment is constantly increasing. But the question is: How to provide for future electrical flexibility at lowest cost? Ceco meets the issue with its new Electro-Channel Open Web Steel Joists. Now, for the first time, steel joist construction can provide an integral underfloor raceway system allowing complete electrical flexibility. These joists have the same structural properties as regular Ceco Shortspan Open-Web Steel Joists. But in the Electro-Channel Joists the conventional top chord is replaced by a specially shaped hollow section which serves both as the top chord of the joist and as an underfloor distribution duct for electrical circuits. For complete information on Ceco Electro-Channel Steel Joist Construction, consult your nearest Ceco office. Approved by the Underwriters' Laboratories for use with electrical header ducts and accessories as manufactured by General Electric, National Electric Products Corporation and Walker Bros.
Wiring can be brought up through the floor at any point along the joists.
WHEELING TRI-RIB STEEL ROOF DECK
permits shallower footings, lighter columns

What this means is less structural steel needed...as much as 20% less! That's because Tri-Rib's high strength/weight ratio cuts gross weight 40%, reduces dead load up to 22 lbs. per sq. ft. It's lighter, it's stronger, it's more economical!

Tri-Rib Roof Deck is made of Cop-R-Loy Steel for long, dependable life. Qualifies for fire resistance rating as specified by leading insurance companies.

Send for complete details today or see our catalog in Sweet's.


Use these other Wheeling products for economical, long-lasting construction

Metal Lath - Combines packaging economy with the best plaster bond for crack-free walls, complete design flexibility.

SOFTITE Cop-R-Loy: the tightest-coated Galvanized Sheet. Coating won't peel no matter how severely formed.

Gutters and Leaders - Heavy pure zinc coating. Provides long life, rust-resistance, sure protection.

The complete line of Wheeling Building Materials includes SOFTITE Cop-R-Loy Galvanized Sheets, Metal Lath and Accessories, Steelcrete Reinforcing Mesh, Steelcrete Bank Vault Reinforcing, Expanded Metal, ExM Gratings, ExM Angle Frame Partitions and Tri-Rib Steel Roof Deck.


Steelcrete Expanded Metal for Reinforcing. Distributes concentrated loads over a larger area.
MARMET engineered sash and custom type aluminum windows provide unlimited scope in window treatment to implement architectural ingenuity. Made of the finest extruded aluminum alloy, Marmet windows are electrically welded with hairline mitres and constructed with the closest attention to details. Extra etching time in the world’s largest dip tanks assures uniform satinized or anodized finish in striking beauty that will not discolor for the life of the window.

Series 401 projected windows used in the hospital above have wall sections .3/16” thick which assure maximum strength and rigidity . . . permit large glass areas to be projected.

Series 200 ribbon windows as used in the Linden School, have a continuous head and sill, providing an unbroken sweep that contributes to the simplicity of design. Special vinyl plastic weather-stripping, aluminum or fiber glass mesh screening and aluminum sash are all available as specified. Marmet’s precision aluminum fabricating is available in two series of ribbon windows, curtain wall, two architectural projected series, a custom line of windows, standard and custom entrances, glass block ventilators and aluminum doors. To assure successful execution of any plan . . . in window strength and lasting beauty . . . specify MARMET!
How ANEMOSTAT®
All-Air Constant Volume
High Velocity units operate

Here is a vitally important advance in the field of air distribution. Anemostat All-Air High Velocity units, with new simple automatic controls, deliver constant volume, no matter what the fluctuations from 1:4 or 4:1 on inlet pressures of either the hot or cold valve.

Each unit is a single package including the controls and integral thermostats, if required. There is complete accessibility of all controls through removable diffusers. No access panels are required. Capacities of CONSTANT VOLUME units can be pre-set at the factory.

These Anemostat CONSTANT VOLUME units
• Assure scientific draft-free distribution of air.
• Are available in 100% induction units.
• Include Anemostat die-cast metal rocket-socket valves. More than 50,000 of these valves are in service, and not a single one has needed maintenance.

• Operate on standard 15 lb positive acting compressed air systems.

Each unit contains a micropressure regulator in the box, sensitive to .02 static pressure. This in turn operates a pneumatic motor and independently maintains by adjustment constant volume, while the wall mounted or integral thermostat controls the outlet mixture temperatures.

Write on your business letterhead for your copy of

New Anemostat Selection Manual 60
to Anemostat Corporation of America,
10 East 39 Street, New York 16, N. Y.

ANEMOSTAT: The pioneer of All-Air Velocity Systems
Isolated double glazing ... concrete cutting torch ... wall-hung furniture ... a review of new developments

DUAL GLAZED SLIDING DOOR isolates frame to prevent heat flow

Although the metal frame of a sliding door or window takes up a small area in proportion to the glass, conduction through inside and outside members can be more than a sweating nuisance; it can undermine the insulation value of double glazing. Ador Sales, Inc. recently accomplished what some sliding door fabricators had been saying could not be done: complete isolation of interior and exterior aluminum sections with no concession to structural stability. The cause of condensation—warm air hitting a cold surface—is thereby eliminated and with it, steamed-up trickling windows. Practical for Northern US climates where temperatures go below 32°, Ador's Thermo Insulated door is made in sizes to accommodate standard 1" Thermopane: 6'-6" x 6'-10"; 8'-6¼" x 6'-10"; 10'-6¾" x 6'-10". Prices start at about $230. In addition to the internal gaskets, double weatherstripping is applied to seal out rain and wind. The framing, extruded of tempered aluminum alloy, is given a durable alumilite finish.

Manufacturer: Ador Sales, Inc., 2345 W. Commonwealth Ave., Fullerton, Calif.

ALUMINUM MIXING UNITS produced for dual-duct air systems

Weighing one-third as much as sheet metal units, Buenson Stacey's new aluminum air-mixing chambers are easy to ship, install and maintain. The shallow 10" x 18" x 32" mixing units are made for placement under window or wall mounting as well as the conventional ceiling for interior building area mounting. In the reception room above an overhead unit was put in the floor and 3"-high headers placed along the glass window wall. Each of the V3 air mixers contains a compressed-air operated valve and automatic volume controller. As the heated and cooled air enters the plenum through separate narrow ducts, the amount and temperature of the flow are regulated mechanically according to the present valve nut and room thermostat. The units contain no coils, motors, fans or water piping. The manufacturer claims that installed costs continued on p. 172
The installation of wood flooring on grade or subgrade slabs presents certain problems. The movement of free moisture and vapor transmission, from the site, through the slab and into the structure must be prevented. A "stacking of humidity" can raise the humidity to a level where a dewpoint can readily occur within the floor itself . . . buckling and rotting quickly follows.

Eliminate the two avenues of moisture migration by installing the following . . . first, "Premoulded Membrane" vapor seal should be installed directly over virgin, hard tamped grade or fill material to isolate the slab from moisture and vapor originating in the soil. "Premoulded Membrane" has a vapor permeance of .0066 grains per hour; is resistant to rot, mold and termites; is strong enough to withstand the pouring of aggregate and normal on-the-job abuse without puncturing; expands and contracts with the slab without breaking the seal; provides a monolithic vapor seal with mechanically sealed joints. Next, Corktite, the impermeable, resilient insulation with a thermal resistance of .48 BTU or less, should be installed as an underfloor cushion between the slab and finish flooring . . . this prevents a dewpoint within the floor and eliminates deterioration by condensation or ground moisture.

---

**HOT WATER GENERATOR handles 80° temperature differential**

The rapid acceptance of high temperature water (HTW) systems (AF, Jan '56) and their proved economy for groups of buildings encouraged International Boiler to make up this baby LaMont HTW generator of one-building capacity. The small-pipe low-pressure system may very well have the impact on wet heat for office buildings, hospitals and schools that high-velocity ducts have had on air conditioning. Enough installations have been made in the past ten years on a grand scale (by directive, all US Air Force bases are designed with HTW systems) for some pretty positive cost figures. International's engineers report savings of 15 to 18% in installation compared to high-pressure steam, up to 20% in operating and about 50% in maintenance. Traditionally single buildings using hot water systems maintain a 10° to 20° difference in water temperature as it leaves the boiler and comes back. The higher differential of 80°—and more—allowed by the LaMont HTW generator reduces the flow rate in direct proportion, and with it the pipe sizes and pump horsepower. Thus the conventional system requiring 2 million Btu capacity might use an 8½ hp pump and 6" pipe; the same heating results could be attained through HTW with a 2.1 hp pump and 3" pipe. The new 2 million Btu/hr. forced circulation boiler stands only 4' high, 4' wide and 10' long. Designed for pressures of 900 psi it makes water temperatures of 500° available. Other units of 1 million to 10 million Btu/hr. rating will be made by International. To prevent any thermal shock from cooler water, flue gases pre-
heat the return water before it reaches the radiant wall sections. Differentials up to 200° are not only possible with the La-Mont boiler, but economically advisable for HTW service.


ELECTRONIC AIR CLEANER made in same sizes as panel filters

Since its invention 24 years ago, the electric precipitator has been one of the most effective devices for extracting smoke and dust particles from city and industrial air. To meet current installation and operating cost competition from mechanical filters and make its 85 to 95% efficient units maintain capacities in high velocity systems, Westinghouse has given the Precipitron a radical overhaul. The new model, sized to correspond with other air-conditioning components, can be set in the ductwork almost as easily as a panel filter.

A high-voltage busbar connects all collector cells so that instead of wiring them individually the electrician makes one simple connection. The higher charge permits an increase in air velocity from 330' to 600' per minute. A cold water adhesive which is reapplied to the collector plates automatically at preset intervals makes hot water unnecessary for flushing away the dirt. Unit cost per cubic foot of air on older units ran about 20¢; on the new, one, 14¢.


PINHOLED PAN FORMS plied from concrete by shot of air

Instead of prying these steel ceiling forms loose with a crowbar, a workman releases them with an air hose. A hole in the center of each 3' square dome is capped before the pour to create a small vacuum. After the wood centering is dismantled, a short shot of air lets the 40 lb. pan drop down into the waiting arms of a workman and leaves the concrete surface smooth and free from chips or bar scars. The forms need no cleaning and can be moved to another part of the project for immediate re-use. Especially practical on jobs calling for exposed concrete ceilings, Steel-continued on p. 174
The Washington Hebrew Congregation's Temple is served by Altec Lansing

The home of the Washington Hebrew Congregation is a building of striking beauty and simplicity...one of the most imposing houses of worship in the nation's capital. The Temple itself, the Social Hall and the Library are served by public address equipment by Altec Lansing.

The Blue Book of Satisfied Altec Customers lists the newest and finest public buildings, hotels, department stores and schools. Carefully engineered and installed by an Altec Lansing engineering contractor, Altec Lansing equipment insures performance of the highest quality and long years of trouble-free service.

See our catalog in the Architectural File (32a/AL) and in the Industrial Construction File (12j/AL) of Sweet's Catalog or write Dept. 4F.

AIR HAMMER JACKET
muffles steel drill's gadatat

Zipping cozily around the Thor 80 lb. paving breaker, this new muffler converts the tool's sharp and incessant raps to muted thuds. The casing, designed to fit the Model 25 air hammer, is made up of two separate sound deadening coats which reduce the vibration racket and exhaust noises by about 55%. The muffler sells for $35. Already useful in road rebuilding and concrete foundation removal work, the Thor hammer in its acoustic attire should be more socially acceptable to downtown office areas, hospital zones and to its operator.

Manufacturer: Thor Power Tool Co., 175 North State, Aurora, Ill.

FLAME BLOWPIPE
cuts through reinforced concrete

Slicing thick concrete with the ease of a warm knife through butter, Linde's powder-fed flame cutter is a refined destructive tool with a constructive future. Originally developed to cut stainless steel, the metal burning apparatus has been used experimentally in the past few years for demolition work on concrete structures. The method proved fast and economical and so Linde is now marketing the apparatus as a package for cutting concrete. Eliminating the noise and side effects of jackhammer or dynamite, the tool should get widespread use where mechanical demolition is too expensive or blasting is injudicious. Two types of metal burners are available: the blowpipe, for concrete up to 18" thick, and the lance for concrete of any depth. Both consume iron and aluminum powder and oxygen as fuels and reach flame temper-atures of 4,500°F. The blowpipe is similar to the oxyacetylene torch used in metal working, but has a nozzle which broadens the angle between the oxygen cutting stream and powder injection flow to make clean accurate kerfs on both horizontal and vertical planes. Its cutting speed is about 1 1/2" to 2" a minute regardless of concrete thickness. (Because of proportionate increases in gas volume and fuel, it takes only a little longer to cut through 8" of concrete than 4".) Steel reinforcement imbedded in the concrete masonry does not impede the melting action; in fact, it literally adds fuel to the fire. The lance, which was used to pierce a 12' thick concrete wall for a pipe line, burns as extra fuel the black iron pipe that carries the metal powder and oxygen into the cut. Some projected applications for the apparatus seen by Linde engineers:

In new building, simple concrete forms could be used to make uninterrupted wall
THE MARK OF QUALITY

Electronics Control Centers

1- provide visual supervision of entire heating and air conditioning system and other mechanical or electrical functions

2- provide automatic control

3- reduce installation and operation costs

The most advanced and most practical control system for buildings today is the Barber-Colman "Electronics" CONTROL CENTER.

It is a system that provides the central location of "Electronics" components to automatically control and synchronize automatic heating, air conditioning, and many other functions of a building's mechanical and electrical systems. Being custom designed and prefabricated as the nerve center of the control system, a CONTROL CENTER cuts installation costs and adds many new and desirable features.

For the heating and air conditioning system, CONTROL CENTERS may incorporate, as illustrated above, schematic illustration for visual supervision... remote control point adjustment of space, duct and flow temperatures... and remote temperature indication and recording for reporting and compiling a record of the system's performance. Engineers and architects, who know, have come to recognize the "Electronics" CONTROL CENTER as a complete control package that will improve the performance of any air conditioning system and many other types of mechanical and electrical equipment. Saves time in both supervision and maintenance.

Contact your nearby Barber-Colman Field Office for details. Remember that only Barber-Colman combines skills in both air distribution and automatic controls for undivided responsibility.

ELECTRONIC CONTROL CENTERS BULLETIN
Write for this eight-page color brochure giving detailed information on applications, advantages, functions, and design. Contains photos, drawings, typical schematics, suggested specifications. Write for your free copy of F-8031.

Barber-Colman Company
Dept. P, 1335 Rock Street, Rockford, Illinois • Field Offices in principal cities

Automatic Controls • Air Distribution Products • Small Motors • Industrial Instruments • Aircraft Controls • Electrical Components • Overdoors and Operators • Molded Products • Metal Cutting Tools • Machine Tools • Textile Machinery
As people judge a car by the "feel" of its doors... So is a building often judged by its sliding glass doors

To an ever-increasing degree in home and commercial building, the quality of the sliding glass doors symbolizes the quality of the entire structure. For this reason, more and more architects and builders are selecting Miller quality sliding glass doors. Visually, a beautiful focal point; structurally, there's durability and quality in every detail. For single and/or dual glazing.

Below: Miller's engineered method of using silicone-treated double seal wool pile provides maximum weather protection in all climates.

OFFICE PARTITION supports furniture on brackets

The Workwall's unique genealogy can be traced from store to house to office interiors. Originally designed as a self-supporting display framing for attaching merchandise, brackets, shelves and gimbals (AF, April '54), the rugged U channels were picked up by a prefab homebuilder who worked out a modest, useful interior wall combining them with flush panel doors. Now the manufacturer has developed four basic groups of office partitions ranging from hip to ceiling high. Members are extruded aluminum, anodized natural or brass color. Single U channel panels can be mounted on existing walls; doubled-up channels stand free to support not only the panels between them but all manner of office furniture and paraphernalia: in and out boxes, book racks, flower vases—even desk tops, coat racks and cabinets. Everything goes on and comes off with a screwdriver. Light fixtures can be attached and wired through the capped

Manufacturer: Linde Air Products Co., Div. of Union Carbide and Carbon Corp., 30 E. 42 St., New York 17, N.Y.
channels down to an electric raceway installed along the baseboard. Sound-insulated sandwich panels are 1 3/4" thick and can be ordered 2', 3', 4' wide with semi-gloss plastic faces in several colors and simulated wood grain, in combinations of solid panel and glass. Price of Workwall ranges from about $2.50 to $3.50 a sq. ft., depending on height and materials selected. Accoutrements are extra. Panels lock into the posts via sleeve grips which hook over connecting keys on the upright. Individual sections can be removed or replaced with a prehung door without disturbing adjoining panels.


WOOD SLAT SCREEN coils to slides across 130' opening

The Cookson Co., fabricators of flat-slat aluminum roll-up doors and grilles, are aiming a big sidewinder at the school market. The company's hardwood slat partition, suitable for gyms, cafeterias and multipurpose rooms, is made for openings up to 22' high and 130' wide, and draws to one or both sides. (Maximum width for a single door is 66'.) The 1" x 2" strips, fabricated of kiln-dried fir, redwood or cedar, are tongued and grooved with a neat V-groove on the face. To prevent the slats from separating or pulling out of line in coiling, spring steel ribbons are riveted to the upper and lower ends. The transmission system for either the crank or power models has only two moving parts which wind and unwind the tambour doors at constant speed on quiet nylon rollers. The upper track can be recessed or mounted below the ceiling or alongside the lintel; the ball-bearing mounted rollers compensate for ceiling deflection. Neoprene nosings on the aluminum meeting stiles as-
"REPEAT performance" because of its original PERFORMANCE!

The pre-war Chicago Wesley Memorial Hospital (shaded part of photograph below) was Clow-equipped. Installation proved fast and economical. Through the years, Clow I.P.S. (threaded) Cast Iron Pipe has cost Wesley nothing for upkeep, nothing for replacement.

Naturally, when the $5,500,000 fifteen-story addition was planned, Clow was called on again for all downspouts, vents and waste lines 3 inches and larger. The architects, engineers and contractors all know that Clow I.P.S. (threaded) Cast Iron Pipe is corrosion-proof; lasts the life of the building; is quickly, economically installed; never needs replacement; requires no maintenance.

Clow I.P.S. (threaded) Cast Iron Pipe has same O.D. as steel pipe, is available with plain or threaded ends, in 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10' sizes in 18' random lengths.

Chicago Wesley Memorial Hospital (addition)
ARCHITECT: Fugard, Burt, Witcheson & Orth
CONSULTING ENGINEER: A & T Engineering
PLUMBING CONTRACTOR: Great Lakes Plumbing & Heating Co.

JAMES B. CLOW & SONS, Inc.
201-299 North Tolman Avenue • Chicago 80, Illinois

Sure a finger-safe and as well as sound-tight closure. Price for the side-coiling doors ranges from $5 to $8 a sq. ft. depending on size and installation requirements. Manufacturer: The Cookson Co., 1525 Cortland Ave., San Francisco, Calif.

LIGHT PANEL CEILING makes gay use of color and baffles

In the Sylvania modular lighting system developed by Peter Muller Munk and Sylvania, the functional elements of light diffusion and sound control become decor motifs for the architect to arrange and interchange. Stating at the ceiling's debut that "lumens alone do not make for happiness," and that "some modern interiors provide the atmosphere of operating rooms," Industrial Designer Muller-Munk proposed this lighting and acoustic grid as a means of bringing glamour up to ceiling level. The parts in the system are in themselves simple and can be used tastefully in infinite variations for stores, offices and schools. The basic, but unseen element is the outrigger fixture—a large H mounting frame for the bare lamps. It is made in 6' or 8' lengths and can be used for 4' or 8' fluorescents. Softly visible are the 3' square concave vinyl diffusers. These are produced in three patterns in pastel colors and white. They can be used singly or in double fused layers for sound control sans baffles. An arrow-shaped aluminum grid supports the plastic diffusers and the
5"-deep acoustic wedges which are snapped on in straight runs or box patterns. Realizing that not all interiors conform to a strict 3' module, Muller-Munk proffers, as an optional accessory, a flat steel perimeter filler panel to meet the walls. These strips are perforated in a casual Swiss cheese pattern. Cost of the system is $2 to $3 a sq. ft. in place.

Manufacturer: Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y.

EMERGENCY LIGHTING designed as complete built-in system

Realizing that emergency lighting for a school, hospital or theater is only as good as the immediate working condition of each and every lamp, Standard has made its built-in system practically tamper-proof. Not only will lights and buzzers on a power console report any mechanical fault, but the central control screams alarm even if a bulb is snatched from a socket. Approved by Underwriter's and exceeding the National Electric Board requirements, the self-monitoring system matches its safety features with design sensibility. The central console is set up in a room away from potential fire, explosion or flood, and distribution panels and area control panels are set flush with the wall in strategic locations. Recessed ceiling lights and trim wall brackets, flush and surface mounted exit lights are available as well as the wire-caged ceiling fixtures pictured. The system's noncorroding nickel-cadmium battery needs water once a year and is said to have a 25-year life. Operating completely independently of the building's power source, the lights go on the instant that fire or water damage part or all of the structure's regular circuits. Standard's built-in systems, complete with cabinets, controls, battery, and fixtures, start at $1,282 for the minimum 10 amp. up to $4,369 for the 45 amp. plus installation.


SLIPFIT THRESHOLD adjusts to different floor levels

Two interlocking extrusions of structural aluminum comprise National Guard's adjustable threshold. Made for door openings between floor levels of different heights, the threshold telescopes to accommodate offsets from ¼" to 1". No grout or curb is needed; weatherstripping locks into the

continued on p. 180

- For flexible congregation space, for double-duty Sunday school and recreational rooms, leading architects everywhere are specifying FOLDOOR.

Whether for new construction or old, you'll be glad you followed their example. See your FOLDOOR distributor (listed in the yellow pages)—or write us direct.
"We like Reznor gas unit heaters because initial costs are low; our clients prefer them because they're so inexpensive to maintain and operate."

"We're convinced that Reznor gas unit heating is the best heating investment for a wide variety of commercial and industrial buildings. Under the right conditions, no other system can approach it for performance. Under any conditions no other system can approach it for economy."

"We found that the cost of the necessary Reznor gas unit heaters compares very favorably with the cost of any other type of heating equipment of the same total capacity. And with Reznor, the equipment cost is total cost. There are no registers or radiators, no expensive piping or duct work to buy. That means real savings on installation cost, too. To install a Reznor gas unit heater you just suspend it, make simple gas, electrical and vent connections and move on to the next one. That's real economy... it helps stretch budgets."

"Our clients like Reznor heaters for other reasons, too. Reznor heaters not only save money in the beginning, they keep on saving year after year. Reznor heat is instant heat... there's no need for costly stand-by firing. With on-the-spot Reznor heat, there's no heat lost in transmission. And with each Reznor heater operating independently, there's no need to heat areas which aren't in use. All this adds up to substantial savings on fuel. Reznor heaters require no operating labor. And maintenance costs are practically zero. All Reznor heaters require is a simple cleaning once a year. It's no wonder that our clients who have tried it once want Reznor heating in their next building."

Remember, there is no equivalent for Reznor gas unit heaters. Be sure you have complete information on these fine heaters at your fingertips. Write today for your free catalog or call your nearby Reznor distributor. You'll find him listed under "Heaters-Unit" in the yellow pages of your telephone directory.

FLANGED HINGE takes brunt of heavy door load

Instead of throwing all the heft of a door closer or high wind on a few little screws, the winged Anchor Hinge absorbs the extra load. Adaptable for all wood or metal exterior doors 1 1/4" to 2 1/4" thick, the 5" x 4 1/2" wrought steel hinge has reinforcing angles that extend out from both the jamb and door leaf to compensate for unbalanced heavy loads. Another model, with flange plate for the jamb only, can be used on a door that is already mortised on top for a concealed closer. Both are made in right-hand and left-hand models. One Anchor Hinge plus two matching mortise butts make up a door package and retail at $62. Manufacturer: McKinney Mfg. Co., 1715 Liverpool St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS come up clearer than originals

Valuable and cumbersome working drawings can be reduced to convenient legible file negatives 4 x 5 1/4" in the Micro-Master reproduction service. Every piece of equipment involved in the process—from the 105 mm camera, projector and chemical developing tank down to the negative envelope—is specifically designed to handle precise copying and printing of large and intricate line drawings. The results border on unbelievable. Faded pencil lines come up crisp as ink. Smudges, erasures and unwanted data can be blocked out so that the 4" x 5 1/4" negative prints of...
large drawings are easily legible. Precise, undistorted "second originals" can be made up to 3' x 4'-6" on a variety of translucent or opaque papers, cloths and plastic. Except for extremely complex drawings, the contacts or the negatives themselves can be used for reference. K and E has set up Micro Master facilities in 40 major cities. Communications between different branches of a design firm or among architect, engineer and client can be handled as easily as posting a letter. For convenient handling in the field, exact half or quarter size prints can be made for job supervisors. Negatives are treated to last 100 years in archive storage and take up a fraction of the cabinet space consumed by originals. In quantity reproduction, costs run about the same as for ordinary blueprinting.

Co-Processors: Micro-Master, Inc., Kansas City, Mo. and Keuffel & Esser, Jersey City, N. J.

2,000 tons of concrete toe-dance on 12 points

This billowing roof on St. Louis' Lambert Field air terminal is in fact four million pounds of four-inch poured concrete, sheathed by 100,000 square feet of copper! Two-by-four furring strips curving in two directions presented a real fastening problem. Naturally, the contractor turned to Ramset and completed the job quickly and easily.

Look to Ramset for any new situation where fastening is difficult. You should specify Ramset because: no advance preparation is needed; no pre-set bolts, no drilling, no plugging. They're in place in a jiffy and stay forever!

Ramset is the modern method for all modern construction—versatile, flexible, economical and fast. When you specify Ramset you please contractors, builders and owners alike. New catalog gives complete details. Write for your copy today.

Ramset Fastening System
WINCHESTER-WESTERN DIVISION
OLIN MATHIESON CHEMICAL CORPORATION

12157-D BEREA ROAD
CLEVELAND 11, OHIO
Low school construction costs demonstrate Three of fir plywood

**key advantages**

**concrete forms**

1. **time and labor savings**
   The design adaptability, time and labor savings afforded by fir plywood forms helped set a Washington State record for low construction costs on this Tacoma school. Allowing half area* for the lower floor, school officials give $9.91 per square foot as the complete construction cost, including taxes and fees. Architect Irvin E. Muri credits fir plywood forms with playing an important role in helping hold costs to this low figure — some 20 per cent below the state average.

2. **smooth, fin-free concrete**
   Plywood-formed surfaces, both inside and out, were merely sack-rubbed and then painted — a major factor in the low cost. Fir plywood also was used for ceiling slabs, retaining walls.

3. **economy through re-use**
   Up to 6 re-uses of plywood forms were reported by contractor. In addition, many panels were later re-used on other jobs. The contractor reports the plywood forms helped speed work and cut costs all along the line.

   *Allowing full area for the complete per square foot construction cost comes to $7.85.

**ALWAYS SPECIFY BY**

**DFPA GRADE-TRADEMARKS**

**INTERIOR PLYFORM®** — standard concrete form grade made with moisture-resistant glue. Gives multiple (10-12) re-uses.

**EXTERIOR PLYFORM®** — standard form grade made with waterproof glue. Gives maximum (25 or more) re-uses.

**OVERLAID FIR PLYWOOD®** — special panel with hard, glossy fused resin-fiber surfaces. Waterproof glue. Up to 200 re-uses.

**FOR YOUR FILES:** Complete application-specification-design portfolio assembly, Write (USA Only) Douglas Fir Plywood Association, Tacoma 2, Washington, Dept. 113.
Finished acoustical ceilings FREE when your roof decks are

You can apply Insulrock Building Slabs easily and economically as roofing deck on wood or steel roof framing. Pre-cut lengths and varying thicknesses speed up every operation. Nails or clips insure permanent fastening.

Try to match these Insulrock advantages:
- **Durability**—Chemically treated, long, strong wood fibers coated with portland cement and pressure-bonded for permanent strength.
- **Indestructibility**—Weather-cured by outside storing, to withstand all types of weather and climate. Resistant to insects and fungi.
- **Incombustibility**—Listed by Underwriters' Labs.

Insulrock
- **Insulates**—thousands of insulating air pockets honeycomb every Insulrock slab.
- **Absorbs sound**—reduces efficiency-distracting noise by 80%, at least.
- **Reflects light**—provides better illumination, easy on the eyes.

*Free ceilings, we said. Here is why:*
In one operation and one building material, Insulrock provides roof decking, a finished exposed ceiling, year-round insulation, sound absorption, good looks, and long, tough service.

Use Insulrock for every industrial, commercial, or institutional building that must look modern, stay modern and wear modern. Write for free folder of all-purpose, all-weather applications.

**INSULROCK COMPANY**
Sales Office: EAST RUTHERFORD, NEW JERSEY
Plants: LINDEN, NEW JERSEY
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
NORTH JUDSON, INDIANA

Division of The Flintkote Company
Fenestra Industrial Mezzanine under construction at Douglas Aircraft Co., Torrance, California. 

Fenestra* Building Panel MEZZANINES
add new plant working space at low cost!

There's valuable expansion space right over your head in present plant buildings. A low-cost mezzanine constructed of Fenestra Building Panels can put it to work. Combining light weight with high strength, these cellular steel panels span up to 31 feet. In many cases, the original structural steel is strong enough to take the additional load of the mezzanine.

In the photo, above, you can see how easily Fenestra Building Panels are erected without disturbing production. They form the structural subfloor for the mezzanine with a minimum depth. A concrete pad about 2½" thick with mesh reinforcement is poured on top of the panels to distribute any concentrated load. Fenestra Metal Wall Panels and Steel Windows may be used to enclose the mezzanine space. If you need to provide more space in an existing plant, call your local Fenestra Representative. He can give you complete information. Or, mail the coupon below for your FREE copy of the 1957 Fenestra Building Panel Catalog that gives you complete design data.

Fenestra Incorporated
METAL BUILDING PANELS
Your Single Source of Supply for BUILDING PANELS • DOORS • WINDOWS

Please send me complete information on Fenestra Building Panel Mezzanines for new plant working space.

NAME ____________________ FIRM ____________________
ADDRESS ____________________ CITY ____________________ STATE ____________

*Trademark
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Fenestra packages hollow metal door, frame and hardware units to save you up to $100 per opening with this... NEW IDEA

Look like costly custom-made doors, don’t they? They’re not. They’re stock doors by Fenestra*—with an installed cost about $100 less per opening than you’d expect to pay!

Fenestra’s new idea for saving you money on school doors is really very simple. We mass produce them on special jigs that save us expensive labor. We pass along this savings to you. We maintain large stocks of standard sizes to give you fast delivery and doors come to your building complete with frames and hardware, ready to install. You don’t have to cut, fit, mortise, drill or tap a Fenestra Door. One

REIDLAND SCHOOL, Paducah (Reidland), Ky., cost less to build because 134 Fenestra 13/4” Hollow Metal Flush Doors were used. Architect: G. Tandy & Lee Potter Smith, Paducah, Ky. Contractor: Erhart-Knopf Construction Co., Inc., Louisville, Ky.
FOR SCHOOL DOORS

A man with a screwdriver can install it in minutes. Fenestra Hollow Metal Doors swing open smoothly. They close quietly because there's a sound-deadening material inside. You save, year after year, on maintenance because Fenestra Doors can't warp, swell, stick or splinter. They last a lifetime!

Illustrated are Fenestra's 1 1/4" Entrance Doors, 1 3/4" Flush Door and the NEW 1 3/4" Fin-Air Louvered Door for air-conditioned buildings—three of the many fine doors in Fenestra's complete line. Call your Fenestra representative for detailed information or mail the coupon below.

Fenestra Incorporated
AF-4, 2296 East Grand Boulevard
Detroit 11, Michigan
Please send complete information on Fenestra Hollow Metal Doors

Name: ____________________________
Firm: ____________________________
Address: _________________________
City: ___________________ State: ____________

Fenestra
HOLLOW METAL DOOR • FRAME • HARDWARE UNITS

Your Single Source of Supply for
DOORS • WINDOWS • BUILDING PANELS
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8 important steps required to produce FENLITE

Now!

Fenestra FENLITE process gives you new window beauty and durability

Distinctive New Fenestra® window finish needs no painting!

Here’s what you’ve been looking for in modern windows . . . distinctive appearance . . . lifetime corrosion resistance without painting . . . plus the strength of steel! The Fenestra FENLITE Process gives you all three of these important advantages. And it costs no more than an ordinary steel window with two-coat field painting.

Briefly, this new process protects the steel windows with an alloy-bonded lifetime zinc surface. Then, a special treatment “passivates” and chemically polishes the zinc for longer life and a bright finish.

Standard 20% salt spray tests indicate that this new treatment increases the resistance of the zinc to the start of white corrosion by 3 to 12 times. It also prepares the surface for a tight glazing compound bond and for decorative painting, if desired. Maintenance protective painting is not required!

The FENLITE Process requires precision electronic control of every step in the process. The windows must be completely submerged in one dip in each bath! Fenestra’s specially designed “million-dollar” plant—the only one of its kind in America—has been adapted to produce this exclusive new finish.

FENLITE is available on all types of Fenestra Steel Windows—Architectural, Industrial and Residential. Ask your local Fenestra representative, listed in the Yellow Pages, to show you a sample. Call him, today, or mail the coupon below for complete information!

Fenestra Incorporated
Dept. AF-4, 2296 East Grand Blvd.
Detroit 11, Michigan

Please send me complete information on the New Fenestra FENLITE Process for Steel Windows!

Name ____________________________
Firm ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ State ________
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Here's a “wall” that rolls up electrically for big-truck access to a fully sheltered loading platform . . . closes tight—electrically—in seconds.

It's a popular, efficiency-boosting design for buildings with heavy traffic. A design that calls for the rugged construction, smooth performance and appealing lines of Ro-Way overhead type doors.

Ro-way commercial doors are built to last with seasoned lumber and Masonite® Dorlux® panels. Mortise and tenon joints both glued and steel doweled for extra strength. Seal-A-Matic hinges, Taper-Tite track and ball bearing rollers to assure smooth, trouble-free operation and snug fit. Big, properly tensioned Power-Metered springs for easy action. Electric operators for fast, efficient service. Heavy gauge hardware both Parkerized and painted to prevent rust and the corrosion of salt air and industrial fumes.

Check into the Ro-Way line . . . you'll like their wonderful features. Models for commercial, industrial and residential buildings . . . standard and special sizes to meet any design problem.
Pull it together. Don't waste any of England's precious land.

Camouflage what remains and is ugly. Nairn claims that the Swiss (Europeans, but small Europeans) carry out this last order supremely well.

The collection of advice, abundantly illustrated, is a brilliant handbook for an imminent warrior—whether he be British or American.


For those who fix cities, particularly those who must tamper with the physical, mechanical interiors, John Rannell's book will be most valuable. Less professional readers, however, may be put off by the book's technical jargon and unhuman attitude.

We can continue to hope that one day a writer will come along who can succeed in introducing the layman to a broader knowledge of all that goes on inside the humming façades of US cities.

JAPANESE TEMPLES & TEAHOUSES.

By Werner Blaser. Published by Dodge Books, 119 West 40th St., New York 18, N.Y. 156 pp. Illus. 12 1/2" x 9 1/2". $12.75

A pictorial delight to the casual reader, this book may prove somewhat disturbing to those who work their way through the text. The author's point is that a crime is committed in adapting Japanese designs to the purposes of modern, Western architecture. We are leaving behind the best part of the pattern, its spiritual validity.

MODERN ARCHITECTURE IN BRAZIL.

By Henrique E. Mindlin, introduction by Prof. S. Giedion. Published by Reinhold Publishing Corp., 430 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 256 pp. $9 1/2" x 12". Illus. $12.50

For quite long enough North Americans with a casual interest in the architecture of our hemisphere have written off Brazil as "the place where Niemeyer works"—in somewhat the manner of the Charley's Aunt sophomore who knew so much about "Brazil: where the nuts come from."

It is time now to take a fuller look at the amazing developments in Brazilian architecture which have occurred during the past two decades. Henrique Mindlin's book gives us a great opportunity to make such an examination, being the most complete pictorial review of the important work in Brazil since Philip Goodwin's and Kidder-Smith's superb volume, Brazil Builds.


Always formidable when their national interest is threatened, the English are deadly indomitable when their backs, at the same time, are against the wall. The enemy in this case is an insistent dragon named Subtopia* whose menacing behavior was fully described in Ian Nairn's first non-fictional fable, Outrage.

The hero of the contest is the slumbering British public. This volume seeks to rouse him into action, into counterattacking Subtopia with his traditionally effective weapons of intelligence, conservatism and love of ordered beauty. Nairn also gives our real-life hero new ammunition, suggesting that he organize his campaign along the following lines:

- Categorize the landscape—do you want the area in question to look like the metropolis? the town? the suburb? the country? or the wilderness? “The major crime of subtropia,” Nairn maintains, “is that it blurs the distinction between places.”

- Clean it up. That is, remove all the messy, distractive elements, so many of which are unnecessary verticula (like the nonsensical, upright sign proclaiming itself to be Ministry of Transport Standard N. 39201). “Recreate as far as possible a horizontal world with verticals in their proper place as man's way of expressing things that are worth saying.”

* "Subtopia," an invention of The Architectural Review, is now an accepted word in British usage, denoting the uglier aspects of suburban sprawl.
the books are both as good as these, it is a clear indication that we are on our way to a happier day for US school construction. If the many authors of these two studies succeed in their united purpose, our schools will be better planned, better built and better looking than we could dare hope.

Both works take the idea of a new school from the "community survey" stage up to the September moment when the doors of the new building are opened. Both manage the schedule with thoroughness and with respect for all the problems encountered. Major advantages of the Engelhardt-Leggott book are that it is better illustrated, more specific in its descriptions and more successful in its chronological presentation. But a deeper, more thoughtful analysis of the important group relationships involved in building a community school may be found in the Herrick-McLeary-Clapp-Bogner volume.

LOCATION AND SPACE-ECONOMY. By Walter Isard. Co-published by the Technology Press of Massachusetts Institute of Technology and John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., New York, N.Y. 367 pp. 6" x 9". $8.75

An impressive attempt to figure out economically and mathematically where one's building should be located. Though more difficult than celestial navigation, the book rewards readers with a lucid, cant-free text.

BUILDING COST MANUAL. Prepared under the direction of The Joint Committee on Building Costs of the Chicago Chapter of the American Institute of Architects and the Appraisers Division of The Chicago Real Estate Board. Published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N.Y. 350 pp. 6" x 9". $8.75

The manual deals with construction costs of 150 different, representative building types. It includes introductory material on factors affecting building costs, estimating building costs, depreciation and regional variations in building costs.

FORM IN CIVILIZATION: Collected Papers on Art and Labour. By W. R. Lethaby. Published by the Oxford University Press, 114 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N.Y. Foreword by Lewis Mumford, 166 pp. 9/16" x 7". $2.75

Whatever force brought about the reprinting of W. R. Lethaby's papers at this time, Lewis Mumford or the Oxford people, the idea was excellent. For Lethaby, a leader of the Arts and Crafts movement in England during the first part of this century, was a courageous spokesman for a good-looking, uncluttered world. He was particularly responsible for extending the movement's doctrines beyond mere "pious medievalism and blind mechanophobia."

And for those who have always associated the term "Arts and Crafts" with fussy rusticism, the new edition should be an embarrassing revelation: they've been misusing or mishearing an important, modern concept. Listen to Lethaby on town planning (Railroad Dept.):

"A more difficult matter to deal with, as being neither public nor private, and as being of the utmost importance to the town while not of it, is the local railway system. The municipalities will have at some time to reconsider their rights against the great external exploiting corporations, and require that some properties are observed in the stations, approach, continued on p. 194
Top protection—2-pole common trip Duo-Guard Pushmatics

New safety, new convenience! Now, wherever you need full protection for 220V circuits—in residential, commercial or industrial applications—BullDog's new 2-pole common trip Duo-Guard Pushmatics® will deliver it. You'll get all the advantages of single-pole Pushmatics—the famous 2-way Duo-Guard thermal and solenoid magnetic protection—plus simultaneous tripping action on both poles.

Simple and safe! A push of the button gives simultaneous "ON" or "OFF" operation. In event of an overload or short circuit, both poles are automatically de-energized. Specify BullDog equipment for all your electrical work—count on it to provide the safety, convenience and quality that build client satisfaction.

Let your BullDog field engineer demonstrate all the advantages of Duo-Guard Pushmatic circuit breakers and Electri-Centers. A complete range of sizes and ratings meets all applications, providing complete client satisfaction.

BULLDOG
ELECTRIC PRODUCTS COMPANY
A DIVISION OF I-T-E CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY

es and bridges. The stations especially have been allowed to run down by degrees to a level which is intolerable, and most of them seem to be looked on as mere hoardings for advertisements. We must first of all try to see them as they are, and not go on supposing that stations are 'like that.' This is no question of taste: it is a tremendous matter of national efficiency and discipline. The riot of advertising along the approaches to our towns will have to be controlled into some order, and the citizen must to some extent be protected.

Violent advertisement is a form of assault which seeks to gain attention by slapping you in the face."

BOOKS RECEIVED

TIDEWATER MARYLAND ARCHITECTURE & GARDENS. By Henry Chandlee Forman. Published by the Architecture Book Publishing Co., 883 First Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 228 pp. Illus. 8" x 10". $10

DID YOU KNOW?

Each Bradley Washfountain (54-IN. DIAMETER) provides the same washing facilities as 8 to 10 basins yet reduces space by 25% piping connections by 80% water consumption by 70%

The big bowl is self-flushing to eliminate collection of dirty unsanitary used water—foot-control and the one central sprayhead eliminate faucets—janitor and maintenance time and expense are minimized.

For new or reconditioned washrooms, Bradleys save space while providing the utmost in sanitary washing facilities. BRADLEY WASHFOUNTAIN CO., 2235 West Michigan Street, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin.

MODERN DANISH FURNITURE. By Eksborrt Hort. Published by the Architectural Book Publishing Co., 883 First Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 135 pp. Illus. 8½" x 12". $8.50

MODERN DANISH FURNITURE. By Eksborrt Hort. Published by the Architectural Book Publishing Co., 883 First Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 135 pp. Illus. 8½" x 12". $8.50

A GUIDE TO EARLY AMERICAN HOMES—SOUTH. By Dorothy and Richard Pratt. Published by McGraw Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N.Y. 227 pp. 6½" x 10". Illus. $6.95

SOUTHERN INTERIORS OF CHARLESTON, S.C. By Samuel and Narcissa Chamberlain. Published by Hastings House, Inc., 41 E., 50th St., New York 22, N.Y. 172 pp. 9½" x 12½". Illus. $15

COURSE IN BEGINNING WATERCOLOR. By Musachia, Fluchere & Grainger. Published by Reinhold Publishing Corp., 430 Park Ave., New York 22, N.Y. 75 pp. 8" x 10½". Illus. $3.50

COURSES IN PENCIL SKETCHING—BUILDINGS & STREETS. By Ernest W. Watson. Published by Reinhold Publishing Corp., 430 Park Ave., New York 22, N.Y. 63 pp. 8" x 10½". Illus. $2.50


The second in Oxford's series of technological histories is as informative and intelligible to the general reader as was the first. The series continues to be an admirable lesson not only in the development of the world's technology but also in how to write about it.

Volume II sheds a great deal of light on what connection existed between classical technology and the technology of the Middle Ages. The searchlight reveals that the connection was slim indeed.

continued on p. 195
flowing lines of light

MODULAR SIGHTRON

A bold new design concept, Modular Sightron offers the critical lighting professional a solution for office, store, school and hospital corridor and utility area lighting problems. Smooth white injection molded polystyrene diffusers provide efficient, glare-free illumination. These 2 foot modules fit tightly together in 2, 4 or 8 foot steel housings which may be used individually or in rows for flowing lines of continuous light. They snap out easily with fingertip pressure for easy re-lamping and trouble-free maintenance.

Smooth, uninterrupted right angle turns for pleasing geometric patterns, corridor and perimeter lighting are obtained by using the new Modular Sightron corner bracket. Also available are accessory reflectors for additional downlight when required, and matching wall brackets.

For a folio of Sightron lighting by Lightolier, write today on your professional letterhead to Dept. AF-47.

JERSEY CITY 5, NEW JERSEY

THE ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING DIVISION

LIGHTOLIER

ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING • RESIDENTIAL FIXTURES • PORTABLE LAMPS

Showrooms: 9 E. 36 St., New York • 1267 Merchandise Mart, Chicago
527 W. 7 St., Los Angeles • 12th at Folsom, San Francisco
Main Office at Factory: Jersey City 5, N. J.
New curtain wall sealer resists hurricane fury!

Wind hits a screaming 130 m.p.h.
Rain whips out in a 12-inch-per-hour deluge. The curtain wall unit shudders, bends under this man-made blast . . . but doesn't leak. WEATHERBAN Brand Curtain Wall Sealer seals its seams.

The purpose of this torturing, simulated weather test? To prove the weather-tightness of this WEATHERBAN sealed curtain wall, even under the lash of hurricane fury.

This new curtain wall sealer is a two-part polysulfide rubber-based compound. It cures chemically without shrinkage into a durable, solid rubber seal. It stretches, compresses with wall movement, adheres strongly to glass, stone and metal.

Here's why WEATHERBAN Sealer is being picked to seal new buildings... why it's being chosen also to repair leaks in older buildings originally sealed with conventional sealers.
Only four precast, prestressed concrete beams
used in roof of 100′ x 130′ gymnasium

The roof of the Pryor High School gymnasium in Pryor, Okla. is supported by only four 100-ft. precast, prestressed concrete girders. These girders, at 26-ft. centers, carry 2-ft. by 26-ft. precast concrete roof channel slabs. Even the diaphragms are precast concrete.

Prestressed as well as precast concrete units were also used in the gymnasium seating. The L-shaped bleacher seats are precast concrete in 20-ft.-long units and are supported by 35-ft. prestressed concrete beams.

Prestressed concrete girders are ideal for long, unsupported spans such as used in gymnasiums and auditoriums. And they can be thinner than conventionally-reinforced girders designed for the same load. Precasting girders and channel slabs saves time and money by reducing forms and using assembly-line methods.

For more information on construction utilizing precast and prestressed concrete units write for helpful free illustrated literature. Distributed only in the United States and Canada.
ADDENDA TO LIFT SLAB ENGINEERING MANUAL. Published by US Lift Slab Corp., 516 Meadows Bldg., Dallas, Tex. 52 pp. Illus.

Loose-leaf inserts for the comprehensive manual on this method of concrete construction, published by its licensor.

GUIDE FOR ULTIMATE STRENGTH DESIGN OF REINFORCED CONCRETE. By Charles S. Whitney and Edward Cohen. Published by American Concrete Institute, P. O. Box 4754, Redford Sta., Detroit 19, Mich. 36 pp. 75c

Working equations and 15 handy design charts developed to assist in the simplification and use of ultimate strength design methods in reinforced concrete.

ENGINEERING STRUCTURAL FAILURES. By Rolt Hammond. Published by Philosophical Library, Inc. 224 pp. Illus. $12

Study and analysis of many types and instances of structural failure, of which the most spectacular have occurred in bridges, but which also have downed large buildings.


Handsome review of all types of steel-panel curtain-wall construction, with color photographs, diagrams and architectural details of notable commercial and industrial buildings, schools, hotels, hospitals.

FLUORESCENT LUMINAIRES AND TWO NEW DOMELITE SERIES. Published by Gotham Lighting Corp., 37-01 31st St., Long Island City, N.Y. 8 pp. and folder

Well-designed, informative brochures on a new line of modern fluorescent light fixtures and incandescent ceiling lamps.

ELECTRICAL LOAD GROWTH IN BUILDINGS: BRI Technical Reprint No. 11. Published by Building Research Institute, 2101 Constitution Ave., N. W., Washington 25, D.C. 48 pp. $1

Summary of federal agency and building industry practices, records of load growth, economic analysis and recommendations.

THIS IS GLASS. Published by Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y. 64 pp. Illus.

Graphic short history of glass, its methods of manufacture, applications, types and uses, with many good illustrations.

A MODERN GUIDE TO PAINTING SPECIFICATIONS. Published by the Painting & Decorating Contractors of America. 540 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill. 48 pp.

Useful outline and guide to the correct specification of painting and decorating in three quality categories, without proprietary material recommendations, for the use of architects and decorators.

CONTRACTS, SPECIFICATIONS AND ENGINEERING RELATIONS. By Daniel W. Mead, Harold W. Mean and Joseph Akerman. Published by McGraw-Hill Book Co. 427 pp. $7

Third edition of a well-known guide to the handling of engineering contracts, specifications, worker and client relations, with many actual examples.

THE PLASTIC METHODS OF STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS. By B. G. Neal. Published by John Wiley & Sons Inc. 353 pp. Illus. $7.50

A textbook and review of new plastic structural analysis methods for mild steel, only recently come into practice (see Technology, p. 156), by a British authority.

ENGINEERING IN HISTORY. By Richard Shelton Kirby, Sidney Withington, Arthur Burr Darling and Frederick Gridley Kilgour. Published by McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N.Y. 530 pp. 6" x 9¾" Illus. $8.50

During a torrential rainstorm in Kansas City last summer, winds reached 115 MPH, yet the newly completed Ware window-walls in the TWA terminal building didn't leak a drop—thus proving their weathertightness in the best possible manner.

Weathertightness—and simplified installation—are two of the key features of Ware's complete series of window-walls which are now available.

Our experienced engineering department is at your service to meet your specific needs. Why not send us the requirements for your next job, today? Write Dept. AF-4.

**WEATHERTIGHT**

**WARE**

**WINDOW-WALLS**

TWA Office Building—Kansas City, Missouri...
Architect: Bales & Schecter
Erected by Nichols Engineering
and Material Co., Dallas, Texas

 Ware Laboratories, Inc., 3700 N.W. 25th St., Miami, Florida
Why latex paints were singled out for Rawleigh Building

Latex paints were chosen for the Rawleigh Building because of ease of application, excellent coverage, durability and pleasing effect. You'll agree, those are four mighty good reasons! More and more leading architects are specifying these truly modern paints. The wide color selection and long-lasting finish help assure satisfied clients.

You, too, will be ahead by specifying latex paints. See your supplier. Or write THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, Midland, Michigan – Plastics Sales Department PL1833R.

YOU CAN DEPEND ON
How long is a step?

In designing food-service and fountain installations, certainly, the answer is—the shorter and fewer, the better! Step-saving is a key factor in realizing the architect's goal of efficient operation for his client.

It is here that Bastian-Blessing can help you... in any of three ways you choose: (1) By supplying you with detailed specs, catalogs and technical plans. (2) By giving you personal assistance in designing, planning and selecting equipment... or (3) by our accepting responsibility for the entire job, including installation and final inspection.

In all three ways, you receive the benefit of over 40 years' experience... on large projects and small. May we be of help to you? Write... The Bastian-Blessing Company, 4205 W. Peterson Ave., Chicago 30, Illinois.

COMPLETE... fountain, food-service and serving-counter equipment... for coffee shops, snack bars, lunch counters and soda fountains... in hotels, motels, drive-ins, hospitals, colleges and factories.

BASTIAN-BLESSING

World's largest manufacturer of fountain and food service equipment
To assist architects in securing sound, economical building values in home and commercial construction, Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Lumber offers distinct advantages.

In a broad choice of major species from the West Coast and the Inland Empire regions, Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Lumber also offers the advantages of precision milling, scientific kiln-drying, accurate finishing, and correct grading—with interchangeability of species for many uses.

From dimension to moldings, Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Lumber is produced in a wide variety of species, grades, and items, in commons and clears, for every use in the field of light frame construction. Weyerhaeuser methods of manufacture improve the worth to residential and commercial structures—while offering designers and engineers good lumber which can serve a variety of structural and finishing needs in a choice of species.

Add to these advantages the widespread consumer preference of Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Lumber products developed through many years of national advertising.

For complete details covering these fine lumber products, talk to your Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Lumber Dealer—or write our Saint Paul office for full information.

WEST COAST HEMLOCK—one of the variety of species—is often called the "Ability Wood" because it is so versatile, serving dependably for framing and sheathing as well as for flooring, siding, molding, and other finish uses.
Old profession, new purpose

When Leon Chatelain, president of the AIA, was asked to honor the Association's one hundredth anniversary at a Washington's Birthday luncheon in New York, he had this to say about the next century of US architecture:

The architect's task today lies in planning for the human environment of the future. We have learned how to live longer, breed at a faster rate, and consume more goods. Our technology is moving forward with such breath-taking speed that the future has become part of today. Yet in this Centennial year of our professional society, we can see that we are being slowly strangled by a creeping paralysis of our cities and towns. The population of the US has grown to 170 million. By 1975, we are told, it will reach perhaps 228 million.

Some say that the city centers are dying; that they are little more than decaying, suffocating nerve centers. I believe that no organism can live without its nerve center, and that the preservation and restoration of these nerve centers are of vital concern to all of us.

This applies, on a broad scale, to all our problems of improving our shabby or inadequate community facilities.

In order to establish a procedural basis for preventing this slow death, I suggest that we need large federations of local governments, working together voluntarily on public problems which bridge their boundaries.

Call it, if you will, a new layer of government. This informal federation of local governments is working in a number of areas today. Planning commissions work out agreements for mutually financed public parkland, sewer and water facilities, and recreational centers. This reasoning and working arrangement, I believe, also must apply to urban renewal programs and to the vitally important integration of urban redevelopment with the building of new highways. The two cannot be planned separately.

This is what can be done. And for the moment I am addressing all thinking Americans. If you want to protect the future of your community, you can learn about and even get onto the governmental bodies and boards which are very important—the planning commission, the board of zoning, the housing and redevelopment authority. You can get your civic, service and fraternal clubs interested in your community problem. You can describe the implications of the problem to your newspapers and enlist their support. You can contact your community leaders in all occupations. For technical and professional help, you can seek the continuing advice of your architects.

Now let me speak for all of the 12,000 members of the American Institute of Architects: we are interested in this problem. We have been trained for it. We want to help.

This is a huge economic problem, yes—but it is more than that. It is a moral, educational, cultural and spiritual problem too. As such, it demands the efforts of your government, your educators, your doctors, your ministers—and, most of all, the ordinary citizen who affects, and is affected by, the environment in which we all must live.

Classical allusion

Moral to a debate on modern architecture by Architect Ralph Walker, senior partner, Voorhees, Walker, Smith & Smith:

One of the distressing things about the machine age is that we are expected to live in the machine; one of the pleasant memories of the horse and buggy age is that no one ever suggested that we live in the horse.

Glass-house living

The pleasures of living and working in glass buildings were debated at a recent Building Research Institute conference. Harold S. Miner, vice president of the Manufacturers Trust Co., listed the benefits of that company's new bank; Herbert S. Greenwald talked of the problems of operating Mies van der Rohe's apartment building at 860 Lake Shore Dr., Chicago

Miner: I will try to give you a firsthand point of view of what it's like to live and work in a glass bank. Most important of all, it's restful. This may sound odd and may convey a wrong impression about the banking business, which certainly rates high in the production of ulcers, but it is very definitely easier on the nerves. As one member of our staff put it: "It gives you a certain sense of freedom."

And it also seems to bring the staff itself closer together. Perhaps I could make you understand what I mean by quoting one architect or engineer...specify Gallaher Air-Vans for your clients, and you can assure them years of high performance, low maintenance costs. All of the 12 features are necessary...Gallaher has all of them.

For full information, contact:

The GALLAHER Company
4108 Dodge St. Omaha, Nebraska

Export Office: 306 Paul Bldg., Utica, N.Y.

Cable: Keiserquip—Utica, (N.Y.)
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The ideal solution to an infinite variety of Heating Problems!

Humphrey Automatic Gas UNIT HEATERS

Every day customers tell us about new installations of Humphrey Gas Unit Heaters. It appears that every kind of commercial, industrial, and public building, ranging from filling stations to factories, and from churches to jails, is being heated with these Humphrey units.

Where service requirements are severe, Humphrey Gas Unit Heaters are a particularly good choice. These heaters have built-in performance features that put them in a class by themselves. Exclusive features such as Free-Flow Heat Exchanger; Dual-Flame Burner with stainless steel heads; non-clogging, stainless steel pilot; and Tilting Front that gives the warm air direction without restriction.

When your next heating problem comes up, you, too, may find that Humphrey Unit Heaters offer the most practical and satisfactory solution.

GENERAL GAS LIGHT COMPANY
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN

Originators of Gas Unit Heaters

"The first thing we have in consumer resistance is fear. People are fearful of falling out of windows. They fear their baby will fall out. They fear the glass will shatter in Chicago's high winds. And some of them have actually the neurotic problem of acrophobia."

The second thing that people worry about is decoration. When you give tenants a wall that's glass, they have to find out how to decorate an apartment house without as much wall space (or at least what they think is wall space).

Another thing they worry about is privacy. They get the feeling, even though they're 30 stories up in the air and facing the lake, that somebody is going to watch them dressing and undressing.

There have been rumors about moisture penetration. My "Punch List" men, finally checking the job, generally refer to that as "inordinate condensation." Well, there's inordinate condensation in many cases, but more likely than not there has also been actual moisture penetration.

In my judgment the glass industry and allied industries face a fantastic challenge. They have enormous profit-making possibilities if only they will start their engineers to work to solve the remaining problems of glass wall construction.

Clients into patrons

Last month the Museum of Modern Art in New York held an exhibit of six new buildings.* The following excerpts are from the exhibit's program, and like the exhibit itself are the work of Arthur Drexler, director of the Museum's Department of Architecture and Design.

Modern architecture in the US has begun to enjoy a new kind of patronage. Business and government alike are rediscovering the rewards of fine building, and the results can be seen not only in individual works of great beauty but in a generally higher standard of excellence.

Among the major factors which contributed to this development were: the enthusiastic reception given to some of Europe's outstanding architects and teachers, when they converged on this country in the years just before World War II; the related

Greenwald: I concur in almost everything that has been said about the advantages of glass buildings. However, we apartment-house managers and owners run into some problems with people when we design buildings of glass.
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of the characters in David Grayson's colloquy on contentment. When asked whether his neighboring farmer was friendly, he replied: "We're good friends in matters of whiffletrees, hog killings and haying, but we have never looked up to the sky together."

One of the most interesting aspects of working in a glass building is the effect it has on personal morale. Anyone in the public eye takes pains to look his best. The personal appearance and dress of every member of our organization have improved. Hand in hand with this greater pride in appearance goes improvement in morale, a heightened sense of personal well-being, and a resulting improvement in efficiency.

I think the best testimonial I can give to you to this business of living and working under glass—and our president agrees most heartily with me in this respect—is that if we had it to do over again we could think of no single major feature of the architecture, of the design, that we would do differently.

continued on p. 206
cut building costs with custom doors

STANDARDIZED

built to the highest quality standards in the industry

Why pay for individualism? USF "Wooster"
Metal Doors and Frames are custom-designed and standardized to strict engineering principles and are mass-produced on the finest precision tooling in the industry. The result is custom appearance... engineered accuracy, strength and rigidity... with mass production economies. When you can get all this, why pay for individualism?
You can make a sound reduction in building costs for your clients by specifying USF "Wooster" Metal Doors and Frames. Just see us in Sweet's.

Standardized "WOOSTER"
METAL DOORS and FRAMES
Manufactured by UNITED STEEL FABRICATORS, Inc., Wooster, Ohio

AMERICA'S FIRST MANUFACTURER OF STANDARDIZED METAL DOORS AND FRAMES
Emergence of a younger generation of architects whose training has been free of eclectic prejudices; and the example of the architects whose training has been free of emergence of a younger generation of architects whose training has been free of prejudice, has given architects a new freedom and has disclosed to their clients unsuspected pleasures and possibilities. Indeed, it is a national enthusiasm for the act of building itself that is carrying architecture into livelier realms.

In the past, architectural adventures have been undertaken chiefly by private persons, responsible only to themselves. Important modern buildings have also been executed for universities and other institutions, and from time to time corporations, directed by men of unusual perception, have commissioned outstanding buildings for business and industry. But today large architectural offices, as well as the rare genius, are receiving the support of cooperative and increasingly perceptive clients.

Government—both state and federal—has begun to discard its timid assessment before the heritage of European culture. Emboldened perhaps by its present role in world affairs, the US no longer demands that major government commissions be executed in antique styles. The embassies being built abroad by the State Dept., as part of a program which began in 1946, and the new Academy for the US Air Force, look like what they are: modern American buildings.

The concern with esthetic and social values exhibited by business and government through the buildings of today is not in itself new. It denotes rather a shift in emphasis: clients are becoming patrons.

Planning for industry
Perhaps the architect can't be a regional planner, but he can urge his industrial clients to think big. So suggested E. X. Tuttle, partner of Detroit architects Giffels & Vallet, at the Fourth Annual Architects Conference recently conducted by the University of Kansas.

Plants are just not built if success is not anticipated. And successful enterprises usually grow; doubling the initial floor area can be expected. Cost of moving men and materials vertically being as great as it is, most of our plants are, and are rather sure to continue to be, on one level and expansion will be horizontal.

Employee parking requires about the same area as that for manufacturing, as a general rule. Thus, it is obvious that a lively enterprise, having purchased land four times the size needed for its manufacturing operations, could easily, after seven or eight years, have doubled its floor space and used its entire property, leaving no area for softball, landscaping or eating lunches on nice days.

A city faces similar decisions when it acquires land for highways, parks, sewage disposal facilities, water works and parking lots.

I doubt if I would advocate the provision of trout streams on every plant site or replicas of the gardens of Versailles in every community, but I feel safe in saying that any manufacturer or community that fails to provide in its long-range plans a considerable amount of space for grass and trees is very apt to be confronted in a few years with the necessity to purchase some rather high-priced land and perhaps some buildings whose only value will be the space they occupy.

The architect serves his client best who, anticipating change, plans in terms of open space and easily accessible services.
THE news in building construction is more than dollar volume—it's new materials and new products.

Versatile Geon polyvinyl materials are now used as a coating on steel panels. These panels need no paint or further finishing, are resistant to moisture, wear and weathering. Geon vinyls make flexible window gaskets, floor coverings, paint, and beautiful, durable wall covering materials. Geon solutions are spray coated on roofing and foundation work to make them watertight.

B.F.Goodrich Chemical Company produces the Geon polyvinyl materials used by scores of quality-conscious manufacturers of products for modern building and home construction. Products made of Geon are star performers—resistant to water, oil, solvents; to abrasion, wear, and tear.

Look to vinyl plastics for better products today—and for new ideas you'll be using tomorrow.

B.F.Goodrich
Chemical Company
a division of
the B.F.Goodrich Company

Vapor barrier film based on Geon resin offers excellent aging properties.

Gutters and downspouts made from rigid Geon plastic are immune to corrosion.

Metal paneling coated with Geon materials needs no paint or finishing.

Window sash of extruded rigid Geon eliminates sticking or warping.

Floor tile of vinyl provides a tough, durable, wear-resistant surface.

Wall coverings of vinyl coated fabric offer practicality with beauty.

Electric outlet strip of rigid Geon plastic provides multiple outlets.

House siding offers unlimited color possibilities, low maintenance.

B.F.Goodrich
GEON polyvinyl materials • HYCAR American rubber and latex • GOOD-RITE chemicals and plasticizers • HARMON colors
Housing in Russia

Russian architecture is running a high fever. A temperature reading was recently taken by the US State Dept. publication Soviet Affairs Notes.

Soviet publications, particularly those designed for export, often carry illustrations of feverish building activity, vast blocks of workers' apartments, sumptuous sanitoria, and monumental public buildings. The superficial observer might obtain an impression of well-being and abundance, but other more scholarly studies, obscurely tucked away in professional publications, or in back issues of Soviet newspapers, give an opposite impression.

The public architecture of the USSR is characterized by impressive façades done in a highly ornamental nineteenth-century style, which appears to have been favored by Stalin. Colonades and decorated tilework abound, and superfluous heroic additions are extended even to the most functional construction. The pyla of the locks of the Volga-Don Canal are surmounted by Greek temples and adorned with statuary reminiscent of the great arches of ancient Rome. The extreme is perhaps attained by the Khimki boat landing near Moscow—composed of superimposed layers of colonades surmounted by a Moorish minaret tipped in turn by a needle spire bearing a Red Star. The last motif is very common, and probably derives from the famous "Admiralty Needle" in Leningrad, which dates from the beginning of the nineteenth century.

The style, so reminiscent of Napoleon and Wilhelm II, has been called "imperial" by some students. Recently Party Secretary Khroushchev denounced this extravagance and called for greater simplicity and economy. Speculating on the reasons for such extra expense in an economy-minded country, some have advanced the theory that preference is given to public buildings and installations because they are "collectively" owned and used, and therefore a more fitting subject for extravagance in a socialist society than the private dwellings of the citizens. Probably the desire to impress the people with the permanence of the regime and to give foreigners the illusion of progress and prosperity plays no small role in the policy.

Visitors to the USSR and escaped Russians have reported elaborate masquerades perpetrated to deceive visitors into thinking that the average Russian lives very much like a Western European. In the VOKS Bulletin, printed in English, propagandist Zaslavsky writes:

"The first sight that greets the newcomer as he approaches Moscow is its largest and most beautiful building, the Moscow University. Is it not indicative and indeed symbolic that this magnificent palace is used not as a bank or a hotel for millionaires, like America's skyscrapers, but by young students, the children of workers, peasants and intellectuals. Is this not a cue to the whole pattern of life in the socialist state?"

But articles and statistics presented for serious planning purposes quite definitely indicate that the pattern of life in a socialist state hardly parallels the grandly masked corner of the capital.

On the basis of figures on urban living space given in the Large Soviet Encyclopedia (1952), and the figure of 80 million urban population given by Malenkov in an August 1953 speech, the average housing space per person in Soviet cities was less than five square meters, or an area about 6' x 9' in size. This is roughly one-quarter of the space available to Western Europeans and Americans. A recent Yugoslav visitor, Milorad Mijovic, was given the figure of 7.2 square meters, but he states that this includes "medieval type dwellings." He was given figures of 4.2 square meters for Tashkent (which would reflect the lower standards of the Russian colonies in Central Asia) and 5.7 for Kiev. This is less living space than is allotted US federal prisoners.

To help architects quickly determine size, layout and cost—all pertinent information about laundry facilities for a hospital—The American Laundry Machinery Company offers a comprehensive laundry planning service. Our survey engineers require only minimum information of the kind that you can easily provide in the earliest stages of a hospital project.

By calling American in at the outset you can be assured of promptly getting the answers you require to integrate the laundry facilities with other elements of your hospital design. Furthermore, it relieves your organization of burdensome detail and costly board time.

Here's what we need to know:
- Number of beds, number of bassinets, number of employees who will wear uniforms; type of hospital; whether plans include outpatient dispensary, emergency, surgical and contagious wards; whether there is a medical school or nurses' home.

Here's what we provide:
- Our survey engineers will prepare detailed drawings, floor plan layouts and complete specifications for your installation. Finished plans include size and type of laundry equipment needed, proper arrangement for smooth work flow, operating personnel required, water and steam requirements including size of piping, electrical connections, ventilation, lighting, foundation support, floor space, size of openings for admittance of equipment, approximate operating cost—every detail you will need to design an efficient, space-saving laundry department.

This planning service is available to architects without obligation. Call your nearby American representative, or write.

The American Laundry Machinery Company, Cincinnati 12, Ohio

You can expect more from American...
Now, Advance Transformer Company brings you VISA-VOLT® ... color coded fluorescent lamp ballasts for instant, positive voltage identification. VISA-VOLT®, another first for the world's largest exclusive manufacturer of fluorescent lamp ballasts, does away with uncertainties by clearly defining circuit voltage, line current, lamp current and other pertinent electrical data. VISA-VOLT® is your assurance that the correct ballast is being utilized in a specific lighting installation.

These Colors Instantly Identify Your Advance Ballast Voltage

Insist on VISA-VOLT® color coding and eliminate costly guess work in your next fluorescent lighting installation.

Start today to enjoy the many advantages of Advance quality fluorescent lamp ballasts ... ballasts which provide longer life, quieter operation, higher light output, trouble free operation, CBM certification ... fluorescent lamp ballasts which are guaranteed and continue to serve as "The Heart of the Lighting Industry".
Glenco Wall-Hung Toilet can cut cleaning time as much as 30%, according to comparative time studies. This toilet, made of genuine vitreous china, assures positive flush action, dependable performance.

Casal Urinal is designed for low-cost maintenance, user convenience and comfort. Made of easy-to-clean vitreous china. Available with exposed or concealed hand-operated flush valve.

New Buena Lavatory is popular for public rest-room installations. Made of easy-to-clean vitreous china, it has a roomy bowl, front overflow, anti-splash rim.

Sanistand Urinal for women is designed for maximum sanitation. No physical contact with fixture. Wall hung to simplify floor cleaning. Ideal for public and industrial installations. Fixture is made of genuine vitreous china for easy cleaning and dependable operation.

This AMERICAN-Standard

Model of a coliseum. Illustrating an imaginative enclosure of space, as conceived by Amminoff, Rosen and Blum, of the Cornell School of Architecture.
SC Remotaire air conditioning system is designed to cool, heat and ventilate remote and difficult areas around the perimeter of large public buildings. Remotaire uses a simple, flexible piping system that is easy to install, doesn't steal valuable space. It circulates chilled water for summer cooling, hot water for winter heating. Occupants of each room dial desired temperature.

Both free standing and completely recessed individual units (for use with or without interior ventilation systems) are available. The cabinet, shown, is of steel with a reinforced air grille at the top. Replaceable air filters and easily removable sealed-lubrication motor keep maintenance costs at a minimum. A wide range of capacities from 200 to 600 cfm is available.

plumbing and air conditioning helps put Tomorrow in your planning...

Designing an amphitheater to hold tomorrow’s crowds, or any building that won’t be outdated in a couple of decades, calls for a bold, original use of space, materials, and equipment.

American-Standard heating, air conditioning and plumbing equipment shown here will be as useful and new-looking tomorrow as it is today. The reason? These products are simple and straightforward in design; functional to use and maintain. And (like all American-Standard products) they are precision-made of the most durable materials available.

WRITE US now for the details. AMERICAN-STANDARD PLUMBING & HEATING DIVISION, 40 W. 40 St., New York 18, N. Y.
At Last! A Small Whiteprinter that Makes BIG Prints!

NEW! BRUNING

Copyflex Model 300!

Brings “Inside” Reproduction within the Means of the Smallest Architectural Firm or Department!

Now, with your low-cost, versatile Model 300, you can make high quality prints when you want them—rapidly, privately, and in any quantity. You can exercise complete control over valuable originals at all times.

Provides Large Companies an Economical Way to Supplement Main Reproduction Centers!

With its compact size, big printing width, and low cost, the Model 300 is an ideal helper for your big reproduction machine. Strategically located throughout your company, Model 300s can bring new speed, convenience, and efficiency to your reproduction operations.

Here it is! The compact, low-cost reproduction machine that offers all the versatility and big printing width of a large, expensive whiteprinter!

Just think—you can make sharp, black-on-white prints in seconds of a drawing or tracing up to 30 inches wide by any length. And anyone can operate the Model 300 after only brief instruction. One fingertip control turns the machine on or off and regulates its speed. Exposure and development are automatically synchronized.

The new Copyflex Model 300 is ideal for drafting rooms and offices because it can be operated anywhere without annoyance to personnel in the vicinity. It is clean, quiet, and odorless. No exhaust venting, plumbing, or accessory equipment required. It needs only a connection with a 115-volt AC outlet for operation.

If you’re pressed by the boom in production for more and more drawings and prints, the all-new Copyflex Model 300 is your answer! Its low initial cost, outstanding economy of operation and maintenance, and convenience make it your soundest, low-cost investment of the year. Mail coupon today! You’ll be glad you did!

CHARLES BRUNING CO., Dept. 43-AF
4700 Montrose Ave., Chicago 41, III.

Please send me information on the all-new Copyflex Model 300.

Name __________________________ Title __________________________

Company __________________________

Address __________________________

City __________________________ County __________________________ State __________________________

Charles Bruning Company, Inc., 4700 Montrose Ave., Chicago 41, Ill.
In Canada: Charles Bruning Co. (Canada) Ltd., 105 Church St., Toronto 1, Ont.

BRUNING

Best Process! Best Machines!
Best Selection of Materials!

Offices in 37 Cities of the U. S. and Canada
Facts for Architects and Builders

about the profitable use of STAINLESS STEEL

Considered from the practical point of view, stainless steel is often the best, most economical material you can choose. For example:

Exteriors of stainless steel cut building weight by many tons. A .037" stainless wall weighs only 1.2 pounds per square foot, compared to 48 pounds for a 4" brick exterior wall. That means you can design for less expensive foundations. And stainless means more rentable floor space . . . good insulation . . . fewer condensation problems.

Hardware, trim, railings and other parts that must take hard use, stay bright and new-looking indefinitely when they're made of stainless. Replacement and maintenance costs are greatly reduced.

Corrosion-Resistance of stainless presents an invisible armor against the attack of city atmospheres, smoke, rust or discoloration. Buildings keep the good looks you design into them . . . and, to your clients, stainless is economically superior to other less durable metals.

Maintenance costs take a dive when stainless is used. It never needs waterproofing, painting or refacing as most other materials do.

Installation of stainless presents no problem. Most bending, forming, trimming, drilling or surface finishing can be done in the shop . . . leaving only erection, final cleaning and inspection to be done on the site.

As a leading producer of stainless steels, Crucible is working closely with leading architects in developing new ways of employing stainless. Some of the results are available in a booklet called, "A Guide to Future Uses of Stainless Steel in Architecture and Building." Write now for your free copy. Crucible Steel Company of America, Henry W. Oliver Building, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Crucible Steel Company of America
Compare the Construction

Modernfold’s superior construction assures a life-time of service and like-new appearance

For saving space in homes, businesses and institutions, Modernfold doors are the overwhelming choice of architects.

How many other folding doors have a double-strength, all-steel framework and wipe-clean vinyl covering? Where else is your choice of colors, finishes, sizes, hardware, switches and tracks so complete or attractive? Where else can you find a folding door of such quality that its application possibilities are almost limitless? Choose from four complete lines.

Only Modernfold, among all folding doors, can serve your needs so well! You’ll find out why, in detail, when you refer to Sweet’s Catalogue. When you have problems in dividing space, why not check your Modernfold distributor? He’s listed under “Doors” in classified telephone directories. You’ll find him always ready to assist, in new construction or remodeling.

Vinyl covered, many colors. Easily washed while in place. Inconspicuous overhead track needs no unsightly cornice. Double strength, all-steel framework. Available in standard or custom sizes.

From Boston to Brazil...

SHEPARD WARNER

ELEVATORS

Today, thousands of SHEPARD WARNER Elevators throughout the western hemisphere are demonstrating their dependability, as they have since 1860. Some are modern, automatic passenger carriers... others powerful freights... but each is engineered to perform over and over again the function specified by the architect.

Let us help you meet your current vertical transportation requirements.

See our catalog insert in the SWEET'S 1957 Architectural File.

SHEPARD WARNER ELEVATOR COMPANY
5012 Brotherton Road
Cincinnati 9, Ohio
All hardware of aluminum and stainless steel

Talk about quality and economy! To withstand years of everyday use, ravages of weather, these PELLA WOOD WINDOWS are equipped with aluminum and stainless steel hardware. Weather-resistant, wear-resistant PELLA windows are "for keeps."

Full 1¾" wood sash. Mortise and tenon joints provide greater gluing surface, assuring more rigid construction for longer service life. When furnished as awning-type operation, these windows are equipped with PELLA's exclusive GLIDE-lock, underscreen operator at no extra cost. No screen interference. Open wide for easy cleaning. Self-storing storms optional. Mail coupon.
Marvibond...the vinyl-to-metal laminating process that provides all these advantages...

- available in flat sheets
- worked with standard metal-fabricating tools
- can't chip, crack, or craze
- eliminates costly finishing operations
- can't rust, rot, or corrode
- wipe-clean vinyl, easy to maintain
- attractive colors, practically any surface effect
- always comfortable, pleasant to the touch

Marvibonded metals are laminated in flat sheets before the product is formed. However, neither finish nor bond is affected by bending, crimping, drilling, embossing, punching, or shearing.

Marvibonded metals provide your product with a "sales wise" finish far superior to paints, lacquers, varnishes, phenolic and alkyd finishes. The vinyl will not chip, crack, or craze. Practically any surface effect can be achieved, economically, and they're all chemical-, abrasion- and weather-resistant.

This exceptional material has a great future in wall paneling, doors, vending and business machines, office furniture and automobile interiors...in fact, where most sheet metal is used. For samples, technical information, and the location of licensed laminators in your area, please write us on your company letterhead.

*Patent applied for

United States Rubber

Naugatuck Chemical Division
Naugatuck, Connecticut

BRANCHES: Akron • Boston • Gazonia, N.C. • Chicago • Los Angeles • Memphis • New York • Phila.
IN CANADA: Naugatuck Chemicals, Elmira, Ontario • Rubber Chemicals • Synthetic Rubber •
Plastics • Agricultural Chemicals • Recycled Rubber • Latex • Cable Address: Rubexport, N.Y.
Just HOW equal is “OR EQUAL”?  

Because all fluorescent lighting fixtures look good and sound good on paper, the safest way to answer the “or equal” question is to make a point-by-point comparison between the fixture that you specify and those offered as substitutes. This safeguards the architect’s reputation as well as the owner’s interest.

To save the architect’s time and help him in his decision, every Day-Brite representative is prepared to make a table-top demonstration of the features that make Day-Brite the logical choice of architects, designers and engineers throughout the country.

Look at the fixtures, not just the pictures! Ask your Day-Brite representative for actual proof. He’s listed in your classified phone directory. Send for new Architectural File material, just published.

DAY-BRITE LIGHTING, INC.
5471 BULWER AVE., ST. LOUIS 7, MO.

71338
Archbishop Hoban High School, Akron, Ohio • Architects: Stickle & Associates, Cleveland

Library, with Day-Brite LUVEK® fixtures

Cafeteria, with Day-Brite PLEXLINE® fixtures
J. C. Breyfogle, Contractor and Builder, Columbus, Ohio — says:

“My Architect Steered Me Straight on Air Conditioning”

Typhoon is designed for velvet-smooth, trouble-free performance—and architects know it! Engineered with over-size parts, all-copper condenser, heavy gauge steel cabinet affording quiet operation... Typhoon performs best when conditions are worst, delivers full-rated Power Reserve capacity at all times. Here is non-stop dependability with proven economy, too, for a comparison of spec sheets will tell you that Typhoon puts out more cooling per horsepower -28% more cooling per dollar. Write today for complete data and spec sheets.

2 to 40 ton packaged units, air cooled and water cooled, widely used in installations as large as 2,000,000 square feet.

AIR CONDITIONING COMPANY
505 Carroll Street, Brooklyn 15, N. Y.
metlwal Movable Steel Partitions

For Today's MODERN Schools

A New and Better Way to Divide Space...

The Woodrow Wilson Jr. High School at Wyandotte, Michigan, is an outstanding example of the unique flexibility of Metlwal.

“We have used Metlwal in our Woodrow Wilson Junior High School shops and are very satisfied with its construction and function,” writes William Eiker, Assistant Superintendent of the Board of Education of Wyandotte, Michigan. “It was very flexible in installation, and we could cover our conduit and plumbing without difficulty.”

INSURES QUIETNESS

Metlwal has the highest sound reduction properties of any known substitute material, not excluding 4” plaster wall. In fact, Metlwal cuts sound transmission by 43.7 decibels at 125 cps., and even by 61 decibels up to 4,000 cps., louder than the scream of a high-pitched power saw.

FOR NEW OR MODERNIZATION CONSTRUCTION

Metlwal is ideal for schools and other new construction... paneling, partitions, flush chalkboard, railings, counters and desk-door-or-floor-height enclosures... because of its flexibility, low first cost, low maintenance, modern design and modern beauty.

GET THE FULL FACTS NOW

The Prosperity Company, Metlwal Division, 125 Marcellus St., Syracuse, N. Y.

Yes, I'd like to know more about the advantages, economy and ease of installing:

☐ Metlwal
☐ Metlwal, Jr.

Name: ____________________________

Company: ________________________

Address: _________________________

City: __________________ Zone: _____ State: ____________

metlwal jr

QUALITY FREE-STANDING PARTITIONS AT LOW COST

Quick installation — private, semi-private or railing height divisions. Install with a screwdriver. Write for brochure.
for high-efficiency air conditioning performance, specify

JOHNSON PNEUMATIC CONTROL

No matter how you want to control your air conditioning, you can do it better with pneumatic control. You can provide any combination of operating features you need—central control panels, automatic sequencing, automatic compensation, remote temperature readings and all the others.

Pneumatic flexibility solves the most intricate problems as easily as the simplest. Pneumatic control can be applied to all types of air conditioning and to all makes of equipment. In short, it can meet the exact needs of any installation!

Pneumatic control offers other, equally important, advantages. It's far simpler than anything else you can use. It has far fewer components. It has fewer parts subject to failure. It's easier to operate and much easier and less costly to maintain. It functions accurately and reliably with a minimum of supervision—there's nothing to require constant checking and adjustment.

These and other advantages are bringing greater comfort, smoother air conditioning performance and long range operating economies to countless new buildings. The system in the impressive new Preferred Insurance Company Building, shown here, is a good example of what pneumatic control can do for you, too.

Whether your plans involve new construction or a modernizing program, let Johnson, the leader in pneumatic control, give you the full story as it applies to your problems. A nearby Johnson engineer will gladly call at your convenience. Johnson Service Company, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. Direct Branch Offices in Principal Cities.

Ceramic tile mural above the sidewalk is heated by a radiant coil to keep the thousands of tiny tiles intact during freezing weather. A weather-compensated thermostat keeps the panel at a constant temperature.
Perimeter offices are heated and cooled by under-window units that offset heat loss or gain from floor to ceiling glass areas. Units are individually controlled by Johnson Thermostats that apply the final heating or cooling effect to the pre-conditioned primary air supply.

Two large central fan systems supply either cooled or tempered primary air to other sections of the building. Perfectly conditioned air is discharged into each of 29 zones, as directed by strategically located Room Thermostats controlling reheat coils in the system.

Only a Pneumatic System Can Satisfy Modern Control Requirements So Completely and Efficiently, Yet So Simply and Economically

Empty, full or only partially occupied, the dining room is always comfortable. Here, Johnson Thermostats easily compensate for changing occupancy levels. Throughout the building all air conditioning equipment, the refrigeration compressor, the main and domestic hot water converters, the fan coil converter, convectors and exhaust fans are controlled by Johnson pneumatic equipment.

Typical Johnson equipment is shown controlling the central fan units. With pneumatic control, high-efficiency air conditioning performance is accomplished with simpler and fewer components than would otherwise be needed. Inexpensive air control gauges, exclusive with pneumatic systems, provide a system-wide check on performance, adding greatly to operating convenience and efficiency.
4 Important Reasons Why Homogeneous Vinyl Bolta-Floor is being specified

1. Bolta-Floor offers unlimited design opportunities to residential, commercial and institutional interiors. It is superior in quality, more versatile in color and style. Demand this beauty.

2. The high vinyl content and fully homogeneous construction of Bolta-Floor guarantees a lasting lustre that resists scuffs, stains and wear. It's non-porous... is unharmened by water and detergents.

3. The resilient qualities of premium vinyls permit Bolta-Floor to yield quietly to impact and resist permanent indentation. Bolta-Floor recovers more quickly. Demand this comfort.

4. Bolta-Floor has dimensional stability... will not chip, crack, peel or shrink. It retains its original beauty year after year, even in heavy traffic areas. Demand quality! Specify Bolta-Floor.

THE FINEST QUALITY FLOORING FOR
HOSPITALS
SCHOOLS
THEATRES
HOTELS
HOMES
MOTELS
BANKS
APARTMENTS

FOR SAMPLES WRITE THE GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
Flooring Division • Akron, Ohio
America's chief "wrecking-crew" can't hurt

Samsonite Classroom Furniture

Classroom furniture not only has to be smart and comfortable, it must be able to withstand the phenomenal abuse pupils give it. Samsonite Classroom Furniture does all this. It's engineered with the newest, strongest, anti-mischief defenses in classroom furniture!

- Self-locking fasteners cannot be loosened with coin or knife.
- Countersunk rubber bumpers on desk lid cannot be pried loose.
- Tubular steel frame construction provides lightness of weight with no sacrifice of strength whatsoever.
- Resistance-welded joints are as strong as the frame itself!
- Electrostatically-deposited enamel on bonderized metal is non-chalking and resists abrasion and chipping.
- Tablet arm and desk supports are made of continuous-length steel tubing.
- Plastic back support insures proper distribution of stresses.

Samsonite ..... strongest ..... lasts longest

Dr. Walter S. Boardman, Superintendent of the Oceanside Public Schools, Oceanside, New York, says "Samsonite Classroom Furniture has fully met our expectations both in appearance and durability. It is comfortable, practical and requires a minimum of maintenance!"

Visit the Samsonite Booths #A35 and A37 at the National Catholic Convention, April 23-26!
Down-town office
or
gracious inn

Modine Airditioners are the quiet way
to air condition new or existing buildings

Modine Airditioners provide quiet, personalized air-conditioned comfort 365 days a year for any room with a turn of the switch. And this fingertip control enables occupants to feel comfortable instantly—without unpleasant air blasts. What’s more, Modine styling blends units with any design... be it traditional or contemporary, new construction or remodeling job. In addition, Modine Airditioners dehumidify, clean and circulate fresh air for maximum enjoyment. They’re ideal for air conditioning existing buildings, replacing unsightly radiators with smart heating-cooling units.


NO EXPENSIVE DUCTWORK is needed with Modine Airditioners. Same water supply and return piping, plus drain, is used for both central boiler and chiller.
Tests performed at a nationally-known acoustics laboratory prove — beyond doubt — carpet's ability to control sound:

1 Carpet absorbs air-borne noise as well as many materials used solely for sound control.

2 Carpet virtually eliminates floor impact noises in the room and in rooms below.

3 Carpet absorbs 10 times as much noise as other types of floors and floor coverings.

When you specify carpeted floors, you're providing your clients with a high degree of sound control in addition to exceptional savings on maintenance. For, in heavy traffic areas, where sound control is usually most needed, carpet cuts floor maintenance costs over 50%.

In addition, of course, carpeted floors offer all the prestige, beauty, comfort, and safe footing for which they've always been preferred.

Send today for your file copies of "Sound Conditioning With Carpet," the complete study of carpet's ability to control airborne and impact noises. You'll discover that, in addition to the beauty, dignity and safe footing carpet brings to any area, it is the most economical sound control you can specify. If you don't already have your copy of "Cutting Costs With Carpet," a comparative study of the maintenance costs of carpeted and non-carpeted floors, ask for that, too. Write Dept. A-2, Carpet Institute, Inc., 350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, New York.

Specify carpet designed and made for the American way of life by these American manufacturers:
Artloom • Beattie • Bigelow • Cabin Crafts • Needletuft • Downs • Firth • Gulistan Hardwick & Magee • Hightstown • Holmes • Karastan • Lees • Magee • Masland • Mohawk Philadelphia Carpet • Roxbury • Sanford • Alexander Smith

CARPET INSTITUTE, INC., 350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, New York
Mahon Acoustical and Troffer Forms provide an effective acoustical ceiling and recessed lighting as well as serving as the permanent forms for concrete joist and slab construction of floors and roofs. These are long span units which are integrated with and supported by conventional concrete beams at each end. Only a minimum of temporary shoring is required at mid-span during pouring and curing of concrete. This is permanent, fireproof construction which has a broad application in modern buildings... it is used extensively for auditoriums, school classrooms, and in other rooms where an acoustical ceiling with recessed lighting is desirable. Mahon Troffer Sections are also available for use with Mahon M-Deck Sections to provide a combined roof and acoustical ceiling with recessed lighting. In this arrangement the long span M-Deck serves as the structural unit, the interior finish material and the acoustical treatment—all in one package. Purlins are eliminated... M-Deck Sections span from wall-to-wall or from truss-to-truss. Some of these Mahon Forms and Structural Sections do not appear in the current Sweet's Files. Why not have a Mahon sales engineer call and bring you up to date on Mahon products now available for Floor, Roof and Ceiling Construction?

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY • DETROIT 34, MICHIGAN
Sales-Engineering Office in Detroit, New York and Chicago • Representatives in Principal Cities
Manufacturers of Acoustical and Troffer Ceiling Forms; Steel Roof Deck and Long Span Acoustical M-Decks; Electrified M-Floors; Insulated Metal Curtain Walls; Rolling Steel Doors, Grilles, and Underwriters' Labeled Automatic Rolling Steel Fire Doors and Fire Shutters; and Underwriters' Rated Fire Walls.
here's the economical answer to

Classroom Comfort

Norman Gas-Fired Schoolroom Heating and Ventilating System

In one complete package for the individual classroom, Norman engineers have designed everything needed to assure economical and healthful classroom comfort — automatically.

And, because the Norman gas-fired, forced air heating and ventilating system is specifically designed for modern schools, it offers important advantages for new school construction and expansion programs. No separate building or extra space is needed for a central heating plant. Simplifies expansion programs — just add another Norman unit for each additional classroom.

Mail the coupon today for complete details and specifications.

Norman products company

NORMAN COMPLETE PACKAGE PROVIDES:
- Perimeter forced air distribution at proper angles for constant classroom comfort without draft or stale air pockets.
- Automatic operation cycles which include warm-up, daytime or occupied period, and nighttime period.
- Automatic ventilation with proper mixture of outdoor air and room air.

NORMAN COMPLETE PACKAGE INCLUDES:
- Automatic gas-fired, forced air central heating furnace and enclosure, pre-wired and fire-tested at factory.
- Standard length Util-i-Duct sections of sturdy furniture gauge steel, shipped ready to install. Each section includes a quality adjustable perimeter diffuser . . . aluminum trim for front top edge . . . resilient gasket for back top edge. (Filler and corner sections available.)
- Electrically controlled multi-blade air damper assembly for automatic inside and outside air modulation.
- Rugged aluminum outside weather grilles and mounting frames for fresh air and combustion air openings.
- Automatic controls for complete modulation of heating and ventilation air requirements.

OUTSIDE AIR ONLY USED FOR COMBUSTION

Norman products company

1158 Chesapeake Ave., Columbus 12, Ohio

Please send complete information and specifications on the Norman Gas-Fired Schoolroom Heating and Ventilating Package.

NAME
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would be willing to put their funds into a proposition on the basis of a low yield and of recovery of capital only after satisfaction of long-term debt” (AF, June '55).

When Congress finally got around to giving FHA a special rental housing section in 1938, they wrote it with the distrust that has characterized almost all federal action in this area. Section 207 of the 1934 act was amended to provide for an expanded rental housing program. But, while FHA was allowing 90% of a liberal valuation on new home mortgages, the new section provided for only 80% of final value for rental property. It started the long-held philosophy of FHA that a builder should be an investor, should have a substantial equity position in a rental project. Homebuilders, on the other hand, could carry on a more conventional operation, getting a takeout from an investor as soon as federal mortgage insurance was set. One old-time Washington observer has noted that “There is apparently in FHA a strong feeling that if you let the initial sponsor get his money out of the project, he will let it go to pot.”

Section 207 has been singularly unsuccessful in getting any volume of rental housing built. Since its inception, only 76,000 units have been built, and after building to a postwar peak of 11,856 units in 1954, starts under 207 have fallen off sharply. Last year, only 250 units were built. Some of this drop-off is undoubtedly due to tight money, which has caused a shift of investment, and some due to the urban renewal program, which has caused a shift in the focus of project-builders’ activities.

Cooperative housing under Section 213 of the NHA has made an even smaller contribution to the total of rental units built than has 207. Co-ops have labored under the curse of being unknown (and often considered “socialistic”) in most of the country outside New York and a few other large cities. Over 60% of all FHA-insured co-ops have been built in New York. But co-ops were given a break that 207 has never gotten—builders could get insurance on mortgages up to 95% of replacement cost.

Co-ops will probably get a shot in the arm, and soon. Impressed by recent testimony that co-ops provide cheaper rental housing than most other forms of housing, and that people living in them now generally favor them, some congressmen are already considering giving even more special assistance to co-ops than is now provided by Fanny May. Perhaps they will even write new legislation designed to boost co-op building and tie it in with urban renewal. Whether Congress can break down traditional biases against cooperative housing is the big question. But co-ops have at least found some backers in the Congress, which is more than can be said for some of the other rental housing programs.

Public housing is perhaps the best example of a rental program that has been crippled by federal lassitude and private sniping. Today, public housing in its present form is considered a political and social liability, not only by its enemies but by a few groups that once favored it strongly. There are over 550,000 units of public housing now being managed under the aegis of PHA, but the current administration is making no bones about its distaste for it. Federal legislation has been largely responsible for making public housing unpalatable to local communities, which initiate the demand for it. Red tape

MILLS RESTAURANT • COLUMBUS, OHIO
ARCHITECTS • BENHAM RICHARDS AND ARMSTRONG

eager appetites satisfied

42 years by Van customer

• When The Greenfield-Mills Restaurant Co. decided to rebuild their restaurant at 77 South High, Columbus, it was natural that Van, who had installed their other restaurants at Columbus, Detroit, Cleveland and Cincinnati, should furnish all the equipment.

• Evolved after careful study of self-service restaurants all over the country, limited only by the lot size, every idea for lower food costs, less food waste, greatest customer appetite satisfaction was incorporated.

• In the uniquely arranged single fast-serving salad counter and two hot food counters as in the heart of the restaurant . . . the kitchen . . . Van’s gleaming stainless equipment serves as it has in this chain for a quarter of a century.

• Whatever your food service equipment problem, use Van’s century of experience.

The John Van Range Co.

EQUIPMENT FOR THE PREPARATION AND SERVING OF FOOD

Branches in Principal Cities

328 EGGLESTON AVENUE CINCINNATI 2, OHIO

continued on p. 322
THIS NEVER HAPPENS WITH

ERIE

MECHANICALLY-FASTENED

PORCELAIN ENAMEL PANELS

This unretouched photo clearly illustrates adherence failure in a laminated panel of other manufacture recently removed from a major building project.

ERIE porcelain enamel panels are designed for positive, permanent assembly through the use of mechanical fasteners—not adhesives! The U-20, for instance, is composed of two nested pans, insulated with preformed Fiberglas and secured with corrosion-resistant screws applied through the flanges of both pans. Bosses at all assembly holes (see detail) minimize metal-to-metal contact to limit thermal transfer and all panel edges are sealed with pressure-sensitive vinyl tape to control moisture access.

There is no substitute for engineered construction like ERIE's. If you want structural durability to match the proven service life of porcelain enamel, specify ERIE. Our new Sketch Book IV explains the design and fabrication of ERIE panels. Write for it.

Engineers • Fabricators • Enamelers • Erectors
HOUSING PROGRAM cont'd.

and the social segregation that invariably results from the highly institutionalized architecture of most projects have made them unpalatable. Income limits and the fact that most public housing is today minority housing have kept many desirable low-income families out of public housing, and in too many projects the hard core of residents are welfare families, and problem families. A few congressmen are worried about the state of public housing, but it could be political suicide to try and put the program back on a high-volume basis now. Without administration backing, and with strong opposition from vocal builder and real estate groups, public housing isn't likely to get very far unless there is a big change in how it is handled. In the past fiscal year, only 7,202 units of public housing were built (35,000 a year have been authorized). So far in fiscal 1957, the pace is even slower.

“Just giving the stuff away”

Only once in its history did FHA ever spark any significant volume of rental housing—and that time the spark became an explosion from which FHA still bears the scars.

Early in World War II, Congress passed Section 608 of the National Housing Act as a means of getting privately financed emergency rental housing built. During the war, it was just about the only rental housing that got built. In 1947, faced with 11 million returning servicemen and many more shifting civilians, Congress and FHA decided that 608 was the best means for providing the vast amount of rental housing that would obviously be needed during the period of demographic dislocation.

Congress and the White House urged FHA to push the 608 rental program hard, mostly because of the pressure of returning veterans. The HHFA annual report for 1947 notes that “A large-scale educational campaign was undertaken by FHA during the first quarter of 1947 to acquaint builders and investors with the government aids available for rental housing; FHA representatives attended more than 600 meetings all over the country with builders and investors for this purpose. The effects of this campaign were reflected in the applications made during 1947 covering more than 139,000 units. . . .”

There were huge luncheons, conferences and almost a carnival atmosphere when the postwar 608 program was kicked off. FHA had been handed a liberal rental building act—providing for mortgages of up to 90% of estimated cost and granting special high cost allowances for high-rise structures—and was out to sell it.

It didn’t take much selling, of course. And it wasn’t long before most builders and investors knew that FHA would give a handsome enough appraisal of a 608 project so that one could get a 100% valuation on the FHA-insured mortgage alone, and frequently pocket a handsome chunk of change besides. Everyone in the industry knew what was going on, but Congress didn’t really get on to it until 1954 after the program had been discontinued. Then it broke like a tidal wave over FHA’s head.

Actually, it was the Bureau of Internal Revenue that stirred the 608 pot to a boil. Some congressmen were aware, by 1954, of the situation, but continued on p. 224
bright idea

For enduring beauty that sells in a new car and re-sells in a used car . . . design it, improve it and protect it with McLouth Stainless Steel.

specify

McLouth Stainless Steel

HIGH QUALITY SHEET AND STRIP

for automobiles

McLouth Steel Corporation  Detroit, Michigan

MANUFACTURERS OF STAINLESS AND CARBON STEELS
HOUSING PROGRAM cont’d.

were going slowly because of political implications. But BIR refused to let builders take “windfall” profits on 608 projects as capital gains, and their noise eventually set the whole thing off.

As the congressional hearings got underway, the magnitude of the “windfalls” became evident. Out of 7,070 projects insured under 608, FHA figured 1,149 of them produced some windfall for the builders. Some estimates as to how much the windfalls totaled ran to $500 million, most of which had already been distributed among stockholders and therefore was well-nigh irretrievable. The Justice Department was consulted for possible criminal action against builders who took advantage of the 608 largesse, but it was completely frustrated. "The FHA has torpedoed any chances for criminal prosecution," said Assistant Attorney General Warren Olney, "because we can’t prove the federal government was defrauded in the face of FHA’s statement that they were not deceived or defrauded—they were just giving the stuff away."

The reasons why not everything that was called a “windfall” was clearly reprehensible, in a complex world, may be told—some day.

But FHA had accomplished something with 608. It had built a lot of housing (some of which was abysmally poor in both construction and architecture) and it had recognized that the main point in rental housing “is not of getting money in but of getting it out.” The 608 program died amid sighs of relief in 1964. Never since then has FHA allowed any builder to get his money out of a rental project. Never since then has any significant volume of rental housing been built.

Renewal: the cobwebs of distrust

Stung by the 608 experience, and with a background of apprehension about rental projects anyway, the federal agencies today are working with the most challenging—and most complicated—urban renewal program ever devised. It isn’t hard to see why so much of the urban renewal program is bogged down by unmanageable investment and construction concepts. But it is hard to comprehend why Congress, the administration or someone hasn’t shaken the program into working order yet.

Urban renewal got its kickoff with Title I of the Housing Act of 1949. In the preamble to that act, Congress came closer than it ever has to enunciating a far-reaching program for federal housing: “The Congress hereby declares that the general welfare and security of the nation and the health and living standards of its people require housing production and related community development sufficient to remedy the serious housing shortage, the elimination of substandard and other inadequate housing through the clearance of slums and blighted areas, and the realization as soon as feasible of the goal of a decent home and a suitable living environment for every American family, thus contributing to the development and redevelopment of communities and to the advancement of the growth, wealth and security of nation.”

All Title I provided for, however, was a slum clearance program, without any aid to private financing of rental projects. It provided capital grant and loan funds to localities in the form of a write-down for cleared land in slum areas. But Title I, like much revolutionary legislation, was studded with booby traps and unworkable ideas. An...
MONUMENTAL TYPE ALUMINUM WINDOWS

Build with tomorrow's windows today!
POMEROY, long recognized for superior construction in steel windows, NOW offers a comprehensive line of aluminum windows that meet the most rigid specifications. Windows that prove their value in every detail—the 360° REVERSIBLE (illustrated), DOUBLE-HUNG, HINGED and FIXED types to compliment modern buildings designed for maximum efficiency and easy maintenance.

S. H. POMEROY CO., INC., 25 BRUCKNER BOULEVARD, NEW YORK 54, N. Y.

manufacturers of

DOUBLE-HUNG WINDOWS
VERTICALLY PIVOTED WINDOWS
FIXED and HINGED COMBINATION WINDOWS
CUSTOM-BUILT ENCLOSURES
SPANDRELS SYSTEMS
ACOUSTICAL CEILING SUSPENSION SYSTEMS

FABRICATION IN ALUMINUM—STAINLESS STEEL and COATED STEEL
HHFA lawyer, with six years of experience with the act, says: "Title I is the most complicated grant-in-aid program in the federal government." HHF Administrator Cole is more emphatic. "Title I," he says, "was completely unworkable.

Coupled with Sections 220 and 221 (for relocation housing) of the 1954 amendments to the NHA, Title I is somewhat more workable. But FHA is still operating with the cobwebs of distrust dimming its vision. It requires the builder to maintain an equity position (though a minor one) in a 220 project. It requires an elaborate cost certification procedure which makes windfalls impossible (and thereby negates the need for any equity being kept in the project, say some builders). When 220 was originally set up, there was no statute of limitations on the cost certification system, thus allowing FHA to question, at any future time, costs of building. Just last year, Congress amended this so that costs are final upon FHA approval of them.

This suspicion is apparent also in the charter for 220 projects. Conceived as an instrument of partnership between the builder-sponsor and FHA, it is in fact an instrument of FHA domination. FHA can question, many years after the fact, the wisdom of maintenance contracts and management fees, and if it decides they are unreasonable, the project could be in default unless all "unreasonable" expenditures are paid within 30 days. FHA, under the charter, controls rents, and the builder-owner cannot raise rents without FHA approval.

Both HHFA and FHA show the same distrust toward municipal agencies that they do toward private builders. "They go over every little detail of what the local people are doing," complains a builder. This leads to duplication of effort, and useless wrangling among the agencies. The vital concept of a workable plan for community action in slum clearance and renewal is often dogged to death by constant demand for revisions and close-herding by federal agencies.

Next problem: suburban renewal

At the same time that federal government struggles to get urban renewal going, it is contributing to the problem of the urban fringe at a much faster rate. Last summer, Albert Cole put his finger on what is perhaps the most significant feature of this growth, its opportunities and challenges: "It is clear that if suburb and city are to be healthy, and are to maintain a logical relationship with each other, there is a crying need for metropolitan area planning. This is a particularly vexing problem and we have just started to scratch the surface. Metropolitan areas cross county and even state lines. Any attempt at unified planning raises extremely complex and delicate questions of intergovernmental relations. We have not yet made significant strides in this field, but we must somehow organize to meet the challenge. Otherwise, it may not be long before we are faced with the need for a program of suburban renewal. The application of foresight and planning would be cheaper."

Not long after Cole's declaration, Catherine Bauer eloquently put the same concept into cold hard statistics and sounded its implications (AF, Sept. '56). By 1975, 55 million more people in standard metropolitan areas (these areas have already received 97% of the population growth since continued on p. 244
The Vaughn Building, Dallas, Texas

Owner:
The Spartan National Life Insurance Co., Jack C. Vaughn, President

Architect-Engineer:
Hedrick, Stanley & Morey, Dallas

General Contractor:
The Henry C. Beck Co., Dallas

Integrated Wall System Fabricator-Erector:
Texlite, Inc., Dallas

ARCHITECTS' SERVICE

Reynolds Architects' Service Representatives offer specialized assistance on aluminum design problems, on applications of standard aluminum mill products, and on the use of commercially fabricated aluminum building products. They can help coordinate aluminum requirements for procurement efficiency and economy. Address Architects' Service, Reynolds Metals Company, Louisville 1, Kentucky.

See "Circus Boy", Reynolds dramatic adventure series, Sundays, NBC-TV Network.
Title I was passed). Nine million more people in big central cities, 46 million crammed into the burgeoning urban fringe.

The federal government bears a major responsibility for the creation and growth of this urban fringe. FHA and VA homebuilding programs have sucked thousands of young families out of central cities into the suburbs. While giving them decent, if often uninspiring, housing, they have created problems that could dwarf even urban renewal. The federal homebuilding programs have promoted sprawling, unplanned communities, laced with helter-skelter transit routes. The "FHA towns," acre on acre of ground-hugging monotony, is indeed the trademark of the postwar building boom.

The real needs

Not long ago, Cole agreed with Senator Joseph S. Clark (D, Pa.) that "the present program is inadequate" and said he had some amendments to offer. But some farseeing congressmen are already thinking about a whole new program, not just more patchwork on the existing one. They are already seeking a program that will better meet the housing needs of the country, particularly those of groups and areas that have been by-passed by the rush of prosperity.

Back in 1948, a joint congressional subcommittee estimated an "optimum construction" of 17.2 million new units by 1960. This was predicated on 39.5 million families by then. We are already 1.6 million units behind this "optimum" and we now have more families already than were figured for the year 1960.

A few months ago, a Senate subcommittee polled 150 mayors to see what housing needs were in their cities. Almost all of them (93%) cited a need for some type of aid for low- and middle-income housing, as well as housing for minority groups and the elderly. Private builders will add that this does not necessarily mean a need exclusively for public housing.

These unmet needs point up the weaknesses in the fabric of our federal housing and building policies. Congress, or at least some members, are aware of these weaknesses, and by next year there will probably be a major overhaul of all federal housing policies. Before this is done, subsequent articles will take a careful look at the operations of the agencies—and the legislation—that make these policies what they are, and what they are not.
Inexpensive acoustical treatment can be attractive, too!

Study this picture. This room is sound-conditioned with the wonder-material of the acoustical industry—Forestone fissured woodfiber acoustical tile.

You'll notice that there are no mechanical-appearing holes drilled all over the ceiling. Forestone catches noise in its hundreds of beautifully-formed *fissures* instead. Yet, because it is made of woodfiber, Forestone costs no more than popular thicknesses of perforated tile.

Forestone is available in 12" x 12" and 24" x 24" tiles; as ceiling board to fit 24" x 24" and 24" x 48" exposed grid suspension systems; and in 12" x 23¾" tiles for exposed Z and T suspension systems, with access to utilities.

Now, Forestone is also available in center-scored 12" x 24" tiles with tongue-and-groove joints, flanged for easy stapling or nailing.

When planning your next building, if beauty and economy are important, specify Forestone. For further information call your nearest Simpson Certified Acoustical Contractor today. (See contractors listed on opposite page.)

Junior High School Wing

lighting design by mcPhilben

for the magnificent new Great Neck High School

... a wholly new concept in school architecture and quality building.

Senior High School Wing

McPhilben 43-24 recessed weather-tight downlights will light the exterior corridors of this superb new school in Great Neck, N.Y. Only 3½ inches deep, the 43-24 housings are sturdily constructed of 16 gauge galvanized steel. The gleaming satin finish of the face plates will resist all corrosive elements, thanks to the anodized cast aluminum construction. And, mcPhilben's exclusive Sealume gasket of neoprene rubber will assure permanent weather-tight maintenance-free operation.

Your mcPhilben representative has full details about the 43-24 and other mcPhilben recessed weather-tight downlights, both square and round. Contact him or write to mcPhilben Lighting Co., 1333 Willoughby Avenue, Brooklyn 37, N.Y.

Representatives in major cities • Stocked by electrical wholesalers
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sharing a millionaire's playground—or, more properly, the millionaire's land profits—the instrument that made it possible was the binder. With 10% down, a land buyer could get an option on any number of lots that he chose to pick from an elaborately drawn blueprint of his city of tomorrow. (Lots were usually bought that way; they looked much better on blueprints.) Once he had the binder, he could sell it, and so could anyone else, all before the first 25% payment was due at the end of 30 days. At the height of the boom, it was not unusual for some of these options to change hands nine or ten times, and the intensive trading of paper by so-called binderboys was probably one of the greatest single forces in creating the fantastic level of prices that prevailed in the fall of 1925.

And the prices were fantastic. Around Miami, inside lots that existed on plans only sold for $8,000 to $20,000 each, and seaside sites went as high as $75,000. Land in the Everglades that was not even worth its taxes was bought and sold for $100 or more an acre. Frederick Lewis Allen's chronicle of the twenties, Only Yesterday, cites the instance of one lot in the business center of Miami Beach that sold for $800 in the early days of the development and then sold in 1924 for $150,000. At Palm Beach, a strip of land worth $240,000 before the boom brought $800,000 in 1923; a year later, after it had been subdivided, it sold again for $1.5 million, and by 1925 there were those who said it was worth $4 million. And these were not just Gold Coast markups. All through southern and central Florida, and even as far north as Jacksonville, prices were doubling and redoubling from month to month.

Boom with a difference

In what has happened in Florida in the last decade there is just enough taint of the twenties to make people self-conscious. At least, this seems the only plausible explanation for the fact that most real estate men start their conversations by assuring you that this boom is really different, that today's land prices are based on a sound, rounded economy, and that growth, as one of them said, "has not been so abnormal as it might appear and often is thought to be."

The truth is, of course, that this boom is different, though not quite so
different as local boosters would like one to believe. For one thing, the forces behind it are new. Florida this time has had industrial growth along with its playland expansion; more than 5,000 factories are now scattered around the state, and manufacturing employment has climbed 66% above the 1947-49 level, compared with an average national gain of 6%. On top of this, agriculture and tourism have broadened out. Hog and cattle raising—now a $55 million-a-year business in the inland sections of the state—today supplements the citrus groves and truck farms. Tourism, which the State Chamber of Commerce estimates poured more than $1 billion into the state last year out of the pockets of six million vacationers, has shifted more and more to a year-round basis. Meanwhile, permanent population is up 60% over 1946, and the Florida Development Commission figures that an average of about 2,500 newcomers a week are now moving into the state.

All this has been reflected in the land market. Gone are the days of wholesale binder trading, of get-rich-quick by mail, of nickel-and-dime speculation. Florida's land boom today resembles far more the suburban price spiral which has been sweeping the rest of the country than it does the grand spree of 30 years ago. Like suburbia, its land development has been tied fairly tightly to use, and subdividing, at least so far, shows a reasonable correlation to homebuilding activity and to the demands of nonresidential construction. Even with the revival of a mail-order business in lots (“only $10 down starts purchase of your big 1/4-acre Florida homestead,” says one northern newspaper ad, which asks readers to check a box below for the number of lots they wish reserved in their name), the vast majority of people buying sites appear to be buying them for their own use, and their commitments—$600 to $2,000 spread through monthly payments—are not economically out of line.

But where the new boom ends and the old one raises its head is in speculation—not amateur plunging to be sure, but the systematic uptrading of prices by professional real estate operators and organized syndicates. Much of the raw acreage of central and south Florida is now being sold in huge tracts—1,000 acres or more—and is moving between syndicates with profit.

continued on p. 250
When concrete block are laid, the mortar should have "body", to support the weight of the unit, thus holding it up to the line. If the mortar lacks body, the block will settle below the line even if a thick bed of mortar has been spread.

At the same time, plasticity is required. Unless the mortar is plastic, the bricklayer cannot quickly and accurately tap the block down to the line.

Brixment mortar has body and plasticity. It is firm but not stiff — soft but not sloppy. This combination of body and plasticity makes Brixment the best possible mortar to use with concrete blocks.

Louisville Cement Company ... Louisville 2, Kentucky
When an architect draws up specifications for a new building or a modernization proposal he must adhere to two basic principles: First, he must use his head in keeping costs down. Second, he must recommend functional materials and components that appeal to his client's decorative motif and sense of beauty.

That's why more and more architects specify Hendrick Grilles. Available in hundreds of attractive designs, Hendrick Grilles cost less to install and cost less to maintain! And they provide more-than-ample area for free passage of air... always lie flat... don't bend or warp. For more information write to Hendrick, today.

Hendrick Architectural Grilles

HENDRICK MANUFACTURING COMPANY
50 Dundaff Street, Carbondale, Pa.
Perforated Metal • Perforated Metal Screens • Wedge-Slot Screens • Hendrick Wedge Wire Screens • Architectural Grilles • McNichols Open Steel Flooring—Shur-Site Treads • Armorgrids • Hydro Dehazers • Petrochemical Column Internals

SCHIEBER SALES COMPANY
Detroit 29, Michigan
Representatives in all areas U.S. and Canada
As ceiling heights go down
Ultra-Lux goes up

The trend to lower ceiling heights in schools and office buildings calls for a new shallow lighting fixture. Low ceilings rule out conventional pendant mounted fixtures. Shallow ceiling construction does not permit recessed fixtures.

Surface-mounted Ultra-Lux, with its shallow profile, provides an attractive and efficient answer...gives a recessed appearance at surface-mounted cost. Its gently curved shield of polystyrene seems to recede into the ceiling.

With its translucent polystyrene shield, Ultra-Lux provides efficient light transmission and uniform distribution. Uniform surface brightness is well within acceptable limits for glare-free comfort.

Light in weight, light in appearance, sturdily built, and easy to install, Ultra-Lux fixtures may be installed in single units or joined in continuous runs. Concealed hinges simplify cleaning and relamping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recessed Appearance</th>
<th>Surface-Mounted Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GARCY Ultra-Lux Total Depth 3/4"

GARCY
Preferred for Performance

Garden City Plating and Mfg. Co.
1736 N. Ashland Ave. • Chicago 22, Illinois

In Canada: Garcy of Canada, Ltd., 1244 Dufferin Street, Toronto 4

LAND cont'd.

margins of 50% and up on each sale. (A few years back, margins were running as high as 100%.) In the central lakes region and along the coasts, the parcels sold are smaller, 10 to 20 lots at a time, but the markups for speculators and developers are just as great. As one real estate broker put it candidly: "We wouldn't sell acreage to a customer unless we could guarantee, or at least fully expect, that we could sell it for him to another holder within the year at a good profit."

Water sells

The most precious land in Florida is, of course, its waterfront, and nowhere are the signs of the old boom stronger than along its east and west coasts. In the Ft. Lauderdale area, oceanfront land that was $500 a ft. shortly after the war is now a minimum of $1,500, and around Miami Beach, the bottom price is $2,000. The site for the Fontainebleau Hotel, which was once part of the Harvey Firestone estate, reportedly cost $2,500 a front ft. when it was bought three years ago, and since then the price of sites north of the hotel has gone as high as $3,000 a ft.

On a larger scale, the 400 acres, which one-time Cuban entrepreneur José Aleman bought on the island of Key Biscayne shortly after the war for $2 million have since sold for $9.5 million, and in a span of a little more than 40 years have appreciated from $5 an acre to $20,000.

Along the lower west coast, shorefront lots that were $50 an acre in 1947 have shot up as much as 1,000% since. Two-thirds of the way down the Florida Keys, in Marathon, land swept bare by a bulldozer, on an arid coral base, now sells for $5,000 a quarter acre if it has access to water, which in this case means canals dredged to dry out the mangrove swamps and to provide fill.

Though the prices of inland acres don't even come close to these seaside values, their markups over 1947 are just as high and, in some cases, higher. Small residential lots in northwestern Miami, some of which sold for $100 in 1948, now bring eight to 12 times that. One builder in northern Dade County who paid $1,100 an acre for a 40-acre tract in 1953, had to pay $2,000 for neighboring acres eight months later, and $2,750
for more ground a few months after that. Last year, when he sold off a 30-acre unimproved piece of his holdings, the price was $6,000 an acre. For marginal land—sites in the southern part of the county that are only 6' to 8' above water level—prices have moved up from an average of $400 an acre after the war to $3,300, and pure swampland is bringing anywhere from ten to 20 times what it would have 20 years ago. In the estate areas, where land is zoned one-acre minimum, prices have gone from $1,000 an acre in 1950 to $7,000, with prime sites worth $8,000 to $10,000.

To the west of Dade in Collier County, where there has been heavy upper-income residential growth since the war, waterfront property is now six to eight times the price it was ten years ago. Lakefront lots around retirement-heavy Orlando are now worth $2,000, while cattle land has climbed from $50 an acre in 1947 to $200 today. For citrus groves, anywhere in the central part of the state, buyers are now paying $2,500 an acre.

In Pinellas County, the site of St. Petersburg, an expanding tourism has been mixed with heavy immigration by pensioners and now with industrial growth. Of a population gain of 98,531 persons in the area since 1950, more than 93,000 is due to migration. This was lightly developed tourist country in 1947, with an excess of lots left over from the twenties that sold in groups for as little as $200 and $250 (without street surfaces, sewers, etc.). By 1955, though, the excess was worked off, and since then land prices have risen so sharply—some markups amount to 1,000%—that values are driving out the dairies, beef ranches and older citrus groves. One ten-acre tract of land on a railroad that sold for $150 an acre in 1951 brought $7,000 in 1955. Another tract of 80 acres that was picked up for a total of $100 or less in 1943, according to tax revenue stamps on the deed, sold last spring for $165,000. On St. Petersburg's south side, where boom plating never reached in the twenties, 32 acres bought for $16,000 in 1951 sold in December, 1953, for $229,700, and in 1955 for $66,000. Along the water—on Treasure Island—shorefront prices have hit about $800 a ft.

So far, among real estate operators at least, there is no strong feeling that this boom has run its course, or even that it has begun to level off. "Any...

When an architect specifies a
Marley
Double-Flow Aquatower

... it's a sure sign that the air conditioning system has been planned for maximum operating efficiency with minimum cost and maintenance.

Marley Double-Flow Aquatowers are the cooling towers selected for the overwhelming majority of modern buildings that require air conditioning and refrigeration services on an institutional or commercial scale. Architects and engineers evaluate cooling performance, initial cost, power cost, anticipated service life and maintenance cost. All this adds up to cost per gallon of cold water, and in every instance Double-Flow Aquatowers are favored as the logical investment in water cooling equipment.

If you haven't noticed them on hundreds of modern buildings, that's understandable — for the Double-Flow Aquatower is the original low-silhouette cooling tower that blends inconspicuously with all types of modern architecture. But if you have had an opportunity to inspect one in service, you'll agree that it is obviously designed for years of consistent performance, and that operation and maintenance are so simplified that they require no special technical ability.

Double-Flow Aquatower advantages are spelled out in more detail in our Bulletin DFAQ, and a copy is yours for the asking.
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CONTINUOUS HORIZONTAL BRIDGING
Proved Most Efficient for Joist Stability!

The Steel Joist Institute is a non-profit association of open web steel joist manufacturers, formed to establish and maintain a rigid code of standards and specifications for the types of joists adopted and approved by the Institute. A continuous program of research and planning is conducted by the Institute to improve the products and production methods of its members.

One such research project sought to determine the most efficient type of bridging to provide the greatest joist stability. The Civil Engineering Research Laboratory of Washington University in St. Louis was engaged by the Institute to conduct the necessary testing and investigation.

This extensive study and analysis subsequently revealed that continuous horizontal bridging was the most effective single type tested.

This is just one of many practical contributions to the design and construction fraternity resulting from Steel Joist Institute Research.

The high standards maintained by the Steel Joist Institute are your assurance that when you specify SJI-approved steel joists, you're specifying top quality.

Steel joists of the designations adopted by the Steel Joist Institute and manufactured by the following companies have been investigated and approved by the Steel Joist Institute:

AMERICAN BRIDGE DIVISION
United States Steel Corporation

BETHELHEM STEEL COMPANY
Builders Structural Steel Corp.

CECO STEEL PRODUCTS CORP.

COLORADO BUILDERS SUPPLY CO.

CONCRETE STEEL COMPANY

GABRIEL STEEL COMPANY

LACLEDE STEEL COMPANY

MACOMBER INCORPORATED

SHEFFIELD STEEL DIVISION

Armco Steel Corporation

SOUTHWEST STEEL PRODUCTS

TRUSCON STEEL DIVISION

Republic Steel Corporation

VIRGINIA STEEL COMPANY

Send coupon today for the Steel Joist Institute's technical bulletins on Bridging Research Program and/or Quality Verification Program.
ELEVATOR ENGINEERING pays profits

• See what's new in elevator design and operation. Find out what Lerch engineers are doing to speed traffic flow... to perfect control, increase passenger comfort and to cut initial and operating costs in new and existing buildings.

Send now for Booklet No. 5 on Automatic Elevators.

Denver's new Murchison Tower... served by a fully automatic elevator plant.

Manager: Gerald T. Hart.

Charles W. Lerch & Associates
Consulting Engineers
Board of Trade Building
Chicago 4, Illinois
RAndolph 6-9353
Equitable Building
Denver 2, Colorado
AMHerst 6-1014

FOR GENERAL ILLUMINATION
OR ACCENT LIGHTING—
★ Surface glare entirely eliminated
★ "Ring Baffles" trap side spill rays
★ Lamp invisible from normal viewing angle
★ Concealed mounting screws leave surface trim, smooth and neat
★ Various sizes to accommodate 75-, 150-, or 300-watt lamps
★ Adjustable units can be angled to 20°

Send for architecture Catalog A-11
Contains useful reference.

Kliegl Bros.
Lighting
321 West 50th Street, New York 19, N.Y.

AND ARCHITECTURAL FORUM has led its field in circulation ever since 1935—21 consecutive years!

It is editorial leadership, primarily, that makes a magazine worth buying, worth reading, worth advertising in...
WHY SUFFER FROM "STANDARD CATALOG UNIT" HEADACHES?

"SATISFABRICATED" AIR CONDITIONING UNITS

BY GOVERNAIR WILL FIT YOUR JOB!

When ordering packaged air conditioners, why should you inherit the headaches of fitting other manufacturers’ unalterable “standard catalog” units to your needs? Not when it’s so easy to order “Satisfabricated” Governair units ... completely self contained ... completely flexible in design, to suit any particular load conditions or unusual space requirements. Governair “Satisfabricated” units operate with simple water, electrical and duct connections. Important, too, is the fact that Governair units are engineered better ... and built better to operate better, at minimum maintenance cost.

For more details, write the home office or refer to your classified directory for Governair’s nearest representative.

GOVERNAIR CORPORATION
4940 NORTH SEWELL
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

thing you hold will increase in value,” says one syndicate operator, “even if it is overpriced now.” And this, generally, is the tone of what forecasting is being done.

Just the same, there are ominous signs. For one, there has been more and more evidence in the past few months that some of the people who have been holding big acreages are feeling the need to make their investments pay off and are beginning to cut prices in an attempt to get out from under. Further, it appears that in some areas at least, the rate of subdividing may be getting dangerously far ahead of use. Around Fort Pierce, for instance, 15,000 acres, enough space for 45,000 lots, have been sold for development in the last year. All told, there are less than 30,000 people in the area now, and the average population increase has been only about 1,000 a year.

Finally, there is the matter of Arthur Vining Davis. The 89-year-old board chairman of the Aluminum Co. of America has reportedly been putting about $1 million a month into Florida land, and today, in addition to owning an estimated one-eighth of the usable real estate of Dade County, he has tremendous holdings in Broward County (Fort Lauderdale) and around St. Augustine and Tallahassee. What might happen to land prices if Davis, or his heirs, were suddenly to start dumping this acreage on the market is something people prefer not to think about.

Snow and mountains, too

For some of the resorts that have boomed in other parts of the country in this great era of leisure spending, there is, of course, no precedent from the twenties. Thirty years ago their land was in farms, ranches, woodlots—or just stood idle. No one even suggested them as resorts, and for these places the elevation to playground status is something completely new.

Mt. Snow, Vt., is one of them. Today it is probably the most fabulous new ski development in all the East. But when a syndicate headed by Walter Schoenknacht moved into the area in 1954 to develop a slope and change the name of Mt. Pisgah, the little town of West Dover (population: about 200) had not had a new house built since 1885. Acreage prices had edged up only a little from their prewar level of $5 to $20, and there was plenty of cut-over woodlot, with road frontages, to be had for $25 and $50 an acre.
This year, an estimated 18,000 to 20,000 skiers and onlookers poured into Mt. Snow over the Washington Birthday week end, and the average throughout the winter has been running about 5,000 a week end. Prices of road-front property are now a minimum of $1,000 an acre to $1,250. Near the slope, the demand for ski-lodge sites has pushed acreage costs to $2,000, while even in Wilmington, 8 to 10 miles away, land prices have doubled. One farmer who thought of selling his 140 acres and house for $10,000 before Mt. Snow started, got the same price for just 45 stony acres last year and kept the house to boot. Though most of the old inhabitants thoroughly resent the boom, they're resigned to the fact that their land is probably going to make them a fortune, and that this is only the beginning.

Much of the same sort of thing has happened in Aspen, Col., where Industrialist Walter Paepcke took the lead in converting an old mining town into a winter ski resort and a summer cultural center. When development began at Aspen in 1945, you could buy a building site for $15 back taxes; today comparable land brings $4,500. One group of Texans, which bought 16 downtown lots in 1946 and 1947 for a total of about $2,000, are now offering the package for $100,000.

Away from downtown, 40-odd lots, bought for taxes in the early postwar years, sold for $30,000 as a hotel site last year. In a new subdivision, ½-acre lots, priced at $4,500 improved, are being carved out of ranch land that was bought for $700 an acre two year ago. On the whole, raw land prices for acreage within a mile of Aspen now average about $1,000 an acre, and the price climbs to $3,000 if the site is near the river where water is easy to get.

Whether these tremendous markups in resort prices can be repeated over the next ten years seems doubtful. The initial impact of the new leisure market, which created the tremendous markups of land prices in the postwar era, is now spent. What seems in store for the future is a more normal, gradual growth of values. But as long as US income keeps rising, and Americans give in to the itch to go, there appears little chance that the price of resort and retirement land won't keep going up, as it has, with each new development.

Robertson Color Galbestos has the greatest resistance to weather and corrosion of any protected steel roofing or siding obtainable anywhere. This position of broad superiority is made possible by a unique manufacturing process exclusive with H. H. Robertson Company.

First, the steel sheet is pickled... then given a coating of molten zinc. Asbestos felt is then pressed on so that as the molten metal hardens in cooling it grips the felt fibers in absolute bond. The asbestos is then impregnated with a special asphaltic compound and, finally, given a tough weatherproof coating. Galbestos can be furnished flat or in the 3 well-known corrugations: Standard, Mansard, and V-Beam. The resultant material is so durable, it may be sheared, bent, rolled, crimped and riveted in the field as easily as ordinary unprotected steel. It will withstand the greatest possible extremes in weather temperatures without deterioration, and will actually retard fire better than naked steel. For an industrial roofing or siding that requires no maintenance under the most severe corrosive conditions, specify Color Galbestos.

Long Service Life. Color Galbestos will give longer maintenance-free service under the most severe weather and man-made corrosive conditions. Even salt air cannot penetrate its tough coatings to destroy the steel core.

Not Fragile. Color Galbestos' strong steel core sheet guarantees against breakage—during shipment or during erection.

Resists Climatic Extremes. Color Galbestos is not subject to damage either by tropic or frigid temperatures. Its coatings will not run under broiling sun or crack or spall in sub-zero weather.

Goes Up Fast. The exclusive Robertson Top-Speed method of attaching Color Galbestos to structural steel speeds up erection for quicker occupancy.

Robertson Color Galbestos
240 Farmers Bank Building • Pittsburgh 22, Pa.
In Canada: Robertson Irwin Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario
In England: Robertson Thine Ltd., Eliburne Park, Kilsyth
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Curtain walls of glass block offer the Architect new opportunities for design expression. The various sizes and patterns of glass blocks create textures and tones that relieve monotony, yet maintain the Continuity of the Skin. Other materials can be used in combination with glass blocks to extend the design flexibility.

Functional glass blocks insulate against radiant heat from the sun; reduce heat loss to a minimum. Surface condensation is no problem. Glare is transformed into a pleasant glow.

Cost comparisons favor glass block curtain walls. One trade produces a finished job, inside and out, in a single operation. And the complete job is practically maintenance-free.

The result can be a creative design solution as well as a functional part of Architecture.
Conference on comfort in New Orleans

Here's how American Blower's advanced air-conditioning equipment helped provide a temperature-perfect indoor climate for New Orleans' block-square Federal Office Building.

Conferences like this occur in every city in America, as building owners, engineers and contractors search for the best way to control indoor climate when summer temperatures soar and employee efficiency drops.

To provide comfort, and to raise efficiency, the United States Government installed an air-conditioning system in its New Orleans Federal Office Building. The heart of the system consists of two 300-ton American Blower Tonrac^ centrifugal refrigerating machines which, states Alvin Hero, president of Comfortair Company, Inc., New Orleans air-conditioning contractors, "were selected primarily on the basis of flexibility—their ability to adapt to varying load conditions, and operate at zero load capacity when needed. And we knew from the reputation of American Blower that Tonracs would give efficient, trouble-free service."

If your building or remodeling plans include air conditioning, it will pay you to call an American Blower representative. His product knowledge can prove invaluable to you. American Blower Division of American-Standard, Detroit 32, Michigan. In Canada: Canadian Sirocco products, Windsor, Ont.

The teamwork that brought effective air conditioning to the Federal Office Building, New Orleans, La., can help make your system a success. Why not call an American Blower man when you reach the planning stage?
If you don't have a personal subscription to

FORUM

Order one now. FORUM is the only industry-wide source of news, ideas and information for everyone concerned with the creation of commercial, industrial and institutional buildings.

... prophetic buildings designed by foremost architects in practice today.

... significant buildings that pioneer new design concepts, new engineering techniques, new construction methods, new materials.

... practical buildings that yield more satisfaction to tenants, more profits to investors.

... outstanding new buildings presented in detail to demonstrate not only which building projects are successful, but why.

A subscription order form is bound into this issue

Architectural Forum
the magazine of building
540 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois
ONE CARRIER HEATER CAN DO

THE HEATING JOB OF TWO

OR MORE ORDINARY UNIT HEATERS

If you're laying out a heating system for an odd-shaped building, there's no need to spot a unit heater in every jog and wing. One Carrier "Clover Leaf" Unit Heater can probably handle the entire job!

This exclusive Carrier heater discharges air in 2, 3 or 4 directions at once. By simply adjusting the unit's louvers you can shape its air distribution pattern to suit your plans!

Greater, more flexible heating coverage means one of these Carrier units can often do jobs that would call for two or more ordinary heaters. The result: important savings in equipment, installation and upkeep costs. Design your next heating system around the "Clover Leaf" and prove this for yourself.

Carrier "Clover Leaf" Unit Heaters, for use with steam or hot water, come in 8 sizes: 55,000 to 600,000 Btu/hr. For a complete catalog, call your Carrier representative. He's listed in the Yellow Pages under "Heaters—Unit."

Design allows facing to "give" a little under jars in both clock.

Formerly the two terminal buildings and connecting unit were antiquated pier structures.

50,000 square feet of porcelain enamel panels—manufactured and erected by Ing-Rich—were used in this dramatic modernization of the old Whitehall-South Ferry Terminal in New York City.

A distinctive structural and facing alteration carried out in light blue-gray porcelain enamel resulted in a modern-appearing curtain wall building. Ing-Rich curtain wall experience involves nearly 50 major buildings and 100 schools.

Ask for Bulletin A-57.

ING-RICH
PORCELPANELS®

INGRAM-RICHARDSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
BEAVER FALLS, PENNSYLVANIA
Member Architectural Division, Porcelain Enamel Institute
A continuing review of international building

GHANA HONEYCOMB

Last month the capital city of Accra witnessed the virtually simultaneous arrivals in Ghana of national independence and US Vice President Nixon. Included in Nixon's tour of the city was a visit to a new honeycomb-fronted library designed by London Architects Nickson & Borys. The building, which already houses 70,000 volumes, was officially opened when former Royal Governor Sir Charles Arden-Clarke cut a ribbon of kente cloth (material used in the togalike national costume). Like the other new government buildings standing nearby, the library is a gleaming example of noncolonial British investment practices (original cost: $180,000). It is also a good-looking guide to a new nation's culture.

MOROCCAN IGLOO

Oran Architect Marcel Mauri recently raised a cool dome for a wholesale market above the heat of Sidi-Bel-Abbes. The dome, made of prefabricated concrete sections, was built up igloo-fashion by means of an oversized interior crane. After retrieving the tip end of the crane's arm, and neatly plugging the exit hole, the interior and surrounding shops could be prepared for the dusty hubbub of Moroccan merchandising.
THREE OPERAS IN GERMANY

In mid-May the doors of Cologne’s $3.8 million Opera House (above) will be opened to admit the controversial building’s 1,386 first-nighters. Though they may be charmed by the auditorium’s acoustics and mechanical marvels (five stage settings can be erected at one time), it is doubtful that all will applaud Architect Wilhelm Riphahn’s exterior design. The building, in fact, has already earned a hard-to-shed nickname, “Memorial to the Unknown Opera Director.” A Cologne feature that is shared by the Hamburg Opera House (right) is the substitution of box-seating for conventional balconies. But the resemblance stops there: Hamburg Architect Gerhard Weber favored a trust-worthy concrete and glass exterior for his slightly larger building. Another unusual cultural opus is Stuttgart’s Liederhalle (below), designed by the architect team of Adolf Abel and Rolf Gutbrod. The building contains three auditoria arranged with an extraordinary lack of symmetry. In the largest, special acoustic reflectors are hung from the ceiling above the centrally placed orchestra; boxes jut out like saw teeth from the back wall’s swooping contour.
SCULPTURE FROM SWEDEN

Bold impressions of Sweden's climate and weather-ways characterize Ralph Erskine's architecture. This Ostenfors factory shows him at work: the sculptured curves are designed both to shelter the necessary equipment and to serve as a "foil for the Swedish wind," Erskine says; the air-intake vents are designed both to start the necessary evaporating process at the right point and to "let in a minimum of Swedish snow." And, fortuitously, the combination of practicality and romanticism looks as handsomely Swedish as any Viking could reasonably wish.

CAR WASH ON THE ADRIATIC

A small pavilion stands on the waterfront at Trieste, sheltering three car-wash stalls beneath its trivaulted roof of reinforced clay blocks. New as it is, it fits nicely into its historic marine setting and bears well the weighty name of its architects, Belgiojoso, Belgiojoso, Peressuti & Rogers.

EXPLOSION AT CAVORETTO

Designed to express the personality of its sculptor-owner, this vigorous structure at Cavoretto, Italy, looks like the first flashes of a hillside explosion. Architect Enzo Venturelli is pleased with the effect, calls it "Nuclear Architecture, the architectural style of the future." Whether or not the future works out quite that way, the house will be remembered for its resounding comment on the stability of matter.

SERVICE IN WIESBADEN

Intended as no masterpiece, this Wiesbaden filling station-restaurant is nevertheless a convincing piece of fresh design. Architect Lothar Goetz was fortunate to have had a client who could be counted on in matters large and small to reject mass-produced solutions. Despite this custom-made generosity, costs ran only 5% above conventional figures.
Suggest you get samples!

New color approach setting trend.

Vinyl asbestos tile.

Catalina colors in Aristoflex.

Flash! Matico announces new.